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LES TERMES COMME MIROIR ET LOUPE D’UNE
SOCIÉTÉ ? L’EXEMPLE DU CODE CIVIL ITALIEN
Enrica Bracchi ∗
RÉSUMÉ
La langue est souvent le vecteur de concepts et de visions
propres à une société ou une partie de celle-ci ; c’est à travers la
langue que se dévoilent les contradictions, le refus ou l’assentiment
par rapport à de nouvelles réalités sociales et sociétales, qui peuvent être réglementées par le droit. Le droit, quant à lui, se sert de
la langue pour nommer ces réalités et la terminologie juridique ou
parajuridique devient d’une part un miroir qui reflète des tendances
et des variations et d’autre part une loupe car elle amplifie les contrastes et les points de détail concernant certaines thématiques d’actualité, « brûlantes », ancrées dans les mœurs et dans les esprits.
C’est notamment le cas des grands bouleversements contemporaines qui caractérisent l’organisation familiale, les rapports entre
parent(s) et enfant(s) et les manières de procréer.
C’est à partir d’une réflexion sur les choix terminologiques –
sans doute influencés par les codifications et la réglementation des
pays voisins – avancés par les porteurs d’un projet de réforme
(2008) des articles consacrés au droit de la famille du Code civil
italien (1942) que nous nous proposons de montrer comment la
langue est en mesure de traduire les changements et les bouleversements qui caractérisent l’organisation familiale en Italie. À la suite
de l’entrée en vigueur de la loi de 2012 de réforme de la filiation et
du décret de 2013 d’application de cette loi, à la différence de ses
voisins européens, le droit italien peine en effet à discipliner les manières « autres » de constituer une famille, de créer des liens de parenté/parentalité(s) et de procréer.

∗ Maître de conférences en italien – Langues Étrangères Appliquées
(L.E.A.) à l’Université de Nantes ; membre du Centre de Recherche sur les Identités Nationales et l’Interculturalité (CRINI) de l’Université de Nantes et membre
associée de l’Institut de Recherche en Droit Privé de Nantes (IRDP).
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Mots-clés : Code civil italien, obligation d’entretenir et d’éduquer
les enfants, droit de la famille, responsabilité parentale, autorité parentale, obligations des parents à l’égard de leurs enfants, enfants
légitimes et naturels

La langue est souvent le vecteur de concepts et de visions
propres à une société ou une partie de celle-ci ; c’est à travers la
langue que se dévoilent les contradictions, le refus ou l’assentiment
par rapport à de nouvelles réalités sociales et sociétales, qui peuvent
être réglementées par le droit. Le droit, quant à lui, se sert de la
langue pour nommer ces réalités et la terminologie juridique devient
d’une part un miroir qui reflète des tendances et des variations, et
d’autre part une loupe car elle amplifie les contrastes et les points de
détail concernant des thématiques d’actualité, parfois « brûlantes »,
ancrées dans les mœurs et dans les esprits… C’est notamment le cas
des grands bouleversements contemporains qui caractérisent l’organisation familiale, les rapports entre parent(s) et enfant(s) ou encore
les manières de procréer.
Dans les diverses typologies des textes à caractère juridique,
l’utilisation des termes et des expressions n’est pas anodine : cet
usage peut être lié à une période historique, il peut traduire une idéologie, il peut vouloir faire passer des messages… Parmi les différentes typologies textuelles, nous avons choisi d’étudier la langue
du Code, et plus précisément celle du Code civil. Nous avons décidé
de nous concentrer sur le Code civil italien et, plus spécifiquement,
sur un article qui énonce les devoirs des parents vis-à-vis de leurs
enfants. Notre choix a été motivé par le fait qu’il s’agit d’un article
qui a évolué au fil du temps, en fonction des changements sociaux,
sociétaux et politiques qui ont caractérisé l’Italie, de la fin du XIXe
siècle à nos jours.
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En 1806, le Code français (promulgué en 1804 ; dit « Code Napoléon » dès 1807) entre en vigueur et il est traduit en italien 1. Dans
la Péninsule, qui n’est pas encore unifiée, ce recueil de normes prend
le nom de « Code civil du Royaume d’Italie » et il s’applique au
territoire faisant partie du Royaume napoléonien d’Italie (18051814), dont la capitale est Milan. Cette région, qui est sous le contrôle de l’armée française, couvre une grande partie de l’Italie du
nord, du centre-est et les territoires de la République de Venise, qui
s’étend jusqu’à l’Istrie et la Dalmatie (actuelle Croatie).
En ce qui concerne les devoirs des parents vis-à-vis de leurs enfants, aux termes de l’article 203 du Code Napoléon (1804) – qui est
par ailleurs le même texte encore aujourd’hui en vigueur en
France – et de sa traduction en italien (Code civil du Royaume d’Italie, 1806) : « Les époux contractent ensemble, par le fait seul du
mariage, l’obligation de nourrir, entretenir et élever leurs enfants » ;
« I coniugi col solo fatto del matrimonio, contraggono unitamente
l’obbligazione di nutrire, mantenere ed educare la prole... ». Au tout
début du XIXe siècle, c’est l’obligation d’alimentation qui prévaut
sur l’obligation d’entretien et d’éducation de la progéniture de la
part des parents. La survie de la descendance est tout d’abord assurée par la nourriture, manger étant l’un des principaux besoins physiologiques pour qu’un être vivant grandisse, se renforce et puisse
travailler. Ensuite, vient le fait de subvenir matériellement et financièrement aux besoins des enfants et, en dernier, leur éducation,
pour assurer leur développement physique et moral.
Ce n’est qu’en 1865, quatre ans après le début de son unification,
que l’Italie se dote d’un Code civil propre dit Codice Pisanelli (Code
Pisanelli) 2 ; promulgué le 25 juin 1865 et entré en vigueur le 1er janvier 1866), visant à donner une réglementation uniforme aux rapports entre particuliers car, auparavant, la Péninsule italienne était
1. Le Code sera édité aussi en version trilingue : française, italienne et latine
(décret du 16 janvier 1806). Guido Alpa, Le Code civil et l’Italie, 57 REVUE
INTERNATIONALE DE DROIT COMPARÉ 571, 601 (2005).
2. Pisanelli était le nom du Ministre Garde des Sceaux de l’époque.
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régie par les différentes réglementations appliquées dans les divers
États pré-unitaires. Ce premier Code de l’Italie unifiée s’est largement inspiré – et des articles ont même été traduits littéralement du
français vers l’italien – du Code Napoléon. Ce dernier était très familier aux juristes italiens et il avait été le « texte “père” des codes
italiens »3 qui, avec la doctrine et la jurisprudence nées de celui-ci,
a forgé toute la culture juridique italienne au XIXe siècle, jusqu’à
l’influence de la doctrine allemande dite Pandectisme (Pandektenwissenschaft) 4. Le Code français avait été choisi comme modèle
aussi parce qu’il interprétait au mieux les idéaux libéraux de
l’époque à travers, par exemple, l’affirmation des principes d’égalité
entre les citoyens (égalité de traitement à conditions égales), la liberté d’initiative économique des particuliers, la protection du droit
de propriété 5. De plus, il « chaussait comme un gant les exigences
d’un pays encore à l’aube de l’industrialisation »6 et à l’époque on
ne ressentit pas le besoin de le moderniser. Toutefois, même si largement inspirés par le Code Napoléon, les codificateurs italiens de
1865 traduisent et transposent le texte de l’article 203 du Code français dans l’article 138 : « Il matrimonio impone ad ambidue i
coniugi l’obbligazione di mantenere, educare ed istruire la prole »7.
Le mariage impose aux deux époux l’obligation d’entretenir et
d’éduquer leurs enfants. L’éducation peut être donnée au sein de la
famille (educazione, en italien), par un établissement scolaire ou un
enseignant particulier (istruzione, en italien). Le verbe « nourrir »
disparaît dans l’énoncé de l’article et le verbe istruire (éduquer) à
3. Alpa, supra note 1, p. 588.
4. Id. p. 588-589. Le terme « Pandectisme » se réfère à l’élaboration conceptuelle et systémique de la part des juristes allemands du XIXe siècle du droit
privé commun allemand sur la base du droit romain. Le droit est considéré comme
un système organisé et rationnel qui peut être représenté comme une pyramide de
concepts divisés par instituts (par exemple la famille) ou par fonctions (par
exemple le droit public et le droit privé), ELEMENTI DI DIRITTO PRIVATO PER
STRANIERI 5 (Amelia Bernardo et al., Giuffré Editore 2001).
5. Id., p. 6.
6. Alpa, supra note 1, p. 593.
7. Codice civile del Regno d’Italia, https://perma.cc/L5P8-LHBF. Tous les
sites Internet cités dans cet article ont été vérifiés le 30 mars 2015.
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l’école est ajouté. Serait-il le signe d’une attention de la part du législateur au fait que les enfants doivent désormais être « nourris »
aussi dans leur esprit ? Ce texte est complété par deux autres alinéas
dans lesquels on énonce que ces obligations relèvent du père et de
la mère, en fonction de leurs ressources (parmi lesquelles on énumère également la dot de la femme) ; faute d’avoir ces ressources,
les obligations seront à la charge des ascendants les plus proches 8.
À la fin de la Première Guerre mondiale, la nécessité d’un Code
civil qui puisse répondre aux exigences d’une société qui est en train
de changer est de plus en plus ressentie en Italie. C’est notamment
la question de la réglementation des rapports entre particuliers qui
se présente, compte-tenu de la nouvelle organisation sociétale. De
1923 à 1937, une commission expressément constituée pour rédiger
des nouveaux codes (civil, de procédure civile, de commerce et pour
la marine marchande) travailla, entre autres, au livre consacré aux
personnes et à la famille qui entra en vigueur le 1er juillet 1939. Toutefois, avec la montée au pouvoir du parti fasciste, il y eut un changement dans le programme de travail. La question du degré de pénétration de la doctrine fasciste dans le texte du code fut l’un des
problèmes majeurs ; les juristes qui travaillèrent aux codes n’étaient
pas des hommes du régime, et ils réussirent à éviter l’introduction
généralisée des principes du fascisme. Pour autant, aux termes de
l’article 147 du Code civil de 1942, consacré aux Doveri verso i figli
(Devoirs vis-à-vis des enfants), on peut lire que : « Il matrimonio
impone ad ambedue i coniugi l’obbligazione di mantenere, educare
e istruire la prole. L’educazione e l’istruzione devono essere
conformi ai principi della morale e al sentimento nazionale
fascista »9. Le mariage impose aux deux époux l’obligation d’entretenir et d’éduquer leurs enfants. Cette éducation doit néanmoins être

8. Id. : « Questa obbligazione spetta al padre ed alla madre, in proporzione
delle loro sostanze, computati nel contributo della madre i frutti della dote.
Quando essi non abbiano mezzi sufficienti, tale obbligazione spetterà agli altri
ascendenti in ordine di prossimità. ».
9. Codice civile, https://perma.cc/RB7C-ZL32.
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conforme aux principes de la morale et du sentiment national fasciste. Pendant les travaux préparatoires au Code, certains juristes affirmèrent qu’il était inadmissible d’attribuer aux parents une liberté
illimitée en termes d’éducation, alors que pendant le régime fasciste
les enfants « appartenaient » à la famille et à la patrie 10. Pendant la
période fasciste, la fonction d’éducation s’inspirait, en effet, de critères objectifs, sans prendre en compte la personnalité des enfants
ou les aspirations pédagogiques des parents, et cette éducation pouvait être exercée par des tiers 11, voire par le pouvoir étatique. À la
chute du régime fasciste, le Code civil ne fut pas remplacé car la
matrice idéologique du Code était bourgeoise et elle put s’adapter à
un régime démocratique. Toutefois, dès 1943, les normes discriminantes à l’égard des citoyens de race non aryenne furent abrogées,
ainsi que toute autre norme inconciliable avec la récemment née République italienne (1946) 12. Ainsi, l’expression de l’article 147 du
Code civil faisant référence à l’idéologie fasciste est supprimée 13 et
seule la référence « aux principes de la morale » est maintenue : « Il
matrimonio impone ad ambedue i coniugi l’obbligazione di
mantenere, educare ed istruire la prole. L’educazione e l’istruzione
devono essere conformi ai principi della morale » 14. Bien que l’adjectif fasciste ait été supprimé et qu’aucun autre adjectif se référant
à une idéologie ou à une pensée quelconque ne fut inséré, certains
réformateurs parmi les plus conservateurs contestèrent ce choix terminologique. Cette contestation allait dans le sens contraire : la
simple référence à la « morale » était un concept trop vague, voire
trop large qui aurait pu amener à des dérives dans l’éducation des
enfants, notamment de la part de ces parents qui ne dispensent pas
10. FERDINANDO SANTOSUOSSO, IL MATRIMONIO. LIBERTÀ E RESPONSABILITÀ
NELLE RELAZIONI FAMILIARI 411 (Utet Giuridica 2011).
11. SILVIA VERONESI, L’INTERVENTO DEL GIUDICE NELL’ESERCIZIO DELLA
POTESTÀ DEI GENITORI 12 (Giuffré Editore 2008).
12. DIZIONARIO STORICO DEL DIRITTO ITALIANO ED EUROPEO (Edizioni

Simone), Vo « Codice civile del 1942 », https://perma.cc/FM87-RS8B.
13. D. Lg. It. 14/9/1944, n° 287 – Provvedimenti relativi alla riforma della
legislazione civile, art. 3, al. 1.
14. Codice civile, supra note 9.
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une éducation religieuse à leur progéniture 15. Ce n’est qu’en 1975,
trente ans après l’entrée en vigueur du Code civil de 1942, que l’Italie réforme le droit de la famille, et le législateur porte un nouveau
regard notamment envers l’enfant, qui est désormais considéré
comme un sujet de droit à part entière, et qui n’est plus soumis à la
patria potestà, au pouvoir paternel, à l’autorité du père. Dans un
premier temps, l’article 147 du Code civil avait été approuvé par la
Chambre des députés avec un texte dans lequel la morale devait être
conforme aux principi etici e sociali (principes éthiques et sociaux).
Dans la version finale, l’expression « conforme aux principes de la
morale » de l’article 147 du Code civil est remplacée par l’énoncé
« tenant compte des capacités, de l’inclination naturelle et des aspirations des enfants » : « Il matrimonio impone ad ambedue i coniugi
l’obbligo di mantenere, istruire ed educare la prole tenendo conto delle
capacità, dell’inclinazione naturale e delle aspirazioni dei figli »16.
L’éducation doit désormais être exercée par les deux parents, conformément à la personnalité de leurs enfants et dans le but que ces
derniers s’épanouissent. Cette formule fut néanmoins âprement critiquée par certains car estimée sans valeur juridique, d’une part, et
considérée comme une expression résiduelle de l’énoncé faisant référence au modèle d’éducation fasciste, d’autre part 17. Il convient
également de souligner que les verbes italiens educare et istruire
sont inversés dans le texte de l’article 147 du Code civil (après la
réforme de 1975) et l’istruzione (éducation scolaire) est désormais
antéposée à l’educazione (éducation au sein de la famille). Ce choix
syntaxique semble conférer plus d’importance à l’éducation scolaire
qu’à l’éducation au sein de la famille. Est-ce que cela signifierait
que l’État contrôlerait davantage la formation de l’esprit grâce, entre
autres, aux enseignements dispensés à l’école ? Nous retrouvons ce
même ordre à l’alinéa 1 de l’article 30 de la Constitution italienne
(1948), qui, à la différence du Code civil, considère l’istruzione et
15. SANTOSUOSSO, supra note 10, p. 410.
16. Codice civile, supra note 9.
17. SANTOSUOSSO, supra note 10, p. 412.
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l’educazione comme des devoirs et aussi des droits, y compris visà-vis des enfants nés hors mariage : « È dovere e diritto dei genitori
mantenere, istruire ed educare i figli, anche se nati fuori del
matrimonio »18.
Si le législateur réformateur de 1975, à l’initiative du sénateur
Francesco Arena 19, a opéré l’inversion des deux verbes dans le Code
civil, cela n’a pas été le cas par exemple dans la loi sur le divorce20
qui, à l’article 6, établit que :
L’obbligo, ai sensi degli articoli 147 e 148 del codice civile,
di mantenere, educare ed istruire i figli nati o adottati
durante il matrimonio di cui sia stato pronunciato lo
scioglimento o la cessazione degli effetti civili, permane
anche nel caso di passaggio a nuove nozze di uno o di
entrambi i genitori… 21
Aux enfants de parents divorcés, il faudrait donc d’abord apprendre à vivre en société et leur transmettre des valeurs et, seulement après, leur transmettre un savoir et un bagage culturel, des outils de compréhension 22. Après l’importante réforme des années
1970, les années 1980 et 1990 sont caractérisées par une stagnation
en matière de réformes concernant le droit italien de la famille, exception faite de la réforme de la loi sur l’adoption des enfants mineurs.
Ce n’est qu’en octobre 2009, qu’un projet de réforme du droit
de la famille est présenté à la Chambre des députés, à Rome, à l’initiative d’un groupe nommé Amore Civile (Amour civil), composé

18. Costituzione della Repubblica italiana, https://perma.cc/UD3Q-PB3A.
La version en français du texte de la Charte constitutionnelle italienne est disponible sur : https://perma.cc/8PPN-32UA.
19. SANTOSUOSSO, supra note 10, p. 410.
20. Loi n° 898/1970, article 6, Disciplina dei casi di scioglimento del
matrimonio, https://perma.cc/WB92-HPHA.
21. « Conformément aux articles 147 et 148 du Code civil, l’obligation d’entretenir, éduquer et instruire les enfants nés ou adoptés pendant le mariage pour
lequel la dissolution a été prononcée ou dont les effets civils ont cessé, persiste y
compris dans le cas d’un remariage de l’un ou des deux parents… ». La traduction
de l’italien au français est de nous.
22. SANTOSUOSSO, supra note 10, p. 410.
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de juristes, sociologues, psychologues, représentants d’associations… travaillant pour une réforme du droit de la famille. En effet,
ce dernier ne traduit plus les changements et les bouleversements
qui ont lieu en Italie, depuis désormais plusieurs années.
Si le titre de l’article 147 reste le même (« Devoirs vis-à-vis des
enfants »), l’énoncé proposé change : « Il matrimonio impone ai
coniugi di adempiere agli obblighi nei confronti dei figli, previsti
dalla normativa in tema di filiazione, d’intesa tra loro e in spirito di
collaborazione »23. Le mariage impose aux deux époux – doit-on
encore considérer les époux, les conjoints comme un couple nécessairement hétérosexuel ou doit-on interpréter ce concept de manière
plus large, comprenant aussi le couple homosexuel ? – de répondre
aux obligations vis-à-vis de leurs enfants, prévues par la législation
en matière de filiation, dans un esprit de collaboration et d’entente
mutuelle. Tout d’abord l’adjectif ambedue (tous les deux), se référant au couple parental, aux deux parents, disparaît. Cette omission
serait-elle due au fait que désormais les parents ne sont plus forcément deux, dans les formations familiales contemporaines ? Le
choix de ne plus faire référence à la dualité des figures parentales,
permettrait-il d’inclure dans le concept de responsabilité parentale
(et non plus « autorité parentale ») celle exercée aussi par le « tiers
parent » ? Dans le projet de réforme du droit de la famille, il avait,
entre autres, été prévu d’insérer l’article 317-ter 24, consacré à l’attribution de la responsabilité parentale au terzo convivente (tiers
concubin) du parent (légal), c’est-à-dire au nouveau partenaire du
père et/ou de la mère, qui est appelé genitore elettivo. Le « parent
électif », marié(e) ou en union libre avec le parent légal de l’enfant,
peut demander – et par la suite se voir attribuer – la responsabilité
parentale de l’enfant de son partenaire. Nous faisons remarquer que
l’article 317-ter du projet d’un « nouveau » Code civil italien ne fait
23. DI RIFORMA DEL DIRITTO DI FAMIGLIA—AMORE CIVILE—DAL DIRITTO
DELLA TRADIZIONE AL DIRITTO DELLA RAGIONE 125-144 (Bruno De Filippis &
Francesco Bilotta ed., Mimesis 2009).
24. Id.
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aucune référence au sexe du « tiers » : cet article pourrait donc être
appliqué aux couples hétérosexuels aussi bien qu’aux couples homosexuels. De plus, l’article 147 ne mentionne plus l’educazione ou
l’istruzione, mais simplement des obligations des parents à l’égard
de leurs enfants ; des obligations qui doivent être exercées conformément à la législation en matière de filiation. Le législateur a
ajouté qu’il doit y avoir un accord dans cet exercice, à la base duquel
il y a également un esprit de collaboration. La cellule familiale n’est
plus une structure hiérarchique comme cela fut le cas dans le passé,
avec le père qui « dominait » sa femme et ses enfants, mais elle devient désormais un véritable ensemble, un tutt’uno, constitué de
membres qui sont tous sur le même plan et qui évoluent, se construisent et collaborent dans un esprit d’entente.
Le 6 juillet 2010, le projet de loi n° 3607 25 est présenté à la
Chambre des députés ; le lendemain, le projet de loi n° 2263 Riforma del diritto di famiglia (réforme du droit de la famille) 26 est
présenté au Sénat de la République, et l’on retrouve le même texte
que l’article 147 du Code civil, proposé par le groupe Amore civile.
Ces deux projets de loi ne sont pas adoptés et le texte de l’article 147
n’est donc pas modifié.
Trois ans s’écoulent. Aucune réforme du droit de la famille n’a
lieu, mais il y a une pression de la part de plusieurs hommes et
femmes politiques pour une réforme notamment de la filiation car
en Italie, la différence entre les enfants « légitimes » et les enfants
« naturels » persiste.
Le 10 décembre 2012, le Président de la République promulgue
la loi n° 219 – Disposizioni in materia di riconoscimento dei figli

25. Modifiche al codice civile in materia di testamento biologico, di
disciplina del diritto di famiglia e della fecondazione assistita, al codice penale
in materia di omicidio del consenziente e di atti di violenza o di persecuzione
psicologica all’interno della famiglia, nonché al codice di procedura civile in
materia di disciplina della domanda di divorzio, https://perma.cc/HG92-LPUC.
26. Riforma del diritto di famiglia, https://perma.cc/JSW2-ML8T.
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naturali (Dispositions concernant la reconnaissance des enfants naturels) 27 et le 28 décembre 2013, l’Italie adopte le décret de mise en
œuvre de cette même loi 28. Le 7 février 2014, ce décret entre en vigueur et toute discrimination résiduelle concernant la différence de
traitement entre les enfants légitimes et naturels est éliminée. L’ancien article 315 du Code civil italien, qui établissait les devoirs de
l’enfant vis-à-vis de ses parents 29, a été modifié par la loi
n° 219/2012 et il est désormais intitulé Stato giuridico della filiazione (état juridique de la filiation). Il établit que tous les enfants ont
le même statut juridique.
Soixante-dix ans après l’affirmation du principe constitutionnel
d’égalité (art. 3, al. 1 Const.) en Italie, en 2014, les enfants ont désormais le même statut juridique, qu’ils soient nés au sein du mariage ou en dehors de celui-ci. Il convient de souligner que la Péninsule est arrivée avec beaucoup de retard à cette reconnaissance et
égalisation du statut juridique des enfants. Un retard sur le plan de
l’évolution sociale et sociétale italienne, par rapport aux avancées
des législations dans les autres pays européens voisins 30 ainsi que
relativement aux réglementations internationales, imposant l’élimination de toute norme prévoyant une différence de traitement des
enfants en fonction de leur « catégorie » d’appartenance. Ce point a
notamment été souligné par les députés de la Chambre italienne dans
le rapport illustratif au décret n° 154/2013 31, qui renvoient tout
27. Disponible sur : https://perma.cc/9BXE-TU2A.
28. Decreto legislativo 28 dicembre 2013, n° 154 – Revisione delle
disposizioni vigenti in materia di filiazione, a norma dell’articolo 2 della legge
10 dicembre 2012, n. 219, disponibile sur : https://perma.cc/RD36-N72F.
29. Codice civile, supra note 9.
30. Depuis la seconde moitié des années 1950 (en Roumanie, par exemple,
l’égalité entre enfants nés au sein et hors du mariage existe depuis l’entrée en
vigueur du Codul familiei [Code de la famille] en 1954, les différents états du
continent européen ont travaillé sur des normes pour l’égalité de traitement entre
les différentes « catégories » d’enfants. Aujourd’hui, les réglementations autrichienne, hongroise, tchèque et slovaque ne font aucune différence en matière de
filiation ou encore le Code civil luxembourgeois établit que l’enfant naturel a les
mêmes droits et les mêmes devoirs de l’enfant légitime (art. 334-1).
31. Relazione illustrativa (09/08/2013), disponible sur : https://perma.cc
/88UA-59D5 ; à ce propos, nous renvoyons également à SABINA ANNA RITA
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d’abord à l’article 21 de la Charte de droits fondamentaux de
l’Union européenne de 2012, qui interdit toute forme de discrimination fondée sur la naissance, puis à la Convention européenne de
sauvegarde des droits de l’homme et des libertés fondamentales qui
protège la vie privée et familiale (art. 8) et qui interdit toute discrimination (art. 14) ainsi qu’au règlement CE n° 2201/2003
(Bruxelles II bis) « relatif à la compétence, la reconnaissance et
l’exécution des décisions en matière matrimoniale et en matière de
responsabilité parentale » 32, qui introduit dans les pays de l’Union
Européenne (sauf le Danemark qui n’a pas participé à son adoption),
entre autres, le concept de « responsabilité parentale » qui remplace
l’« autorité parentale ».
En France, l’ordonnance n° 2005-759 du 6 juillet 2005 33 a imposé la suppression, dans les articles du Code civil, des adjectifs
« légitime » et « naturel ». De plus, dans le droit français la différence de statut, jugée discriminatoire, est abolie et l’attention est depuis portée sur l’enfant en soi et sur ses droits 34. Nous retrouvons
les mêmes caractéristiques dans le décret italien de mise en œuvre
de la réforme de la filiation. D’un point de vue terminologique, les
adjectifs legittimi et naturali sont supprimés et seul le terme figli
(enfants/fils de) persiste, sauf dans le cas des dispositions propres
aux enfants nés dans le mariage ou hors celui-ci, pour lesquelles le
législateur italien a décidé de garder les expressions nato durante
il/nel matrimonio (né pendant (ou dans) le mariage) et nato fuori dal
matrimonio (né hors du mariage). C’est par exemple le cas de l’article 231 – Paternità del marito (Paternité du mari) qui établit que
le mari est le père de l’enfant conçu ou né pendant le mariage.
GALLUZZO, LA RIFORMA DELLA FILIAZIONE – COMMENTO ORGANICO AL D. LGS.
28 DICEMBRE 2013, N° 154 4-5 (Dike Giuridica Editrice 2014).
32. Disponible sur : https://perma.cc/X2QC-LUQE.
33. Disponible sur : https://perma.cc/5T4N-7JPD.
34. Enrica Bracchi & Annette Sousa-Costa, Problèmes traductologiques de
quelques concepts propres au droit de la famille : comment se fait l’échange du
français vers l’allemand et vers l’italien dans le contexte du droit européen/international, in COMMERCES ET TRADUCTION 165 (Sylvaine Hugues ed., Presses Universitaires de Paris Ouest 2013).
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Le décret n° 154/2013 modifie la terminologie du Code civil
ainsi que celle des trois autres codes (Code de procédure civile,
Code pénal et Code de procédure pénale), sans oublier la modification sur le plan terminologique dans les principales lois dites « spéciales » (art. 2, al. 1, lettres a) et h), loi n° 2012-219) car elles régissent des matières et/ou des secteurs spécifiques, dérogeant à la réglementation générale. Parmi ces lois, nous pouvons rappeler la loi
sur les passeports (n° 1185/1967), sur l’interruption volontaire de
grossesse (n° 195/1975) et sur l’assistance médicale à la procréation
(n° 40/2004) 35. Les interventions sur d’autres lois, comme par
exemple celles sur le divorce (n° 898/1970), sur l’adoption d’enfants (n° 184/1983) et sur le système de droit international privé
(n° 218/1995) ont été plus complexes 36 et une disposition de clôture
à ce propos a été prévue dans le décret n° 154/2013, généralisant
l’élimination de tout terme qui serait contraire à l’affirmation de
l’unicité du statut d’enfant 37.
Pour ce qui est de l’article 147 du Code civil, les législateurs –
qui ont par ailleurs oublié d’indiquer le titre (rubrica) mais que l’on
suppose être le même 38 – n’ont pas modifié l’énoncé de l’article ne
prenant pas en compte des propositions avancées par les porteurs du
projet Amore civile. Le texte de l’article 147 reste donc identique à
celui de la réforme de 1975 : « Il matrimonio impone ad ambedue i
coniugi l’obbligo di mantenere, istruire, educare e assistere
moralmente i figli, nel rispetto delle loro capacità, inclinazioni
naturali e aspirazioni, secondo quanto previsto dall'articolo 315bis » 39. Le législateur a néanmoins inclus le renvoi au nouvellement
introduit article 315-bis – Diritti e doveri del figlio (Droits et devoirs
de l’enfant), qui établit les droits et les devoirs de l’enfant qui doit
35. MASSIMILIANO DI PIRRO, RIFORMA DELLA FILIAZIONE—LA NUOVA
DISCIPLINA ALLA LUCE DEL D. LGS. 28-12-2013 (DECRETO DI ATTUAZIONE DELLA
RIFORMA DELLA FILIAZIONE) 85 (Edizioni Giuridiche Simone 2014).
36.
37.
38.
39.

Id.
Id.
Id. p. 121.
Codice civile, supra note 9.
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être entretenu, éduqué et assisté moralement par les parents. Ces
droits et ces devoirs dérivent du lien de filiation où l’on retrouve les
principes déjà exprimés à l’article 147 et à l’article 315 qui, comme
nous l’avons vu, imposent le même statut juridique à tous les enfants.
L’exemple de l’article 147 semble nous montrer que le Code civil n’est pas seulement le reflet de la société civile 40, mais aussi une
« trame dans laquelle se croisent les valeurs et les règles techniques
adaptées à l’époque où le Code est appliqué »41 et qui a une « importance politique »42. Les termes ainsi que les énoncés de l’article
étudié sont caractérisés par une « empreinte culturelle »43 qui ne
peut pas être négligée lors d’un travail de transposition et de traduction d’une langue-culture juridique à une autre. Comme nous avons
pu le voir, les articles du Code civil sont « culturellement marqués »44 et s’il est possible de traduire le terme, parfois il se révèle
difficile de faire passer le concept culturel et juridique qui se cache
derrière une suite de lettres : « le rapport entre mot et concept n’est
[en effet] pas le même dans toutes les langues juridiques »45, comme
l’a souligné Rodolfo Sacco.
À travers cet excursus chronologique et terminologique, nous
avons essayé de montrer que la terminologie employée dans les articles d’un code civil peut servir de miroir de la société dans laquelle
ce code a vu le jour. Dans cette même terminologie, l’on peut retrouver les images réfléchies d’un pays plus ou moins en changement. Toutefois, cette terminologie n’est pas seulement un miroir,
elle est aussi une loupe puisqu’elle permet de mettre en évidence
certaines attitudes propres aux différents utilisateurs-créateurs-consommateurs des termes en question, entre autres, les juristes, la
40.
41.
42.
43.

Alpa, supra note 1, p. 592.
Id. p. 586, 571-625.
Id. p. 586.
Florence Terral, L’empreinte culturelle des termes juridiques, 49 META :
JOURNAL DES TRADUCTEURS / META: TRANSLATORS’ JOURNAL 876 (2004).
44. Id. p. 877.
45. Rodolfo Sacco, La traduction juridique : un point de vue italien, 28
CAHIERS DE DROIT 845, 850 (1987).
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classe dirigeante et politique, la société, les acteurs principaux des
changements sociaux et sociétaux. Parmi ces attitudes, l’on peut retrouver l’acceptation, le conservatisme, la réticence, l’imprécision,
l’indifférence et la provocation, qui varient d’une langue-culture juridique à une autre et d’une période historique à une autre.

POURQUOI ET COMMENT FORMER DES JURISTES
TRILINGUES ?
Dominique Garreau ∗
Ces journées de réflexion mettent l’accent sur la difficulté de
traduire au mieux les règles et concepts juridiques ; chacun se
questionne sur la difficulté de choisir le terme adéquat, celui qui
respectera au mieux le texte d’origine. La spécificité des termes
juridiques semble faire de la traduction juridique un véritable défi
alors que la mondialisation des échanges impose de traduire le droit
de chaque système ou tout au moins ses outils, les supports de ce
droit. De plus en plus d’universitaires s’essayent à la combinaison
Droit-Langues mais, en réalité, relativement peu excellent en
traduction juridique, faute de ressources propres.
Quelles sont alors les formations qui permettent à certains de
réussir ce challenge ? Certains sont juristes, d’autres sont linguistes.
Mais combien ont une double formation dès l’origine ? Une double
compétence acquise à l’université ? Le plus souvent le juriste a de
lui-même assuré sa formation linguistique et le linguiste s’est
passionné pour le droit. Les générations actuelles doivent pouvoir,
dès le début de leurs études, accéder à une formation leur permettant
de devenir un juriste-linguiste. Se confronter à la difficulté à traduire
un texte de droit fait prendre conscience de la nécessité de connaître
non seulement le droit français mais également le common law et la
pratique de la langue anglaise (si nous prenons cet exemple). Il est
donc nécessaire d’offrir des formations en ce sens. Par ailleurs,
nombre d’étudiants veulent faire des études de droit mais sans
abandonner l’étude des langues travaillées au lycée ; alors pourquoi
ne pas leur donner satisfaction ? Enfin, et peut-être surtout, car cela
concerne l’avenir des étudiants, nombre de professionnels du droit
se plaignent de ne pas avoir de juristes parlant d’autres langues et
∗ Maître de conférences HDR en droit privé, Faculté de Droit et des
Sciences politiques de l’Université de Nantes.
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compétents en d’autres droits, le recours à un traducteur non juriste
n’étant ni efficace, ni satisfaisant. Forte de ces constats, l’Université
de Nantes et plus précisément, la Faculté de Droit et des sciences
politiques et celle de Langues et cultures étrangères ont créé une
double formation sur cinq années, la licence puis le master Juriste
trilingue. Il va s’agir de donner aux étudiants une double
compétence – en droit et en langues appliquées au droit – et donc de
sortir des sentiers classiques que sont les formations juridiques qui
ignorent les langues et les formations linguistiques qui ne voient
dans le droit qu’une des nombreuses matières d’application des
langues : deux mondes qu’il faut rapprocher, deux façons de faire
qu’il faut marier car enseigner le droit n’appelle pas les mêmes
pédagogies que l’enseignement des langues.
Avoir son baccalauréat français et vouloir faire du droit et des
langues relève parfois de l’exploit pour les lycéens qui veulent
poursuivre l’étude des langues en faisant également des études de
droit. Certes, il y a la possibilité de faire deux licences, une en Droit
et une en Langues étrangères, mais le contenu intense de chacune
des formations rend la tâche impossible. Pour répondre à une double
demande – des lycéens demandant pourquoi il n’y avait pas de
langues réellement étudiées dans la licence de Droit (chaque année
proposant au mieux vingt heures d’anglais) et des professionnels en
quête de juriste maitrisant une ou plusieurs langues étrangères –
l’idée a germé de s’associer avec le département Langues Étrangères
Appliquées de la Faculté des langues pour créer une formation
alliant droit et langues étrangères appliquées au droit. Ainsi, en
2004, est née la licence Droit-LEA à l’Université de Nantes : une
licence donnant une part égale à la formation universitaire en droit
et à celle en langues appliquées, les étudiants ayant la possibilité de
prendre deux ou trois langues (l’anglais étant obligatoire). Cette
Licence a évolué en 2014 pour devenir une double licence, soit une
licence en Droit parcours LEA et une licence LEA parcours Droit ;
une formation unique permettant d’obtenir deux diplômes. Il s’agit
de former des juristes avec les cours fondamentaux de la licence
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classique et deux ou trois langues, en notant que dans le parcours
deux langues l’étudiant profite de deux matières juridiques
supplémentaires par semestre. Il s’agit également de former des
linguistes et ceci sans se limiter à la langue juridique. En effet,
chaque langue (anglais obligatoire, allemand, espagnol, chinois,
italien), donne lieu à 5 voire 7 heures de cours de civilisation, de
pratique de la langue orale, de traduction dans les deux sens et de
langue juridique à partir de la deuxième année. Cette formation est
la seule en France à permettre d’apprendre deux langues juridiques
en plus de la langue anglaise et ce, sans faire proéminer une langue
sur les autres. Les étudiants doivent ainsi avoir le même niveau
linguistique que les titulaires d’une licence LEA classique étant
entendu que la langue est spécialisée cette fois en droit. Ces
étudiants alliant droit et langues sont perçus et reconnus par les
enseignants comme ayant un niveau général supérieur voire très
supérieur aux étudiants en droit ou en langue avec lesquels ils sont
en cours et passent les mêmes examens. Ceci s’explique assez
aisément : on ne fait pas une double licence Droit et LEA,
demandant plus de travail qu’une licence classique, par défaut ; il
s’agit d’un choix, ce qui explique les forts taux de réussite.
Cependant, trois années ne suffisent pas à former un juriste
linguiste digne de ce nom, raison pour laquelle le master Juriste
trilingue a été ouvert en septembre 2008.
Cette création n’a pas été une évidence pour les Facultés de droit
et des langues concernées. En effet, les diplômes supérieurs, donc
les masters, sont attachés à des domaines existants. Ainsi il est de
tradition française que les juristes tendent à dédaigner les linguistes,
qui de leur côté ne voient pas l’intérêt de faire des langues
appliquées au droit, ayant le sentiment de servir plus le droit que les
langues. La culture universitaire française doit évoluer sur ce point.
Les formations transversales sont peu soutenues en plus d’être
méconnues dans leur propre université alors même qu’elles sont
sollicitées. Mais cela n’est pas propre à l’Université de Nantes. Il
n’est pas aisé de faire un master alliant droit et langues ; il y en a
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peu en France car les responsables de ces masters peinent à recruter
des enseignants spécialisés (car peu de juristes sont compétents en
langue juridique) alors même que nul ne dénie l’intérêt
professionnel de ces formations. Lorsque le master Juriste trilingue
a été créé, la question s’est posée de son contenu : un master de Droit
avec des langues juridiques ou un master de traduction juridique.
Les enseignants linguistes optaient plutôt pour un master de
traduction ayant à l’esprit un débouché professionnel identifié. Mais
les perspectives d’emploi pouvaient s’avérer restrictives, ce qui peut
être un danger tant pour la formation que pour les titulaires du
diplôme. Ainsi, a-t-il semblé préférable de préparer des juristes
maitrisant deux langues juridiques dont l’anglais, laissant la
possibilité aux titulaires de ce master de s’orienter ensuite vers un
poste de juriste linguiste ou de traducteur juridique, voire de juriste
« classique ». Alors, la formation devait satisfaire à ce que l’on
attend d’un juriste après cinq années de droit et à ce que l’on exige
d’un linguiste après cinq années d’études, étant entendu qu’il s’agit
de langues juridiques.
La formation de Juriste trilingue répond à ce double objectif en
insistant sur la formation professionnelle. Elle s’adresse à des
étudiants titulaires d’une double licence Droit et Langues, ou d’une
licence en Droit mais en maitrisant deux langues étrangères dont
l’anglais ou enfin d’une licence LEA incluant une formation
juridique, voire des étudiants étrangers diplômés de droit dans leur
pays ; les étudiants doivent faire état d’une sérieuse motivation.
Puisque destinée à donner une double compétence, la formation
allie cours de droit (droit français, européen, international, common
law et droits italien, espagnol, allemand et chinois) et cours de
langue appliquée au droit dans le premier semestre de chacune des
deux années du master. Le second semestre se déroule
obligatoirement à l’étranger (sauf pour les étudiants étrangers) et
consiste en un séjour d’études ou un stage juridique pour le semestre
de master 1 et un stage juridique pour le semestre de master 2. Lors
de ces stages (dans des cabinets d’avocats, des entreprises, des
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ONG…) les étudiants font des recherches juridiques, assistent à des
audiences, préparent et rédigent des rapports, des dossiers, assistent
les avocats ou conseils juridiques qui les encadrent, font des
traductions… Ils sont immergés dans un autre système juridique,
une autre culture juridique, une autre langue juridique. Certains font
leur stage à la Louisiana State University dans le Center of Civil
Law Studies auprès du Professeur Olivier Moréteau. À l’issue de
chacun de leurs stages, les étudiants font un mémoire de droit
comparé – ou de traduction si leur stage a principalement consister
en de la traduction juridique – mémoire dans la langue française
traduit dans la langue de l’entreprise d’accueil.
Ainsi présenté, il ne s’agit pas d’un master de traduction
juridique. À l’issue de leur master, les étudiants ont le choix de faire
de la traduction juridique leur principale voire exclusive activité ou
de faire de la traduction juridique un outil du juriste linguiste. C’est
la raison pour laquelle le master se dénomme master Juriste
trilingue. Juriste car les étudiants sont compétents en droits français,
de l’Union européenne, international, common law et qu’ils ont des
connaissances en droit allemand, italien, espagnol et chinois au-delà
de ce qu’ils peuvent avoir étudié dans leurs cours de langue
juridique. Trilingue car ils parlent au moins deux langues étrangères
dont l’anglais (voire trois langues quand ils viennent de la double
licence et qu’ils ont certifié leur troisième langue), en maitrisant les
langues et traduction juridiques. Les opportunités sur le marché du
travail sont ainsi amplifiées : avocats en France ou à l’étranger sous
réserve de passer les concours ou examens professionnels, conseils
juridiques, traducteurs, juristes d’entreprises ou dans les ONG ou
toutes autres structures faisant appel à un juriste parlant une ou
plusieurs langues étrangères.
Nous avons atteint l’objectif de faire de ces étudiants des
professionnels curieux, ouverts aux autres cultures juridiques et
linguistiques, leur permettant d’exercer tant dans un pays de civil
law que dans un système de common law grâce à leur très grande
capacité d’adaptation. Cependant, cette formation n’est pas aisée à
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gérer car il faut une équipe pédagogique sensibilisée aux deux
domaines scientifiques. Or les juristes sont des juristes francophones
et souvent peu enclins aux langues et les linguistes ne sont pas
suffisamment formés en droit. Nous manquons cruellement de
jurilinguistes ou de linguistes juridiques et de juristes étrangers à
même d’enseigner dans ce diplôme… Alors peut-être, plus tard,
aurons-nous nos étudiants pour enseigner ces matières qu’ils ont tant
appréciées.
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RÉSUMÉ
Traduire sans trahir, voilà la difficulté du traducteur comme
celle du comparatiste. Comment garantir que les notions, une fois
passées au filtre juridique, ne subissent pas une certaine altération,
et ne perdent par là un peu d’elles-mêmes ? Cet article s’intéresse
donc à un genre particulier de traduction où des concepts universels
se voient convertis en notions juridiques. Dans le cas précis de la
philanthropie, la traduction se révèle moins aisée en droit civil
qu’en common law au point de s’interroger de la capacité de ce
premier à accueillir les mécanismes philanthropiques. Il en ressort
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alors que les traditions juridiques n’ont pas la même capacité à accueillir certaines notions et rendre au mieux les éléments qui les caractérisent.
Keywords: charitable gifts, charitable-purpose trust, philanthropy,
Québec charitable trust, foundation (France), charitable affectation
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on a specific case of translation where universal concepts travel across legal systems to be turned into legal
concepts. The English language does not make any distinction between la traduction (meaning “to turn into another language”) and
the idea of translation as a conceptual exchange. 1 The word “translation” here refers to the fact that familiar ideas need to be decoded
to be imported into a legal system. So, translation means conversion
and requires a transcription. It is an annexation by the law as determined by each legal system’s tradition and foundations. 2
Sometimes, the most familiar idea reveals itself to be very unfamiliar as soon as we look at it from another perspective. Despite the
wish to preserve as much as possible the intrinsic idea of the initial
concept, frictions inevitably appear because of the subsequent encounter between two different language approaches. Where one is
unspecialized and commonly understood, the other one may be both
specific and technical. As perfect correspondence in the conversion
is pure fantasy, the jurist—even more so the comparatist—will need
to work on finding equivalency to give the concept a legal meaning
that is as close as possible to its original meaning. 3

1. “The process of translating words or text from one language into another.” Translation, OXFORD DICTIONARY, available at https://perma.cc/YZC8DPJZ.
2. Pierre Legrand, Issues in the Translatability of Law, in NATION,
LANGUAGE AND THE ETHICS OF TRANSLATION 30, 31-32 (Sandra Berman & Michael Wood eds., Princeton University Press 2005).
3. LES INTRADUISIBLES EN DROIT CIVIL (Alexandra Popovici, Lionel D.
Smith & Régine Tremblay eds., Éditions Thémis 2014).
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This is exactly what is happening in civil law systems with the
specific example of philanthropy. Philanthropy is “the desire to promote the welfare of others, expressed especially by the generous donation of money to good causes.” 4 So, philanthropy is an individual
act of generosity for public benefit. Its legal translation is a pragmatic exercise 5 seeking to determine the most efficient way to be
generous to the public good.
When we turn philanthropy into legally significant terms, philanthropy becomes a gratuitous transfer from a donor of all or part
of his property for charitable purposes. Thus, the act by which a legal subject dedicates property to charitable purposes is a private law
operation. Even though philanthropy corresponds to a private initiative with public impact and so is a kind of hybrid act, it always
relies on a gratuitous transfer of ownership.
However, the mechanism behind generosity constitutes the key
to its legal transcription. The deep and noble feeling common to all
philanthropists must be considered as a distinctive test from ordinary gifts. Consequently, the operation to dedicate property to charitable purposes specifies the philanthropic act. A charitable affectation 6 emerges, which means that property is affected to a precise
charitable purpose.
As it raises the ideas of “affectation” 7 and transfer of ownership,
charitable affectation instantly challenges patrimony theory and
property law. Further, it leads us to re-think them in an altruistic
context, which may have disruptive effects with respect to the basics
of civil law.
4. Philanthropy, OXFORD DICTIONARY, available at https://perma.cc/Z8TK
-H5LU.
5. Alexandra Popovici, La fiducie québécoise, re-belle infidèle, in LES
INTRADUISIBLES EN DROIT CIVIL, supra note 3, at 139-141.
6. This translation for “affectation d’intérêt général” is an expression developed in my doctoral work.
7. SERGE GUINCHARD, L'AFFECTATION DES BIENS EN DROIT PRIVÉ FRANÇAIS
15 (Librairie générale de droit et de jurisprudence 1976); Sylvio Normand, L’affectation en droit des biens au Québec, 48 REVUE JURIDIQUE THÉMIS 599, 602603, available at https://perma.cc/7TZM-T4LK (work presented at the Colloque
du Centre Paul-André Crépeau de McGill portant réflexions sur “l’affectation”).
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The private law of Louisiana, France and Québec 8 reveal three
different scenarios for the translation of philanthropy. In Louisiana,
the question has been taken up in the Trust Code, 9 and purposely
outside of the Civil Code. 10 In France, there is no specific mention
of charitable affectation in the Civil Code. The rules of ordinary gifts
and obligations still apply. Nevertheless their charitable form is regulated by specific provisions of public law. 11 Accordingly, charitable affectation is mostly outside the Civil Code there as well. Only
the Québec Civil Code offers a few specific provisions in the title
“Certain Patrimonies by Appropriation.” 12 However, it seems that
donors in Québec also prefer the non-profit corporation vehicle subject to specific provisions of law, rather than the general civilian
trust. 13
8. Edward F. Martin, Lousiana’s Law of Trusts 25 Years After Adoption of
the Trust Code, 50 LA. L. REV. 501 (1990), available at https://perma.cc/NVA2Q4FF; Kathryn Venturatos Lorio, Louisiana Trusts: The experience of Civil Law
Jurisdiction with the Trust, 42 LA. L. REV. 1721, 1726-28 (1982), available at
https://perma.cc/7KPJ-XNE7; LOUIS BAUDOUIN, LE DROIT CIVIL DE LA
PROVINCE DE QUÉBEC : MODÈLE VIVANT DE DROIT COMPARÉ 102-14, 375 et seq.
(Wilson et Lafleur 1953).
9. See charitable trusts in Louisiana’s “Trust Code,” LA REV. STAT. § 9:2271
et seq., available at https://perma.cc/G9BJ-DDST.
10. Michael McAuley, Truth and reconciliation: Notions of property in Louisiana’s Civil and Trust Codes, in RE-IMAGINING THE TRUST: TRUSTS IN CIVIL
LAW 119, 123-24, (Lionel D. Smith ed., Cambridge University Press 2012):
On the private law topic of property, the contemporary arrangement of
Louisiana law is undeniably referential to the civil law tradition . . . with
the singular exception of the law of trusts. Trust (bodies trust), as containers (funds, universalities, patrimonies) of things to which persons are
entitled and over which powers are exercised in the discharge of duties,
are not contemplated in this arrangement . . . . [O]wnership in the Civil
Code and fiduciary administration in the Trust Code are assigned separate, distinct spheres of operation.
See also Martin, supra note 8.
11. RAYMOND SALEILLES, DE LA PERSONNALITÉ JURIDIQUE, HISTOIRE ET
THÉORIES, VINGT-CINQ LEÇONS D’INTRODUCTION À UN COURS DE DROIT CIVIL
COMPARÉ SUR LES PERSONNES JURIDIQUES 259 et seq. (La Mémoire du Droit
2003).
12. Civil Code of Québec (C.C.Q.) Title 6 of Book 4. See also John E.C.
Brierley, De certains patrimoines d’affectation, in BARREAU DE QUÉBEC ET
CHAMBRE DES NOTAIRES DU QUÉBEC, 1 LA RÉFORME DU CODE CIVIL 375 et seq.
(Presses de l’Université de Laval 1993).
13. Most charities in Québec are registered as non-profit corporations. André
J. Barette, Service de la formation continue du Barreau du Québec, La fiducie
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Although charitable affectation is not thought of in the same way
in these three legal systems, they all share the same difficulty of
finding a place for charitable contributions in private law. Consequently, is private law an anti-charitable law?
In the light of social needs, the absence of charitable purposes in
civil codes is questionable with respect to practical purposes and
also with the need to establish a clear correspondence between civil
law concepts and the simple idea of generosity toward society. By
disregarding philanthropy as a private law concern, it seems that
civil codes present just one kind of generosity and also impose a
unique way to use property. In this regard, civil codes risk no longer
being responsive to the needs of society. 14
Therefore, what exactly does it mean to realize an “affectation
d’intérêt général”? Can private law welcome this concept in its
field? These are the questions I want to investigate by looking at the
French and Québec examples. As such, I will question how charitable contribution is compatible with (II) the civil law tradition and
(III) its mechanisms.
II. ARE CIVIL LAW PRINCIPLES HOSTILE TO CHARITABLE
AFFECTATION?
The legal filter operates against the translation of philanthropy
because the civil law tradition does not allow translating without interpreting in this particular case. Misconception (A) and adaptations
(B) could not have been prevented.

d’utilité sociale : réflexions sur un thème méconnu, in FIDUCIES PERSONNELLES
ET SUCCESSIONS (Yvon Blais 2007).
14. “Il [le Législateur] ne doit point perdre de vue que les lois sont faites pour
les hommes, et non les hommes pour les lois ; qu’elles doivent être adaptées au
caractère, aux habitudes, à la situation du peuple pour lequel elles sont faites…”
Jean-Étienne-Marie Portalis, Discours préliminaire au Premier Projet de Code
civil, in VOIX DE LA CITÉ 16 (Confluences 1999).
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A. Misconception in the Translation
In charitable contributions, donors do not transfer property to the
recipient for his own interest, but for the charitable cause that the
recipient embodies. The charitable gift is made out of a force of action for charitable purposes. 15 Of course, the donor desires that people will benefit from his gift, but without a precise idea of who will
actually benefit therefrom. The consideration of beneficiaries as particular persons is not relevant to donors; only the charitable cause is.
Thus, charitable contributions cannot be fully assimilated to ordinary gifts because they are not made intuitus personæ [in consideration of the person], but “intuitus causæ.” This is why this particular gift should be qualified as an objective gift, a gift in which the
specific end being pursued by the donor is the principal consideration of the gratuitous transfer.
In civil law thinking, this scheme is somewhat surprising, as all
subjective rights should imply a personal bond or a relationship between the creditor and the debtor of the obligation, even if the object
of the right is another’s good. This personal character comes from
the fact that all subjective rights are defined as prerogatives that the
law attributes to a person in his or her interest. In the case of charitable affectation, the charitable cause is the preeminent element of
the transfer, which is no longer motivated by any personal interest.
So, as the relationship looks more non-personal, it seems impossible
“de construire le rapport d’affectation comme un droit réel” [“to
construe the relationship of affectation as a real right”]. 16
The only way to solve this paradox is to bring the charitable gift
back into a relationship between two legal persons and therefore pre-

15. Planiol used this expression of “puissance d’action” [force of action], see
Christophe Vernières, Les libéralités à trois personnes 211 (Apr. 4, 2012) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Université Paris II Panthéon-Assas) (on file with author).
16. JEAN CARBONNIER, 3 DROIT CIVIL : LES BIENS : MONNAIE, IMMEUBLES,
MEUBLES 14 (19th ed., Presses Universitaires de France 2000).
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tend that the recipient is a donee. Still, the legal fiction that the recipient is a donee is a plain misconception of what charitable affectation is. In any translation exercise, concepts should be converted
with only alteration, not denaturation.
This misconception may be reduced if the recipient effectively
dedicates the property to the charitable purpose. Consequently, all
charitable gifts should be assumed as a triptych, where each panel is
occupied by the donor, the recipient or an administrator, 17 and the
beneficiaries. The recipient becomes the central and balancing panel
of the picture. He is the one to fulfill the charitable purpose while
his hands are tied both by the donor’s will and, most of all, by the
beneficiaries’ interest preservation. Only such a triptych structure
will save charitable affectation from inconsistency, which is why
finding an appropriate vehicle becomes crucial.
B. Adaptations to the Translation
By separating the administration from the benefit of the title, the
comparatist’s first thought goes to the common law trust. The common law early on assimilated philanthropy in the charitable-purpose
trust. 18 The trust, as a flexible device for holding property, effi-

17. According to the GÉRARD CORNU, DICTIONARY OF THE CIVIL CODE
(Alain Levasseur & Marie-Eugénie Laporte-Legeais trans., LexisNexis 2014), the
administrator is “[h]e who is charged with the administration of a thing or of an
aggregate of things that belong to another or to the administrator and some third
person in indivision.” The French understanding of “administrateur,” however, is
broader than its understanding in Québec. According to the well-established thesis
of Professor Madeleine Cantyn Cumin, the administrator is the “[p]erson exercising powers over property or a patrimony that is not his or her own,” PAUL-ANDRÉ
CRÉPEAU CENTRE FOR PRIVATE AND COMPARATIVE LAW, PRIVATE LAW
DICTIONARY AND BILINGUAL LEXICONS – PROPERTY (France Allard et al. eds.,
Yvon Blais 2012) [hereinafter PRIVATE LAW DICTIONARY – PROPERTY]. This
means that in Québec the administrator does not hold any right of ownership over
property but he is only exercising power. This constitutes a notable point of divergence between the two civil law systems.
18. Charitable Uses Act 1601, 43 Eliz I, c. 4, available at https://perma.cc
/4S5V-7SAH. The origins of the trust are deeply rooted in the practice of Christian
charity, see H. Patrick Glenn, The Historical Origins of the Trust, in AEQUITAS
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ciently embodies philanthropy. According to the fiduciary relationship, the trustee will have substantial control over the trust property.
He is also bound to act entirely in the interests of beneficiaries with
honesty, candor, and loyalty. 19 The selflessness that is subsumed
within the fiduciary obligation introduces an altruistic way of holding property. The charitable trust corresponds clearly with the essence of the charitable contribution. It concretizes the desired triptych.
The legal translation of trust in civil law systems has been the
subject of much debate. Beyond the split in the title of ownership,
the other strong resistance resides in the theory of patrimony. According to the civil law tradition, no one can divide their patrimony
into different sub-universalities to achieve specific purposes. 20 The
only way to achieve charitable affectation, at first, was to form a
legal person to carry out the charitable purpose.
As a result, French law introduced the foundation. 21 The foundation is a two-step operation: from an inter vivos or testamentary
gift, an organization with legal personality will be formed on the
condition that the Ministry of internal affairs approves its charitable
rationale. 22 We must note that the foundation is positioned between
private law and public law, making the charitable affectation more

EQUITY: EQUITY IN CIVIL LAW AND MIXED JURISDICTIONS 749 (Alfredo
Mordechai Rabello ed., Hammacabi Press 1997).
19. ALBERT H. OOSTERHOFF ET AL., OOSTERHOFF ON TRUSTS: TEXT,
COMMENTARY AND MATERIALS 18 (Carswell 2009).
20. This refers to Aubry and Rau’s essential theory of patrimony. CHARLES
AUBRY ET AL., 9 COURS DE DROIT CIVIL FRANÇAIS D’APRÈS LA MÉTHODE DE
ZACHARIÆ paras. 573-74 (5th ed., Étienne Bartin ed., Marchal et Billard 1917),
available at https://perma.cc/5YJQ-V22J. Even though this theory knows many
exceptions today, it still remains the fundamental theory that delineates the concepts of patrimony and legal personality in civil law. For a brief overview of this
point, see HENRI MAZEAUD ET AL., 1 LEÇONS DE DROIT CIVIL, INTRODUCTION À
L'ÉTUDE DU DROIT 279 et seq. (Montchrestien 1970); Yves Lequette, Prolégomènes, 77 REVUE LAMY DROIT CIVIL 63 (2010). See also Philippe Dupichot, Le
fabuleux destin de la théorie de l’unicité du patrimoine, 2 REVUE DE DROIT HENRI
CAPITANT (2011), available at https://perma.cc/9MV8-64KX.
21. SALEILLES, supra note 11, at 269.
22. Art. 18, Loi n° 87-571 du 23 juillet 1987 relative au développement du
mécénat, available at https://perma.cc/6DGS-TBGM.
AND
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than ever a hybrid act. The initiative may belong to an individual,
but the creation, administration, and even the entire regime of the
foundation are in the hands of specific provisions of public law. In
France, the dedication of property to a charitable purpose results in
an original constellation of private and public law.
However, charitable affectation as a foundation is not particularly satisfactory. First, legal personality rides roughshod over the
true objective nature of the act whereby property is devoted to charitable purposes. It turns the objective gift into a common subjective
gift. Second, individual initiative is diluted by the administrative regime of foundations. This is a total eclipse of the charitable contribution’s private origin.
The Québec Civil Code certainly offers the most faithful transcription of philanthropy in law. In emancipating itself from the civilian tradition of ownership and patrimony, it enacted a civilian
trust by way of patrimony by appropriation. 23 Some argued that the
Québec trust should have been another legal person 24 but, as argued,
this alternative would have denatured its common law origin and the
desire to introduce a flexible device.
This calls for three remarks. First, the Québec charitable trust
essentially constitutes a private law matter, with most provisions being found in the Civil Code. 25 Its constituting act does not imply any
formalities that would introduce any procedures that lie within the
23. The Québec trust is “[p]atrimony by appropriation created for the benefit
of a person or for the fulfillment of a purpose authorized by law,” and “patrimony
by appropriation” is “[p]atrimony distinct from that of a person and assigned to a
particular purpose recognized by law.” Trust, PRIVATE LAW DICTIONARY –
PROPERTY, supra note 17.
24. Yves Caron, The Trust in Quebec, 25 MCGILL L.J. 421 (1980), available
at https://perma.cc/H58R-WUL6. For a critical analysis of the assimilation of the
trust to a legal person, see Lionel Smith, Trust and Patrimony, 38 REVUE
GÉNÉRALE DE DROIT 379 (2008), available at https://perma.cc/QK4K-V4YN.
25. C.C.Q. art. 1256. First, contrary to the foundation as a legal person, no
letters patent are required to establish a foundation-trust. Second, this relative lack
of regulation stands in opposition to French law, in that all charitable devices are
in between private and public law. The French State maintains a strong control
over the constitution and the administration of all charitable contributions and activities.
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field of public law. 26 In France, because the State is said to have a
monopoly on the definition and achievement of public interest, all
charitable activities fall in the scope of public law. 27 Contrary to
Québec’s regime, no charitable activity can fully be a private initiative in France. Beyond political rationales, charitable purposes appeared inconsistent with the object of private law. Despite these difficulties, charitable purposes finally found a way to exist in private
law thanks to the Québec trust. 28 The symbolism is as important as
the technical aspects. 29 There is no public law intrusion. The Québec
charitable trust persists in being a private initiative ruled by private
law, contrary to the French foundation, which externalizes charitable contributions from private law.
Second, the Québec trust is able to meet the needs of a wide variety of charitable contributions, from the outright gift to the creation
26. In France, the creation of a foundation requires the obtaining of the “reconnaissance d’utilité publique” [recognition that it promotes the public good],
which is evaluated and given by the State. A foundation cannot be granted legal
personality without it. The procedure of “reconnaissance d’utilité publique” is
within the competences of both the Ministère de l’Intérieur [Ministry of the Interior] and the Conseil d’État [Council of State]. See Olivier Binder, La Fondation
Reconnue d’Utilité Publique, in GUIDE JURIDIQUE ET FISCAL DU MÉCÉNAT ET DES
FONDATIONS À L'USAGE DES ENTERPRISES ET DES ENTREPRENEURS 130 (4th ed.,
Admical 2008); Gwenaëlle Dufour, Legs et contrôle adminsitratif, in Le guide
des associations & fondations : Legs et donations 20 (Philippe Carillon ed.,
LexisNexis 2011).
27. CONSEIL D'ÉTAT, RÉFLEXIONS SUR L'INTÉRÊT GÉNÉRAL – RAPPORT
PUBLIC 1999 (1999), available at https://perma.cc/9YBL-J646 (Last visited:
March 22, 2014); Laurence Boy, L’intérêt collectif en droit français – Réflexions
sur la collectivisation du droit (1979) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Université
de Nice) (on file with author); LA JUNIORCONSULTING – SCIENCESPO POUR
L'INSTITUT PASTEUR, ÉTUDE SUR LA RÉNOVATION DE L'INTÉRÊT GÉNÉRAL EN
FRANCE, POUR UNE DÉFINITION ÉVOLUTIVE ET CO-CONSTRUITE DE L'INTÉRÊT
GÉNÉRAL, 78 (Philippe-Henri Dutheil & Antoine Vaccaro eds., 2013), available at
https://perma.cc/3BCR-MH7K; Colas Amblard, Intérêt général, utilité publique
ou utilité sociale : Quel mode de reconnaissance pour le secteur associatif ?, 315
REVUE INTERNATIONALE DE L’ÉCONOMIE SOCIALE 21 (2010), available at
https://perma.cc/KS9V-W8R6.
28. Martin Boodman demonstrates how the Québec trust is the most adpated
institution to operate charitable contribution. Martin Boodman, Les libéralités à
des fins charitables au Québec et en France 146 (1981) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Université Paris II Panthéon Arras) (on file with author).
29. Roderick A. Macdonald, Reconceiving the Symbols of Property: Universalities, Interests and Other Heresies, 39 MCGILL L.J. 761 (1994), available at
https://perma.cc/AZ29-C9A7.
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of a charitable organization. For example, French law requires gifts
with charges (or restricted gifts) to operate every charitable contribution. The charitable purpose is covered by the restriction on the
gift, and this is the only way to operate charitable gifts. 30 Further,
the charitable contribution is conceptualized through principles of
the law of obligations, which means that the charitable contribution
represents a personal obligation between the donor and the recipient.
This personal obligation is an accessory one, 31 and the mechanism
of stipulation for another 32 applies. Still, how could this work efficiently when the beneficiary is a class of undetermined people? 33

30. See “libéralités sub modo” in MARCEL PLANIOL, GEORGES RIPERT &
JEAN BOULANGER, 3 TRAITÉ ÉLÉMENTAIRE DE DROIT CIVIL : RÉGIMES
MATRIMONIAUX, SUCCESSIONS, LIBÉRALITÉS paras. 3661 et seq., 3715 (4th ed., Librairie générale de droit et de jurisprudence 1950); FRANÇOIS TERRÉ ET AL.,
DROIT CIVIL: LES SUCCESSIONS, LES LIBÉRALITÉS para. 348 et seq. (4th ed., Dalloz
2013). See also René Demogue, La fiducie en droit moderne: rapports préparatoires et discussion in 5 TRAVAUX DE LA SEMAINE INTERNATIONALE DE DROIT (Librairie du recueil Sirey 1937). The French solution remains the right of ownership
restricted by a specific affectation.
31. Vernières, supra note 15, at 72.
32. C. civ. art. 1205. Generally, all references to the Code Civil de France in
French are available at https://perma.cc/RZ9S-EWKJ. According to the Dictionary of the Civil Code, CORNU, supra note 17, stipulation for another corresponds
to the:
agreement whereby one party (the stipulator) causes another (the promisor) to promise to perform an obligation in favor of a third party (the
beneficiary); complex juridical device in which the stipulation may be
revoked by the stipulator until such time as the beneficiary has not accepted it, but according to which the acceptance by the beneficiary prior
to the revocation of the stipulation renders the latter irrevocable and, furthermore, it vests in the third party a direct right of action against the
promisor for the performance of his commitment.
33. FRANÇOIS TERRÉ ET AL., DROIT CIVIL, LES OBLIGATIONS 571, para. 511,
588, 534. (11th ed., Dalloz 2013) (Il y a stipulation pour autrui lorsque, dans un
contrat, une des parties, appelée le stipulant, obtient de l’autre, appelée le promettant, l’engagement qu’elle donnera ou fera quelque chose au profit d’un tiers
étranger, le bénéficiaire, qui devient ainsi créancier sans avoir été partie au contrat. ”) ; (“ On peut aujourd’hui poser en principe qu’une stipulation au profit de
personnes indéterminées est valable, à condition que le bénéficiaire, indéterminé
au moment de la stipulation, soit déterminable lorsqu’elle doit recevoir effet. Dans
cette perspective, il faut, mais il suffit, que le contrat conclu entre le stipulant et
le promettant comporte des éléments d’une détermination ultérieure. ”).
See also Henri Souleau, L’Acte de fondations en droit français 167 et seq. (1969)
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation) (on file with author).
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The Québec trust made gifts with charges useless. 34 It introduced another dimension to giving 35 by offering a corpus of civil
law rules 36 not only to allocate but also to manage the given property
for the achievement of a specific charitable purpose. Thanks to the
Québec trust, the charitable contribution moves from the subjective
right stage to the institution stage. 37
Finally, based on the objective theory of patrimony, 38 the Québec trust concretized a true patrimony by appropriation, charitable
or not, wherein the trust assets constitute an “autonomous and distinct” 39 legal universality from the patrimonies of the settlor and
trustee. Its purpose gives rise to its existence. 40 No actual beneficiaries necessarily seem needed, 41 contrary to the common law trust.
This generates a major paradigm shift in civil law as the Québec

34. The trust is much more efficient to determine the way of using property.
So, except in the case of family matters, restricted charitable gifts disappeared in
favor of the charitable trust. See John E.C. Brierley, The Gratuitous Trust: A New
Liberality in Quebec Law, in MÉLANGES À PAUL-ANDRÉ CRÉPEAU 119 (Yvon
Blais 1997).
35. Id.
36. C.C.Q art. 1260 et seq.
37. Macdonald, supra note 29, at para. 20,
No longer simply a modality of gifts and wills, the device has achieved
a separate existence as a legal institution: it may be created by onerous
as well as gratuitous act; it may be created for public or private purposes;
it may be created for charitable or for business purposes. The trust under
the Civil Code of Québec must be detached from its historical origins as
a device like the substitution, and must be reconceived as a facilitative
institution, whose finalities are no longer substantive and external to it
(e.g. the giving of a liberality) but procedural and internal (e.g. the management of property for the benefit of another person or for the achievement of an authorized purpose, by an independent third person, who acting as an administrator, manages the trust corpus or patrimony as a juridical universality).
38. For a summary of this particular point, see Frédéric Zenati-Castaing, L’affectation québécoise, un malentendu porteur d’avenir, 48 REVUE JURIDIQUE
THÉMIS 623, 628-631 (2014), available at https://perma.cc/N9VA-9CHK (work
presented at the Colloque du Centre Paul-André Crépeau de McGill portant réflexions sur “ l’affectation ”).
39. C.C.Q. art. 1261.
40. On the termination of a Québec trust, see C.C.Q. art. 1296.
41. C.C.Q. art. 1277. On this particular point, the Québec trust is very close
to the droit sans sujet (“right without a subject”) enunciated by the German author
Alois von Brinz. See SALEILLES, supra note 11, at 476.
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civil law defines a new way to hold property 42 outside real rights. 43
Beyond the recognition of the patrimony by appropriation, this tends
to weaken the domination of absolute ownership.
This solution at the same time revives and compromises Québec
civil law. It revives Québec civil law because it creates a civilian
trust and so increases the ways to allocate property. On the other
hand, it also compromises Québec civil law because lawmakers did
not define the precise nature of the trustee’s power 44 or the beneficiaries’ interest. 45 Since this casts a shadow over practice in this area
of law, the Québec trust is relatively unused by those with philanthropic ambitions. Paradoxically, the presumed most adapted device
to operate charitable contribution (under a technical perspective) is
almost ignored by the bar. An historical and cultural overview
would probably have explanatory power. Still, a main question
arises: are private law mechanisms perhaps just unsuited to charitable affectation?

III. ARE PRIVATE LAW MECHANISMS UNSUITED TO CHARITABLE
AFFECTATION?
All charitable affectation requires (A) the trustee’s selflessness
and (B) an external oversight. Both requirements ensure the charitableness of the affectation device.

42. C.C.Q. art. 2.
43. Madeleine Cantin Cumyn, Le pouvoir juridique, 52 MCGILL L.J. 215
(2007), available at https://perma.cc/6SEP-M4AE.
44. “Il [le fiduciaire] exerce une fonction qui lui accorde des pouvoirs et des
devoirs,” Alexandra Popovici, Le patrimoine d’affectation : Nature, culture, rupture 45 et seq., 47 (2012) (unpublished LL.M. dissertation, Université Laval) (on
file with author), available at https://perma.cc/D25S-5RF9.
45. C.C.Q. arts. 1284, 1290-91. On the nature of the beneficiary’s interest,
see Popovici, supra note 44, at 51-55.
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A. The Selflessness Requirement
The recipient’s selflessness is required because no objective gift
can be made if the trustee lacks altruism. Obviously, the trustee cannot hold property as an ordinary owner. Charitable contributions
necessarily call for a reconsideration of absolute ownership.
At issue is not so much how ownership could be shared between
the recipient and the actual beneficiaries, but rather the acceptance
of a non-individualistic and limited ownership. Ownership must be
selflessly and purposely executed in order to be consistent with the
intrinsic nature of philanthropy.
Thinking of civilian ownership in relative terms has led exactly
to the adoption of the patrimony of appropriation in the Civil Code
of Québec instead of a sui generis ownership 46 The prevailing doctrine claimed that the intrinsic nature of ownership in the civil law
is to be self-oriented. 47 Thus, in no case could the ownership be purposely restricted in favor of someone else. By adopting the patrimony by appropriation, Québec lawmakers introduced a parallel
way to hold property. 48 The concept of power 49 is in a separate category of prerogatives, one distinct from those of subjective rights. 50
Power is granted to the administrator to achieve a purpose and is
limited by constraints. 51
46. This has been the case in Québec civil law since the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Royal Trust Co v. Tucker, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 250 at 27273, available at https://perma.cc/5CP8-V4Y4, in which it was held that the trustee
had “a sui generis property right, which the legislator implicitly but necessarily
intended to create when he introduced the trust into the civil law.”
47. Madeleine Cantin Cumyn, La propriété fiduciaire : mythe ou réalité ?,
15 REVUE DE DROIT DE L'UNIVERSITÉ DE SHERBROOKE 7 (1984).
48. LOUIS JOSSERAND, DE L'ESPRIT DES DROITS ET DE LEUR RELATIVITÉ :
THÉORIE DITE DE L'ABUS DES DROITS para. 420 (Dalloz 1927); PIERRE LEPAULLE,
TRAITÉ THÉORIQUE ET PRATIQUE DES TRUSTS EN DROIT INTERNE, EN DROIT FISCAL
ET EN DROIT INTERNATIONAL 50 (Rousseau & Cie 1932).
49. EMMANUEL GAILLARD, LE POUVOIR EN DROIT PRIVÉ (Economica 1985);
Camyn, supra note 43.
50. C.C.Q. art. 2. See also Macdonald, supra note 29, at 776 et seq.
51. “[L]e fiduciaire sera toujours soumis aux obligations imposées par le législateur d’agir avec prudence et diligence, honnêteté et loyauté dans le meilleur
intérêt de la fin poursuivie,” Popovici, supra note 44, at 46. “La codification des
règles de l’administration du bien d’autrui met en lumière la singularité des
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The French doctrine also moderated ownership, but its solution
remains doctrinal, not formal. Doctrinal commentaries outlined that
all ownership may be subject to conditions and restrictions without
denaturing the fundamental nature of ownership. 52 Alongside inalienable ownership and common tenancy, we could easily admit a
purposive ownership. Just like other modes of property rights, ownership may be modulated without being denatured. 53 Alongside individualistic ownership, the idea of a socially oriented ownership 54
emerges again, but outside the disposition of the Civil Code. 55
As such, Québec law formalized two different and separate ways
to hold property with the aim of preserving absolute ownership. The
French doctrine splits ownership into two parts according to the purpose for which the right is performed. Both solutions generate a tremendous shift in civil law. They both demonstrate how ownership
is limited by the individualism in which it has been inscribed. It also
reveals how deep the disharmony between charitable generosity and
the civil law tradition runs. The concretization of charitable giving
could not be done without rethinking the place of ownership and real
rights in civil law principles.
B. The External Oversight Requirement
Now, I turn to the last part of my article, which focuses on the
beneficiaries’ position. Beneficiaries have a legal interest in the
normes qui régissent cette activité. On constate, en effet, que d’importantes contraintes lient tout administrateur alors que ces contraintes sont absentes dans
l’exercice d’un droit par son titulaire,” Cumyn, supra note 43, at 222.
52. Vernières, supra note 15, at 160-83.
53. Sylvio Normand, La notion de modalité de la propriété, in MÉLANGES
OFFERTS AU PROFESSEUR FRANÇOIS FRÉNETTE : ÉTUDES PORTANT SUR LE DROIT
PATRIMONIAL 251 (Presses Université Laval 2006); Yaëll Emerich, La fiducie civiliste : modalité de la propriété ou intermède à la propriété ?, 58 MCGILL L.J.
827 (2012), available at https://perma.cc/HQ6Y-UH45.
54. LÉON DUGUIT, AUTOUR DE LA FONCTION SOCIALE DE LA PROPRIÉTÉ (Dalloz 1901); Simon Deploige, La théorie thomiste de la propriété (suite et fin), 2
REVUE NÉO-SCOLASTIQUE 286 (1895), available at https://perma.cc/487R-KQG4.
55. C. civ. art. 544 still defines ownership as “the right to enjoy and dispose
of objects in the most complete manner, provided they are not used in a way prohibited by statutes or regulations.”
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property’s administration. While beneficiaries have no rights to the
charitably affected property, they have a legal interest in the power
that the administrator holds over the object. 56
This is precisely where civil law systems find it difficult to translate the charitable affectation. All legal relationships are erected to
satisfy personal interests. For this reason, the consideration of another, in private relationships, sounds paradoxical. Can the beneficiaries effectively require compliance with the gift impersonally
made for them?
In France, two effective devices exist. 57 The first one allows donors to demand that the administrator be forced to perform
charges. 58 The second one allows donors and their heirs to demand
revocation for non-performance of charges. 59 Nevertheless, in both
cases, there is no guarantee that the donors or their heirs are acting
in the beneficiaries’ interest instead of their own private interests.60
The Québec Civil Code stipulates that any “interested” person may

56. According to Lionel Smith, “[t]he trust beneficiary’s rights are rights in
the rights that the trustee holds in the object.” Smith, supra note 24, at 392 (emphasis in original).
57. Still, as I have already mentioned, the mechanism of stipulation for another is ineffective as long as the beneficiary of the stipulation remains indeterminate, the situation which typifies beneficiaries in most charitable contributions.
58. The rule of C. civ. art. 1221 applies only to a donation with charge as it
constitutes a synallagmatic (or bilateral) contract. C. civ. art. 1184 para. 2 also
references specific performance of the contract. See Rafael Ibarra Garza, Protecting the Trust fund in French and English Law, 20 TRUST & TRUSTEES 421 (2014):
Specific performance of the breached contract has an effect to enforce
the contract as the parties intended, therefore this remedy is the most
respectful to the wishes of the parties to the breached contract; reason
why specific enforcement is considered a right of the innocent party. So
if he demands specific performance and this is still possible, the judge
will have no discretion and will have to order specific performance of
the contract.
59. C. civ. art. 954 provides as follows: “Dans le cas de la révocation pour
cause d’inexécution des conditions, les biens rentreront dans les mains du donateur, libres de toutes charges et hypothèques du chef du donataire; et le donateur
aura, contre les tiers détenteurs des immeubles donnés, tous les droits qu’il aurait
contre le donataire lui-même.” See also C. civ. art. 956, which provides that “[l]a
révocation pour cause d’inexécution des conditions, ou pour cause d’ingratitude,
n’aura jamais lieu de plein droit.”
60. See the demonstration in Souleau, supra note 33, at para. 97 et seq.
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claim for the execution of the trust. 61 There are many uncertainties
around this provision. Can each beneficiary equally and indifferently bring the matter before the courts? Does any beneficiary have
sufficient legal interest to engage his or her own assets in that case?
No subjective right seems adapted to this situation because all beneficiaries share a mutual concern in the trust execution. They should
be able collectively to protect their unique interest against any trustee’s mismanagement.
Common law systems developed solutions that civil law systems
should more readily consider. 62 These systems imagined a public
institution to protect all beneficiaries’ interest. 63 In many common
law systems, the attorney general is in charge of representing and
preserving the public good at law, while the charitable commission,
whose role is much more specific, has control over the governance
of charities and prevents the disrespect of beneficiaries’ interests.
Such institutions are suggested in the Québec Civil Code, but were
never established. 64
Of course, the hybrid nature of charitable affectations, as well as
pragmatic concerns, seem necessarily to lead to the outsourcing of
oversight from private law. Does this justify, however, private law’s
deficiency with respect to the adequate protection of beneficiaries’
interests? One thing is for sure: developing external oversight would
better achieve the conversion of philanthropy into law and offer a
steady path to enshrining the charitable-giving triptych.

61. C.C.Q. art. 1290.
62. The supervision from an external person or body designated by the law is
mentioned at C.C.Q. art. 1288. This kind of supervision has never been in the case
with a social trust. The composition of a French foundation’s board of directors
may include a member of the Government. The board’s main role, however, is
more to control the use of funds rather than to promote the public good as an
Attorney General in many common law systems would do.
63. Kathryn Chan, The Role of the Attorney General in Charity in Canada
and in England and in Wales, 89 CANADIAN BAR REVIEW 373 (2010).
64. C.C.Q. art. 1288.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Le Code civil n’est pas une œuvre anti-affectation d’intérêt général dès lors que l’on admet une modération de ses principes fondamentaux. Notons que ces principes sont le fruit d’une doctrine
circonstanciée et que rien aujourd’hui n’en impose une telle lecture
hormis notre attachement à la tradition.
La traduction juridique des concepts universels s’avère parfois
une tâche ardue et incertaine pour le juriste qui doit trancher entre
la préservation originelle et la trahison forcée. Dans le cas présenté,
la ligne de conduite ne semble pas encore être parfaitement dessinée, si bien qu’en attendant, l’affectation d’intérêt général demeure
en quelque sorte… lost in translation en droit civil.

RUMINATIONS AROUND THE
DICTIONARY OF THE CIVIL CODE
Alain A. Levasseur ∗
Keywords: avant-projet Catala, legal translation, laws of obligations, civil code
In 2004, Professor David Gruning and I were asked, on behalf
of the Association Henri Capitant (AHC), to undertake the translation from French into English of Professor Pierre Catala’s Avantprojet de réforme du droit des obligations et du droit de la prescription (avant-projet Catala). 1 This avant-projet had received the intellectual endorsement and moral support of the AHC. Our involvement in the translation was justifiably grounded on the long established, yet not well known, fact that the state of Louisiana is the only
mixed jurisdiction to have a civil code written directly in the English
language; this since 1870. Prior civil codes (1808–1825) were translated from the original French version into English. As a result of
some “prophetic” misunderstanding between a few “interested parties,” it happened that the same avant-projet Catala was also to be
translated in English by two prominent colleagues from the University of Oxford: Professors J. Cartwright and S. Whittaker. 2 One
would think that two translations in the same English language of
the same French text ought not to be much different one from the
other except, obviously, for the selection, here and there, of a few
words or a few grammatical constructions.
What happened on April 1, 2008 at a colloquium held in the
grandiose Senate building in Paris was as much a “collision” of a
∗ Professor Emeritus, Paul M. Hebert Law Center, Louisana State University.
1. PIERRE CATALA, Avant-projet de réforme du droit des obligations (articles 1101 à 1386 du Code Civil) et du droit de la prescription (articles 2234 à
2281 du Code Civil) (2005) available at https://perma.cc/CCN9-DDFK.
2. PIERRE CATALA, PROPOSALS FOR REFORM OF THE LAW OF OBLIGATIONS
AND THE LAW OF PRESCRIPTION (John Cartwright & Simon Whittaker trans., Hart
Publ’g 2007) available at https://perma.cc/Q88D-KYQG.
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cultural and intellectual nature as had happened on the battlefield of
Waterloo eleven years after the promulgation of the French Civil
Code of 1804. One may wonder, perhaps even be puzzled, by this
connection between a battle Napoléon lost to the British and a piece
of legislation, the Civil Code, albeit of a very unique nature. Let us
remind the reader that history tells us that Napoléon would have said
on his deathbed that: “My true glory is not that I have won 40 battles;
Waterloo will blow away the memory of these victories. What nothing can blow away, what will live eternally, is my Civil Code.” 3 This
is where we found our inspiration and motivation: make “intellectually” eternal (if possible) the Civil Code of the “physically” defeated
Emperor by transposing his code in the vernacular language of those
who had won on the battle ground meaning, the ordinary and plain
English language as contrasted with the English language of the
common law. A daunting “challenge” for both of us.
Two translations in English were subsequently published in the
same volume next to other translations in other languages. The
translation made by our English colleagues is identified as “Anglais
(O),” or English from Oxford, and our translation is referred to as
“Anglais (L),” or English from Louisiana. We give here only one
illustrative example of the two fundamentally different approaches
in translating the same French text:
French text: Il y a solidarité de la part des débiteurs,
lorsqu’ils sont obligés à une même chose, de manière que
chacun puisse être contraint pour la totalité, et que le paiement fait par un seul libère les autres envers le créancier. 4
Anglais (O): There is joint and several liability amongst
debtors where they are under obligations to do the same
thing such that the totality of it may be enforced against each
of them, and satisfaction by only one discharges the others
with regard to the creditor. 5
3. Alain A. Levasseur, Code Napoleon or Code Portalis?, 63 TUL. L. REV.
762, 764 (1969).
4. CATALA, supra note 1, art. 1200.
5. CATALA, supra note 2.
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Anglais (L): There is solidarity between obligors when they
are all bound to the same performance in such a way that
each of them may be compelled to perform the whole performance and when performance by one of them relieves the
others towards the obligee. 6
This example could not be more explicit: what happened to the
typical and traditional civil law concept of “solidarité”? What is this
“joint and several” expression? Does not the word “solidarity” exist
in the native, common, and vernacular English language? We can
read the following definition of solidarity in the non-legal, Webster’s New World Dictionary: “combination or agreement of all elements or individuals, as of a group; complete unity, as of opinion,
purpose, interest, feeling, etc.” Notice the simple, common words—
“agreement of all individuals” and “complete unity, as of purpose,
interest.” These words surely fit perfectly with the civil law understanding of “solidarité”—“solidarity”? So, why resort to the
common law words of “joint” and “several,” which refer to concepts
that originate from a different legal regime (procedure as opposed
to substantive law) and that have different legal effects from “solidarité”?
From our point of view, where differences had to be stressed
between an Anglais (O) and an Anglais (L) translation, we were determined (and unwilling to bend) to emphasize the specificity and
uniqueness of the civil law tradition and, therefore, of its traditional
and specific language—French in this instance. Since we were carrying on the Louisiana civil law tradition that we can trace back to
1808 and 1825, we had no difficulty or misgivings in our task. As
Professor Alain Ghozi stated: “[i]n this domain, a literal [sic] translation has no room; to translate faithfully one must fully grasp the
meaning of the rule, often in its raison d’être.” 7
6. ALAIN LEVASSEUR, LOUISIANA LAW OF OBLIGATIONS IN GENERAL: A
PRÉCIS (2d ed., LexisNexis 2009).
7. Pierre Catala (dir.), L’art de la traduction. L’accueil international de
l’avant-projet de réforme du droit des obligations, RTDCiv 2011, 417.
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This first major and stimulating exercise in translation led us to
face a major challenge: translate all entries of the Vocabulaire Juridique 8 dealing with the subject matters of the French Civil Code.
As one of four members of the Scientific Committee of the Dictionary of the Civil Code 9 and lead translator, I was overwhelmed by
this monumental task. To find strength and cohesiveness in numbers, I invited several colleagues to tackle Cornu in English! 10
I had flashbacks of summers I spent with an uncle of mine, a
farmer, who acquired several acres of land in the Gers area of
France. The land had been fallow and uncultivated for several years
and therefore required much hard work to turn it into sunflower,
corn, and wheat fields. My uncle and I could see in our imagination
those beautiful fields and the satisfaction they would bring one day.
One day? My uncle was not one to back off from the task and I was
committed to helping him. And so we spent the first summer operating a bulldozer day and night—my uncle at night and I in the daytime—clearing the land, opening paths in the woods, digging ponds,
and placing drains in the ground. By the end of that first summer a
new creation had emerged from our determination and hard work.
Over the following summers, the land was covered with sunflowers
swaying in the wind; with wheat pointing straight to the sky; with
corn showing its beard. We did it; our hard work had paid off.
I felt also like how a sculptor probably feels when he faces a
block of marble out of which he is to carve a statue. Most likely, the

8. GÉRARD CORNU, VOCABULAIRE JURIDIQUE (9th ed., Presses Universitaires de France 2011).
9. GÉRARD CORNU, DICTIONARY OF THE CIVIL CODE (Alain Levasseur &
Marie-Eugénie Laporte-Lageais trans., LexisNexis 2014) [hereinafter
DICTIONARY OF THE CIVIL CODE].
10. Translators: Associate Professor Bob Mircea, Universitatea Babeş-Bolyai
Cluj-Napoca; Dr. Eleanor Cashin-Ritaine, Senior Associate, Ducrest Heggli Avocats LLC, Geneva; Professor Vivan G. Curran, University of Pittsburg, School
of Law, Pittsburg; Professor David W. Grunning, Loyola University, School of
Law, New Orleans; Professor Olivier Moréteau, Director of the Center of Civil
Law Studies, Louisiana State University, Law Center, Baton Rouge; Professor
Randall J. Trahan, Louisiana State University, Law Center, Baton Rouge; Serban
Vacarelu, Lecturer and Ph.D. Researcher, Maastricht University, Faculty of Law.
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sculptor sees in his mind and feels in his heart far beyond the block
of marble. He can touch the silhouette, the curvature, and the profile
of the statue before it finds life in his skilled and toned hands. To
translate is, in a sense, to practice the art of shaping and carving out
all the beliefs, aspirations, ideals, and values that are hidden in a
given block of words; it is to transform them into words meant to
captivate the awareness of the mind and the sensitivity of the heart
of the reader. Words identified with the vernacular language of a
people are the outward expression of symbols, images, and icons
that their culture conveys in an attempt to bring the reader or listener
into its depths, through the use of the reader’s or listener’s own language. Therefore, it becomes the duty and mission, more than the
mere role of the translator-artist, to trust in his talent, permeated with
human feelings and guided by his intellectual skill, to shape the culture of one people, the “sender,” into a work that another people, the
“receiver,” may readily understand and appreciate as being worthy
of as much respect in its own culture. The translator must use language, on his side of the mirror, that is transparent, not opaque,
thoughtful and not dismissive, so that the reader-receiver will be
able to see, couched in his own language on his side of the same
mirror, the very message the sender meant to convey:
[t]his idea of translation as transportation commits us implicitly to a certain view of meaning, namely, that it is like an
object that can be picked up out of the place where it is found
and dropped into another place; or, to put it another way, that
the meaning of a sentence can be separated from its wordsfrom its language, from its cultural context-and-reproduced
in another. At the center of law is the activity of translation.
To translate at all . . . requires that one learn the language of
another, recognize the inadequacy of one’s own language to
that reality, yet make a text, nonetheless, in response to it.
Should it accordingly be a constant and central aim of the
translator to bring his own reader to a new consciousness of
the limits of his language in relation to another? Not by
changing English, say, into some foreign thing, but far more
subtly, by reminding the reader that one is always at the edge
of what can be done; that beyond it is something unknown
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and if only for that reason wonderful; that, like grammar, a
translation never be more than a partial substitute for an education . . . . There is no ‘translation,’ only transformation
achieved in a process by which one seeks to attune oneself
to another’s text and language, to appropriate them yet to respect their difference and autonomy as well, in what Hugh
Kenner calls ‘interchanges of voice and personality.’ In
making (and reading) translations we should think and
speak, then, not about transportable ‘content,’ but about the
relations-between texts, between languages, between people-that we establish in our own compositions; about the attitudes towards other people, other languages, that we embody in our expressions. 11
As Judge Nicholas Kasirer wrote: “[t]ranslation is, inevitably,
the occasion for the appropriation and the reinvention of a text according to the views and values of the translator and, as one scholar
has recently argued, according to the time and place in which the
translator works.” 12
With respect to translation as a process of “transformation” or
“appropriation and reinvention,” I believe that the civil law, as a major legal tradition, has an advantage over the common law as another
major legal tradition. That advantage, I believe, is that the civil law
is drafted in the language of the “reasonable man,” the language of
the “farmer” for whom the law of property, successions, etc., was
written.
The language of the civil law has also been described as the language of the man who stands on the back platform of a Parisian bus.
In the days of René David, the man who coined this expression, Parisian buses were fitted with a platform, where most bus riders preferred to stand and enjoy the ride. 13
Ever since its founding years in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, “legal technicians,” mostly judges, have written the common
11. JAMES BOYD WHITE, JUSTICE AS TRANSLATION: AN ESSAY IN CULTURAL
AND LEGAL CRITICISM 234, 252–254 (U. Chi. Press 1990).
12. Nicholas Kasirer, Portalis Now, in LE DROIT CIVIL, AVANT TOUT UN STYLE
22 (Nicholas Kasirer ed., Éditions Thémis 2003).
13. That advantage explains also why the French Civil Code was easily “exported” to vast continents like Latin America.

?
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law for “legal technicians,” not for the “common man.” Because the
linguistics can be extremely different, the translator is confronted
with the difficult task of having to turn the technical, special, “tailormade” language of the common law into the average, “commonman” language of the civil law.
The functional importance of translating the culture and the
spirit of a legal system into a language that is foreign to it, consists
in selecting honest and truthful means of bringing forth the social,
spiritual, ethical values of that system so that they will be received
and understood in that foreign language without mischaracterization
or distortion. The translator must be, therefore, fully ready to accept
and endure the headaches and heartaches of his mission particularly
when he will be confronted with legal concepts and institutions,
which intimately reflect and embody the exclusive identity of the
specific features of one legal tradition in contrast with the features
of another legal tradition. 14 This is where the translator will have to
become a skilled linguist, clothed in a legal scholar’s garment, in
addition to being an anthropologist, philosopher, historian, sociologist; an overwhelming endeavor, which should never be undertaken
for expediency reasons, practical or material reasons or with the motivation that would amount to saying that, after all, the “receiver”
will not check the translation, for a variety of reasons, and will accept the translation as being accurate and faithful to the original foreign legal concept or institution.15
When translating concepts into words, and vice-versa, one must
be aware that one is also engaged in the practice of an art that requires sensitivity and sensibility, emotion and compassion, understanding and inquisition. Just as the pianist must use his hands and
talent to “interpret” or “translate” into sounds a musical composition, with the intent to touch the minds and hearts of an audience, so
requires the art and technique of translating. Music critics who hear
14. Solidarité/solidarity is one of those concepts.
15. We have witnessed many of these kinds of uneducated and misleading
translations, a recent one from a French pre-nuptial agreement.
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the same Mozart concerto will seldom share exactly, or to the same
extent, the same views on the pianist’s performance because their
hearts and minds will not have heard the same sounds nor felt the
same emotions with the same intensity. The translator and the pianist are given a “written score,” which is not their creation; yet,
somehow, they must attempt to immerse themselves into the person
and personality of the author-composer so as to allow and entice the
reader or listener to do likewise. A musical score is under the fingers
of a pianist like the words of a text are under the pen of a translator.
In civil law terms, a translator is under an “obligation of result”
and, to a large extent, also under a “strictly personal obligation.” He
must reach that result with his personal talent, knowledge, and savoir faire, as he should be fully aware that “allusions can be missed”
and that “a bias can be introduced here and there.” 16 It is with this
frame of mind and with these motivating guides that we undertook
to turn parts of the Vocabulaire Juridique into a Dictionary of the
Civil Law.
In translating parts of the Vocabulaire Juridique of Gérard
Cornu, we became very quickly aware of the profound meaning of
these words written by Gérard Cornu:
If one accepts the hypothesis that the language of the law
presents linguistic markers sufficient to contribute a specialized language, then it must be postulated that every language
of this order necessarily grows and develops in the bosom of
a language and, therefore, that a French juridical vocabulary
does so in the bosom of the French language: a nourishing
link that not only invites the comparison of this specialized
language with current language or with other technical languages, but also demands that one respect the genius of the
language to which it belongs in its norms and its evolution
. . . . Monolingual and monolithic, this work draws only from
the French language and expresses only the French juridical

16. See Kasirer, supra note 12, at 22 (“allusions are missed; a bias is introduced here and there.”).
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system. From these limits we nourish the hope of compensating for the loss of extent with depth. 17
Our translation of excerpts from the Vocabulaire Juridique did
indeed draw from the French language, but we meant to go far beyond expressing only the French juridical system. The reason was
that we intended to extract from the Vocabulaire Juridique as many
entries as we could identify as being “civil law” in their essence and
thus related particularly to the civil law of the state of Louisiana.
Hence, the addition of, under a large number of entries and next to
articles of the French Civil Code, references to articles of the Louisiana Civil Code. Thereby the reader will be able to relate articles of
the French Civil Code 18 to articles of the Louisiana Civil Code,
which have been exclusively in English since 1870. 19 Indeed, we
wonder which civil code, other than the Louisiana Civil Code, could
have been a better source of articles expressing the civil law in English?
The words of Gérard Cornu cited above, “monolingual and monolithic” on the one hand, and “only from the French language” on
the other hand, awakened in us a deeply felt concern, namely that
the enterprise upon which we had hoped to embark, translate the
Vocabulaire into English, might be futile, even hopeless. Why had
this work of translation not been done before? We ultimately concluded that such an enterprise was not so difficult as to be impossible. However, “we” in Louisiana have spoken and written the civil
law in English for centuries. Since the 1870s, although confronted
with the dominance of the English language and the increased influence of the common law, we nevertheless succeeded in turning the
English language into an instrument for the defense of the civil law.
17. DICTIONARY OF THE CIVIL CODE, supra note 9, at XVII, XX.
18. See the French Civil Code in English on Legifrance, https://perma.cc
/A4PS-MJJM.
19. For the history of the Louisiana civil codes, see ALAIN A. LEVASSEUR,
LOUIS CASIMIR ELISABETH MOREAU-LISLET, FOSTER FATHER OF LOUISIANA
CIVIL LAW (LSU Paul M. Hebert Law Center Publications Institute 1996); ALAIN
A. LEVASSEUR & VICENÇ FELIÚ, MOREAU LISLET: THE MAN BEHIND THE DIGEST
OF 1808 (Claitor’s 2008).
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We made ours the words of Gérard Cornu: “the language of the law
is, to a major extent, a legacy of tradition.” 20 In undertaking an English translation of the civil law entries of the Vocabulaire, we were
fully aware of the challenges we had to face. However, we were also
extremely confident in our “Louisiana civil law in English,” because
we were well aware that our codifiers of the past had wisely and
skillfully used the English language of the average, common English
speaking layman, rather than the English language of the common
law technicians, the judiciary in particular: “[a]fter all, we are and
have long been English speaking civilians.” 21 Our voice, however,
is only now being heard and we owe it to two of our most skilled
lawyers and learned codifiers: Louis Moreau-Lislet and Edward
Livingston.

20. GÉRARD CORNU, LINGUISTIQUE JURIDIQUE 19 (3d ed., Montchrestien
2005).
21. DICTIONARY OF THE CIVIL CODE, supra note 9, at XIII.
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ABSTRACT
The Channel Islands were an integral part of the Duchy of Normandy until 1204 when King John lost Continental Normandy to the
French King, Philip Augustus. Jersey and Guernsey did not submit
to the jurisdiction of the French King but retained allegiance to the
King in England as Duke of Normandy. The customary laws of the
Islands retain their Norman root to this day in spite of strong legal
and cultural influences from England in the 19th and 20th Centuries.
A rich legal vocabulary in both French and English has evolved in
these mixed legal jurisdictions.
This article examines the linguistic legacy of Jersey’s diverse
jurisprudential heritage, including Jersey legislation, in part drawn
from the Code civil des Français and other French statutes, and in
part reflecting the peculiar legal usages of Jersey as a pays coutumier; and Jersey case law in which the application of Norman customary law, civilian law and the French Civil Code, is considered.
Keywords: mixed legal jurisdiction, French Civil Code, customary
law, coûtume, droit coutumier normand, Jersey law, civil law, common law
I. INTRODUCTION
As its title may convey, the intention of this article—more of a
snapshot than a thesis—is to share something of the linguistic legacy
of Jersey’s diverse jurisprudential heritage, including the partially
bilingual Jersey statute book, which has some parts drawn from the
Code civil des Français and other parts which reflect the usage of a
pays coutumier. This article will briefly trace the historical roots of
Jersey law and its evolution into the mixed legal jurisdiction that it
has become today.
The varied French vocabulary that this process of evolution has
yielded, derived from the island’s own internal customary usage as
well as borrowed from the Norman coûtume and the French Code,
will be surveyed.
Jersey law is rooted in the droit coutumier normand, but it has
not been codified in the Napoleonic style. It will, therefore, be necessary to speak about case law and to give examples of the approach
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Jersey courts use when receiving legal authorities, but without advancing any view as to which principles—of Norman customary
law, civilian law, the French Civil Code, or English common law—
ought or ought not to be applied by the courts. There are sometimes
divergent views about which one should prevail, but the Norman
foundation of Jersey law, together with the historical link of the
Channel Islands to the English Crown, have unquestionably resulted
in the Jersey (and Guernsey) courts having an unusually wide range
of authorities from which to draw when confronted with difficult
legal questions.
II. LES ÎLES “ANGLO-NORMANDES”
Jersey—along with its neighbouring, but separate, Channel Island jurisdiction of Guernsey—could arguably be said to rank as one
of the earliest “mixed” legal jurisdictions. 1 Originally the bailliage,
albeit physically separated from Normandy, 2 was culturally and legally a part of the Duchy, and continued to be so after Duke William
II assumed the English Crown as William I of England in 1066.
In 1204, however, King John lost Continental Normandy to the
French King, Philip Augustus. Jersey and Guernsey did not submit
to the jurisdiction of the French King but rather retained allegiance
to the King in England as Duke of Normandy. The link to the English Crown did not, however, link Jersey to English common law.
Jersey continued—and continues to this day—to be a bailliage, or a
bailiwick. Whilst mainland Normandy developed its body of law as
a pays coutumier, the coûtume de Normandie was also built upon in
Jersey and evolved independently on the Island—albeit often with
reference to written works and authorities from mainland Norman
and from the wider, pre-revolutionary French, law.
1. Albeit from very different historical roots, Jersey’s jurisprudence has civilian and common law traditions not unlike those of Scotland. In relation to Scotland, see Stephen Thomson, Mixed Jurisdiction and Scottish Legal Tradition: Reconsidering the Concept of Mixture, 7 J. CIV. L. STUD. 51, 52 (2014).
2. Jersey is separated by a stretch of sea of some twenty kilometers between
Carteret on the north-west coast of the Cotentin peninsula and Gorey on the east
coast of Jersey).
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III. INFLUENCE FROM THE FRENCH CODE CIVIL AND 19TH CENTURY
BRITISH COMMON LAW
Codification of French law in 1804 marked the end of customary
law in France; and was to distance Jersey law further—but not sever
it—from its continental Norman root. 3 French codification occurred
as English influence on Jersey was set to grow throughout the 19th
Century both culturally and legally. This is not to suggest that this
influence dislodged the coûtume or that the Code civil itself was to
exert no influence on the development of Jersey law (it did in several
respects); but it did mean that the influence of English common law
in substance and language was to become more pronounced to the
point that Jersey was being labelled as a “mixed” jurisdiction by the
early 20th century.
It had become mixed, in the sense not only of having absorbed
both civilian and common law concepts, but also in the sense that its
body of law had become part customary and part codified.
IV. THE CONTEMPORARY APPROACH OF THE COURTS
The following cases are among the more prominent illustrations
of how the courts in modern times have treated the reception of
French and civilian law as sources of Jersey law. This is an illustrative list that demonstrates how the courts have considered such questions.
(i) In Selby v. Romeril, 4 the Royal Court had to determine the
applicable law to examine whether there was a supplementary
or collateral contract. Its decision illustrates how parts of the
Code civil were incorporated effectively into Jersey law. 5
3. See also, John D. Kelleher, The Sources of Jersey Contract Law, 3
JERSEY L. REV. (1999).
4. 1996 JLR 210.
5. The Court declared, in part, that:
Mr. Kelleher . . . submitted that there was no contract. He referred us to
Pothier: ‘Il est de l’essence des obligations; 1°. qu’il y ait une cause d’où
naisse l’obligation; 2°. des personnes entre lesquelles elle se contracte;
3°. quelque chose qui en soit l’objet.’ It is true that Pothier has often been
treated by this court as the surest guide to the Jersey law of contract. It is
also true, however, that Pothier was writing two centuries ago and that
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(ii) Snell v. Beadle (née Silcock) 6 concerned the doctrine of déception d’outre moitié du juste prix. The court, in this case, stressed
the importance of strictly adhering to the limits and characteristics of the remedy for déception d’outre moitié that were to be
found in the customary law of Jersey. 7
our law cannot be regarded as set in the aspic of the 18th century. Pothier
was one of those authors upon whom the draftsmen of the French Civil
Code relied and it is therefore helpful to look at the relevant article of
that Code. Article 1108 of the Code provides: ‘Quatre conditions sont
essentielles pour la validité d’une convention: Le consentement de la
partie qui s’oblige; Sa capacité de contracter; Un objet certain qui forme
la matière de l’engagement; Une cause licite dans l’obligation.’ In our
judgment, it may now be asserted that by the law of Jersey, there are four
requirements for the creation of a valid contract, namely (a) consent; (b)
capacity; (c) an ‘objet;’ and (d) a ‘cause’ . . . .
6. 2001 JLR 118 (Judicial Committee of the Privy Council).
7. The Court declared, in part, that:
Jersey derived its legal traditions from the pays de droit coutumier of
Northern France and especially from the ancienne coûtume of Normandy. The Norman origins of Jersey law remain of essential importance. The coutumiers prior to codification varied in their content
from area to area, but they were much influenced by principles of Roman
law which formed part of the ius commune of the civilian jurisdictions
in countries such as France, Spain and Italy. In some instances, when the
customary law came to be codified, the ius commune was transformed
as it stood into a coutume. In other respects, after codification, the ius
commune was resorted to when a coutume was silent on the point at issue. The present action relates to property rights under the law of Jersey,
where the customary law has not been codified or enshrined in a coutume
. . . . In this context, the word ‘custom’ is used to describe all sources of
law other than statute . . . [c]ustomary law which, like the customary law
of Jersey, has not been enshrined in an official coutume and changes over
time. It is therefore capable of development by judicial decision as well
as by statute. In this respect, it may be regarded as being what may be
described, in modern terminology, as ‘the common law’ of the Island.
Like other customary law systems, Jersey law had recourse to the ius
commune for areas not covered by municipal customary law see Nicolle
(id. at para. 14.7). The principle which is at issue in the present case is
an example of the reception of a principle of Roman law through the ius
commune into Jersey law by way of the customary law of Normandy
. . . . For these reasons, … as the customary law of Jersey has not been
enshrined in a coutume, the proper approach is to regard it as being still
in a state of development. It is capable of being refined or clarified by
judicial decision as the customary law is applied to a new set of facts.
This may be done by reference to other customary law sources. In the
present context, the search for guidance as to the content and the proper
application of the principle must be conducted in the first instance by
examining the works of the writers on the customary laws of Normandy.
It will be helpful also to examine the Roman law, as the origins of the
customary law rule lie in the Roman law. French law as it exists today in
the French Codes or the current jurisprudence is unlikely to be of direct
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(iii) Mendonca v. Le Boutillier 8 concerned the maxim en fait de
meubles, possession vaut titre. The maxim was found to have
no place in Jersey law. In deciding whether such maxims
formed part of the coûtume as applied in Jersey, the Royal
Court stated that it was important to examine their origins carefully; and in this case, the maxim corresponded to an article of
the French Code civil, which did not derive from a Norman customary source. 9 Similarly, weight could not be placed on English law where the common law had been replaced by a statute
to which there was no Jersey equivalent.

assistance here, for the reasons explained by Southwell. Nor is it helpful
in this context to have regard to the solutions which have been adopted
in the modern codified systems that are to be found in other civilian jurisdictions . . . . The Roman law rule, which the texts in the Code at C.
4. 44. 2, 8 attribute to Diocletian, was that in sales of land, if the price
was under half of the true value ultra dimidium justi pretii, ex re praesumitur dolus. This gave rise to an exception to the general rule that if
the price was genuine its adequacy was irrelevant. The so-called laesio
enormis, where the sale of the land was at less than half its value, was a
sufficient ground, without more, to entitle the disadvantaged party to dissolve the bargain unless the purchaser made up the price to full value
. . . . This rather crude rule of thumb, which was much debated in the
civilian jurisdictions, can be assumed to have been known also to Scots
lawyers of the 16th century who were very familiar with the ius commune. But Scots law in the end rejected it, on the ground that a price is
considered to be an equal and adequate price that pleases the parties to
the contract . . . [r]eferring to the differing opinions which had been expressed about the Roman Law rule ‘which our custom alloweth not,’ described the rule that ultimately prevailed in Scotland in these words: ‘If
then the particular value or esteem be the first rule in such contracts,
when both parties being free, do agree upon such a rate, there is here no
donation, but a particular estimation, wherewith either party ought to rest
satisfied.’ . . . English law is of no assistance on this matter. It has been
held that it is not legitimate to import the principles of English law into
Jersey law relating to property rights, even if in any case this could be
done . . . . It is important, therefore, when one is applying the rule to
the facts, to confine one’s attention strictly to the limits and characteristics of the remedy for déception d’outre moitié that are to be found in the
customary law of Jersey (citations omitted).
8. 1997 JLR 142.
9. An action for the recovery of a movable is an action personelle mobilière,
so a prescriptive period of ten years applies. A person able to demonstrate possession in good faith for ten years or more will therefore obtain good title.
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V. THE APPROACH IN STATUTE
Nearly all Jersey legislation was enacted in French up until the
Second World War, which is when English prevailed as the dominant language. Nonetheless, some legislation since 1945 has been
enacted in French, some of the more prominent examples being the:
(i) Loi (1959) touchant la vente des immeubles de mineurs; 10 (ii) Loi
(1960) modifiant le droit coutumier; 11 (iii) Loi (1991) sur la copropriété des immeubles bâtis 12 (based in large part upon the French
Loi n° 65-557 du 10 juillet 1965 fixant le statut de la copropriété
des immeubles bâtis); (iv) Loi (1996) sur l’hypothèque des biensfonds incorporels. 13
When the legislature amends legislation that was drafted in
French, they adhere to the original language and draft the amended
version in French. A recent example was a projet de loi to amend
the Loi (1914) sur la voirie. 14
10. L.5/1959.
11. L.25/1969, which provided that:
Des heritiers, soit directs, soit collatéraux, ne pourrant attaquer–
(1) la validité d’un contrat passé par le défunt ni la validité d’un testament contenant des legs d’immeubles–
(a) de ce que la condition d’un héritier serait rendue meilleure que celle
d’un autre;
(b) de ce que le défunt aurait donné ou baillé un héritage à un de ses
héritiers, à un de ses descendants ou à un des descendants de son héritier, ou le lui aurait autrement mis en la main;
(c) de ce que le défunt aurait fait un acquêt d’héritage conjointement
avec son héritier présomptif;
(d) de ce que le défunt aurait avantagé son conjoint en son héritage;
(e) de ce que le défunt et sa femme auraient acquis un héritage par ensemble constant leur mariage;
(f) pour n’importe quelle autre cause d’incapacité résultant, soit de la
parenté entre le défunt et son héritier, entre le défunt et ses descendants
ou entre le défunt et les descendants de son héritier, soit du mariage du
défunt;
(g) de ce que le défunt aurait donné un héritage à son enfant bâtard ou
le lui aurait vendu ou engagé ou en aucune manière mis en la main;
(2) la validité d’un contrat passé par la femme du défunt –
(a) de ce qu’elle aurait acquis un héritage constant son mariage avec le
défunt; ou
(b) pour n’importe quelle autre cause d’incapacité résultant de son mariage avec le défunt.
12. L.31/1991.
13. L.34/1996.
14. L.21/2013.
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VI. STATUTES IN ENGLISH REFLECTING CUSTOMARY LAW
Although English now predominates in legislative drafting, the
underlying customary law is no less Jersey-Norman than it was
when legislation was being drafted in French. The drafting has to
reflect that reality, and illustrations of this are to be found in postwar legislation:
(i) the Wills and Successions (Jersey) Law 1993, 15 which refers to
the devolution not of “realty” or “personalty,” but of immovable
and movable estate, employs French terminology such as
représentation, usufruit, biens-fonds, division par souche; 16
(ii) the Supply of Goods and Services (Jersey) Law 2009 17 in which
care was taken to define the word “warranty” to mean “garantie
in accordance with customary law;” 18
(iii) the Social Security Hypothecs (Jersey) Law 2014, 19 article 2 of
which has created a new species of hypothèque légale to enable
the Minister for Social Security to take security on immovables
in certain circumstances where the long term benefit has been
paid. 20
15. L.18/1993.
16. See, e.g., article 2:
In every collateral succession on intestacy, whether to movable estate or
acquêts, any surviving descendant of a deceased brother, sister, uncle or
aunt, whether of the whole or the half blood, shall be entitled to a right
of représentation of such brother or sister or uncle or aunt, the division
being par souche.
See article 4(1), which provides for intestate immovables to devolve “… subject to the operation of the right of représentation” in equal undivided shares
between the heirs at law, and for such heirs to “take as tenants in common
(en parts égales en indivis pour eux et leurs hoirs respectifs).” See article
4(2), which provides that in collateral successions of immovables “relatives
of the half-blood whether consanguin or utérin shall each have a half share
and relatives of the whole blood shall each have a whole share.”
17. L.14/2009.
18. See, e.g., article 21(1) states that when dealing with the warranty (‘garantie’) of title, the seller is the one to warrant under a contract of sale of goods:
(a) in the case of a sale, that the seller has a right to sell the goods; or
(b) in the case of an agreement to sell, that the seller will have such a right at the
time when the property in the goods is to pass.
19. L.4/2014.
20. Provision is made for the Minister to have a legal hypothec on all the
immovable property of a debtor whether or not the property is owned jointly with
a third party. The interaction of English and French terminology can be seen in
article 2(4) which provides as follows:
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VII. STATUTES DRAWING ON THE CODE CIVIL AND OTHER FRENCH
LEGISLATION
A. Loi (1880) sur la propriété foncière (“the Loi of 1880”) 21
This law governs charges on immovables. Much, although by no
means all, of the terminology will be familiar to the trained-French
jurist. 22 Some of the essential provisions on hypothecs are based to
a greater or lesser extent on provisions contained in Titre VIII,
Chapitre III of the Code civil des Français:
– article 2 of the Loi of 1880: “L’Hypothèque, aux fins de la présente Loi, est un droit réel attaché à une… réclamation, en vertu
duquel un ou plusieurs biens-fonds appartenant au débiteur sont
spécialement affectés à l’acquittement de cette... réclamation… ”

Where a hypothec has been created in circumstances where the property
is owned jointly (whether or not with a third party) and a dégrèvement is
ordered …, the title to the property shall, as from the date of the order,
be taken to have been converted into ownership in common in equal
shares (en indivis en parts égales) and the hypothec shall, with the debt
secured by it, be apportioned accordingly.
Article 4 of the Law provides for the application of the Loi (1880) sur la
propriété foncière. See, e.g. that article 4(4) provides that: “article 29 of
the Loi of 1880 shall apply to a social security hypothec except that the
right of recourse to a third holder of the property (le droit de suite) shall
not be barred by prescription.” The relevant provisions of the Loi of 1880
are set out in translation in the Schedule; however, these translations are
by way of information only and in the event of any conflict between the
translation and the Loi of 1880, the latter prevails.
21. L.1/1880.
22. E.g.: “L’hypothèque” (légale, conventionelle, judiciaire); “droit réel attaché à une réclamation;” “biens-fonds;” “affectés à l’acquittement d’une réclamation;” “l’héritage;” “l’ordre de collocation;” “droit de suivre/suite;” “tiers
détenteur;” “meubles/immeubles;” “biens futurs ou à venir;” “conjoint” (which
now includes a civil partner for this purpose); “douaire/franc douaire;” “cessionnaire;” “jouissance actuelle;” “discuter les biens/discussion des biens;” “acte
conservatoire;” “droit de préférence;” “nul;” “créanciers [non] hypothécaires;” “héritiers en leur propre et privé nom;” “acte ou jugement rendu contradictoirement ou par défaut;” “hypothèques foncières/simples;” “prescription/imprescriptible;” “exigible;” “l’assiette des maisons et édifices;” “titres de
propriété;” “redevances et servitudes;” “un lot;” “l’état descriptif de division;”
“bail à termage;” “provenance du titre;” “passation des contrats;” “sans
fonds;” “exigible;” “contrat d’aliénation d’immeubles;” “créances chirographaires;” “détenteur de bonne foi.”
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This much of article 2 will be recognisable as deriving from article
2114 of the Code civil: “L'hypothèque est un droit réel sur les immeubles affectés à l'acquittement d'une obligation.” But the remainder of article 2 (in so far as is relevant today) reads:
… et qui confère à son possession les avantages suivants,
savoir: en cas … de dégrèvement de l’héritage hypothéqué… (1) droit, dans l’ordre de l’hypothèque, de se porter
tenant aux biens… dégrèvement, ou d’être payé par le tenant
qui aurait accepté cette qualité en vertu d’un contrat ou hypothèque d’une date subséquente (2) en cas d’insuffisance
des biens du débiteur: droit de suivre toute partie de l’héritage hypothéqué entre les mains du tiers détenteur, et,
quoiqu’il ne soit pas directement chargé du paiement de
la… réclamation hypothéquée, de l’obliger à payer ce qui
en reste dû, ou à délaisser l’héritage qu’il détient. La renonciation par défaut ou autrement dans un… dégrèvement
d’une… réclamation hypothéquée, aura l’effet de libérer les
héritages soumis à ces diverses procédures, tant de la réclamation même, que de l’hypothèque qui y est attachée : mais
ne privera pas le créancier du droit de suite à l’égard
d’autres héritages grevés, s’il y en a.
The term dégrèvement may be familiar to the French tax lawyer
in the sense of une décharge d'impôt, but not in the context in which
it is set in the Loi of 1880, namely, the realisation of charges (hypothecs) on the discumberment (dégrèvement) of a corporeal hereditament (corps de bien-fonds):
– article 5 of the Loi of 1880: “Les hypothèques sont ou légales,
ou judiciaires, ou conventionnelles.” This will be recognisable as
deriving from article 2116 of the Code civil: “[L'hypothèque] est ou
légale, ou judiciaire, ou conventionelle.”
– article 6 of the Loi of 1880: “L’hypothèque légale est celle qui
résulte de la loi,” and article 12 of the Loi of 1880, “L’hypothèque
judiciaire est celle qui résulte des actes et des jugements soit de la
Cour Royale soit de la Cour pour le Recouvrement de Menues
Dettes, pourvu que les dispositions de la présente Loi aient été remplies,” will be recognisable as deriving—with local modification in
the case of judicial hypothecs—from article 2117 of the Code civil:
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“L'hypothèque légale est celle qui résulte de la loi. L'hypothèque
judiciaire est celle qui résulte des jugements ou actes judiciaires.”
– articles 17 and 18 of the Loi of 1880: “art. 17. Les hypothèques
conventionnelles sont celles qui résultent des conventions et du libre
consentement des parties. Elles ne pourront, sous peine de nullité,
être constituées, consenties, ou créées, qu’au moyen d’un Contrat
passé devant Justice en forme authentique, et dûment enregistré;”
“art. 18. Les hypothèques conventionnelles ne pourront être constituées ou créées que par ceux qui ont la capacité d’aliéner les biensfonds qu’ils y soumettent.”
These provisions will be recognisable as deriving—but with significant local modifications—from articles 2117, 2124 and 2127 of
the Code civil: “art. 2117. L'hypothèque conventionnelle est celle
qui dépend des conventions et de la forme extérieure des actes et des
contrats;” “art. 2124. Les hypothèques conventionnelles ne peuvent
être consenties que par ceux qui ont la capacité d'aliéner les immeubles qu'ils y soumettent;” “art. 2127. L'hypothèque conventionnelle ne peut être consentie que par acte passé en forme authentique
devant deux notaires, ou devant un notaire et deux témoins.”
B. Loi (1851) sur les testaments d’immeubles 23
This law provided for liberty to dispose of immovable property
by will and was a departure from the Norman customary principle
of la conservation du bien dans la famille:
– article 6: “Les substitutions sont prohibées. Toute disposition
par laquelle le légataire sera chargé de conserver et de rendre à un
tiers sera nulle, même à l’égard du légataire. Toutefois la nue propriété peut être donnée à l’un, et l’usufruit à l’autre.”
This is recognisable as deriving from articles 896 and 949 of the
Code civil: “art. 896. Les substitutions sont prohibées. Toute disposition par laquelle le donataire, l’héritier institué ou le légataire,
sera chargé de conserver et de rendre à un tiers, sera nulle, même
23. L.2/1851.
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à l'égard du donataire, de l’héritier institué ou du légataire;” “art.
949. Il est permis au donateur de faire la réserve à son profit, ou de
disposer au profit d'un autre, de la jouissance ou de l'usufruit des…
immeubles donnés.”
C. Loi (1991) sur la copropriété des immeubles bâtis 24
As mentioned earlier 25 this law was based largely upon the
French Loi n° 65-557 du 10 juillet 1965 fixant le statut de la copropriété des immeubles bâtis, 26 but with modification of terminology
to accommodate Jersey usage of French. Thus:
– the syndicat des copropriétaires in the French Loi becomes the
association des copropriétaires in the Jersey Loi;
– the syndic in the French Loi becomes the mandataire in the Jersey Loi;
– the règlement de copropriété in the French Loi becomes the déclaration de copropriété in the Jersey Loi;
– where article 1 of the French Loi refers to “lots comprenant chacun une partie privative et une quote-part de parties communes,”
the Jersey Loi refers also (in article 2) to “lots comprenant chacun
une partie privative et une quote-part des parties communes de l’immeuble,” but then—importantly in the context of the Jersey law relating to dégrèvement 27—adds the words “et constituant chacun un
corps de bien-fonds;”
– article 2(8) of the Jersey Loi—which provides that: “[c]haque
lot est susceptible de constituer une tête de partie 28 dans une succession immobilière”—has no immediate counterpart in the French
Loi. 29

24. L.31/1991.
25. See supra, Part V.
26. Loi nº 65-557 du 10 juillet 1967.
27. See supra, Part VII. A. (relating to article 2 of the Loi of 1880).
28. A tête de partie is a unit of immovable property, such as a house, not
capable of sub-division among heirs.
29. Where the French Loi reputes (among other things) le sol, les cours, les
parcs et jardins, et les voies d'accès to be parties communes, the Jersey Loi reputes (among other things) le fonds; les cours, les bels, les terrains ouverts et
jardins, les voies d’accès et les aires de stationnement to be parties communes.
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VIII. FRANCOPHONE VOCABULARY MORE GENERALLY
The French word persists both in ordinary parlance and officially for offices such as the “Greffier” of the Parliament (i.e. the
Greffier of the States), or of the Courts (i.e. the Judicial Greffier)
without the English term—Clerk—ever having taken root. Additionally, the term for the head of the Jersey legal profession, bâtonnier, has never been translated into English. 30
In the Code of Laws of 1771 31 (not a Code in the Napoleonic
sense), the references e.g. to curateurs, 32 tuteurs, administrateurs
and procureurs will be readily familiar to a civilian lawyer. Less
familiar, in a contemporary sense at least, will be the (older) references e.g. to dîme [tithe], the Cour d’Héritage, and the Cour du
Samedi.
The law relating to dégrèvement—by which charges on immovable property are realised—has already been mentioned. 33 It is one
only of several bankruptcy procedures in Jersey law. It is translatable into English as “discumberment” (or “disencumberment”) but in
everyday usage the French term tends to be preferred. Article 8 of
the Interpretation (Jersey) Law 1954 provides for references in any
enactment to a person becoming bankrupt to be construed, inter alia,
as references to:
– the grant of an application to place the person’s property under
the control of the Court (de remettre ses biens entre les mains de la
Justice);

30. Similarly for parochial offices such as “Connétable,” “Centenier,” “Vingtenier,” and “Procureur du Bien Public.”
31. A Code of Laws for the Island of Jersey. [St. Helier, s.n.]: 1771. [ii], vi,
336, [53] pp.
32. See Mental Health (Jersey) Law 1969 article 43, which, whilst abolishing
the institution of curatelle, maintained the function of curator: L.18/1969 (the institution of the tutelle—a tuteur and seven électeurs— existed under a mixture of
customary and statutory law until 22nd August 2016 when the Children’s Property and Tuteurs (Jersey) Law 2016—L.13/2016—came into force and removed
the requirement for électeurs.).
33. See supra, Part VII. A.
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– the declaring of the property of the person to be en désastre; 34
– the grant of an application to make a general cession of the person’s property (de faire cession générale de tous ses biens-meubles
et héritages);
– a decision of the Court adjudging the property of the person to
be renounced (adjugée renoncée).
IX. SPECIFIC VOCABULARY
The following is a non-exhaustive glossary of legal terms in Jersey:
Acquêts (et propres)—the distinction between immovables acquired
by the deceased by purchase (acquêts) and patrimonial immovables
(propres) was fundamental to the Jersey customary law of succession.
Action en licitation (nul n’est tenu de rester dans l’indivision)—coowners, whether holding jointly or in common are en indivis and
may apply to the Royal Court for an order bringing to an end the
indivision.
Assurance—the droit d’assurance is the right of a lessor (bailleur)
in certain circumstances to seize goods of the lessee to satisfy a
claim for rental. 35
Caution—guarantee. 36
Chose jugée—this term competes for usage by the Jersey courts with
the English/Latin “res judicata.”

34. “Désastre” was not originally a term of art; it merely described a situation
in which so many judgments had been taken against a person that his or her affairs
were said to be “en désastre”—to have crashed—leading the Royal Court to appoint the Vicomte (the executive officer of the Court) to administer the biensmeubles of the debtor. It now extends by statute to the whole patrimoine—estate—of the debtor.
35. See article 1 of the Loi (1867) sur la Cour pour le recouvrement de menues dettes under which a propriétaire may: “faire arrêter les biens-meubles du
locataire qui se trouveront sur les prémisses qu’il occupe, ou qui en auront été
enlevés: pour appliquer au paiement du loyer qui sera dû, et pour assurance de
paiement du loyer… ”
36. There is no Jersey statutory definition of a guarantee. There are three
types of guarantee or caution: légal, judiciaire et conventionnel.
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Contrat héréditaire—a contract for the sale of land passed (on oath)
before the Bailiff and two Jurats. It is essentially an acte authentique.
La Convention fait la loi des parties—this is Jersey’s slightly
abridged counterpart to article 1134 of the Code civil des Français.
The Royal Court said in Incat Equatorial Guinea Limited et autres
v. Luba Freeport Limited:
. . . it is noteworthy that these requirements for the creation
of a valid contract go some way to explaining the ancient
maxim: la convention fait la loi des parties, which reflects
art. 1134 of the French Code Civil, which is in these terms:
‘Les conventions légalement formées tiennent lieu de loi à
ceux qui les ont faites’ . . . . At the heart of this provision in
the French Code Civil and behind the maxim to which we
are so accustomed in Jersey is the concept that the basis of
the law of contract is that each of the contracting parties has
a volonté, or will, which binds them together and requires
that the mutual obligations which they have agreed be given
effect by the courts. The notion of volonté as the foundation
of the contract is sometimes thought to result from the political liberalism of the age of reason and of the economic liberalism of the 19th century, where obligations imposed from
outside should be as few as possible. A man is bound only
by his will, and because he is the best judge of his own interests, the best rules are those freely agreed by free men.
However, it is to be noted that rather earlier the same rationale appears in the commentaries dating back to 1684,
which states ‘Car la volonté est le principal fondement de
tous contrats, laquelle doit avoir deux conditions, la puissance & la liberté . . .’ before going on to consider the restrictions which the law imposes on the making of contracts
which are contrary to good morals or otherwise unlawful,
notwithstanding the volonté which existed in the contracting
parties. 37
Crime, délit, contravention—French law distinguishes between
crimes, délits and contraventions. However, whilst Jersey law appears to make the same distinction, the resemblance is merely superficial. The origin of the distinction in Jersey between crimes and
37. Royal Court, 2010 JLR 287.
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délits—both customary law offences—needs to be understood. Délits were essentially torts, proceedings for which were brought by
the victim who convened the Attorney General by adjonction. 38 The
Court could then dispose of the criminal as well as civil elements of
the case. The Attorney General did not have discretion to prosecute
a délit if the victim did not file a complaint. A cause criminelle by
contrast was a public criminal proceeding, and thus involved the
more serious type of offence prosecuted independently of the will of
the victim. By the mid-19th Century, 39 the cause en adjonction was
no longer the vehicle by which criminal proceedings for délits were
brought. With the growth of the police force, délits came to be regarded as criminal offences, analogous to misdemeanours, prosecuted independently of civil delictual (tort) proceedings. A contravention is simply a statutory offence independent of any attribute of
a customary law crime or délit save to the extent that the statute implicitly or explicitly provides for any such attribution.
Le criminel tient le civil en état—a customary law maxim signifying
that where both criminal and civil proceedings arise out of the same
circumstances, the criminal proceedings must generally be determined before the civil proceedings.
Curatelle—see under tutelle below.
Demande—a form of application to the Royal Court, e.g. seeking a
declaration en désastre.
Dol—fraud in the civil context was known under Norman customary law as dol. This was referred to by Pothier and approved by the
Royal Court In Attorney General v. Foster. 40

38. Commentary by Le Geyt recites that délits, along with injures verbales
and nouvelles dessaisines are “annaux”—i.e. prescribed after a year and a day and
that they could only be prosecuted through the Attorney General en adjunction.
39. i.e., by the time of the Criminal Commissioners Report of 1847.
40. 1989 JLR 70, 85 as follows: “On appelle dol, toute espèce d'artifice dont
quelqu'un se sert pour en tromper un autre : Labeo definit dolum, omnem calliditatem, fallaciam, machinationem, ad circumveniendum, fallendum, decipiendum
alterum, adhibitam.”
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Doléance—a procedure (by petition) to have a decision of the Royal
Court reviewed where no express right of appeal lies, in order to
prevent an injustice. 41
Donner et retenir ne vaut 42—a customary law maxim meaning that
when transferring an asset, the donor cannot both make the disposition and retain power and control over the asset. If he does so, the
transfer will be void. 43
Douaire—the right in the nature of dower in certain cases of a surviving spouse or civil partner to claim the usufruit of one third of
the Jersey immovable property of the deceased. 44
Droit de discussion /droit de division—customary law rights held
by guarantors/co-guarantor:
– to require that a person enforcing a guarantee have recourse to
and exhaust the assets of the principal debtor before making a claim
against the guarantor.
– to oblige the holder of a guarantee to make simultaneous claims
in appropriate proportions upon his co-guarantors, so limiting his
own liability.
Fondé en Héritage—the status of a person who owns or who has the
benefit of a long lease (i.e. of more than 9 years) of Jersey immovable property.
“Onerous contract” means a contrat à titre onéreux—definition in
article 1 of the Supply of Goods and Services (Jersey) Law 2009 45

41. See In the matter of the Doléance of Harbours and Airport Committee,
1991 JLR 316.
42. See references to the maxim in e.g., the Trusts (Jersey) Law 1984; the
Foundations (Jersey) Law 2009; the Security Interests (Jersey) Law 2012; and the
Aircraft Registry (Jersey) Law 2014.
43. See in re Esteem Settlement, 2003 JLR 188.
44. See Wills and Successions (Jersey) Law 1993, L.18/1993.
45. L.14/2009.
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(see also the definition of “value” in the Security Interests (Jersey)
Law 2012). 46
Prêt sur gages—the Loi (1884) sur le prêt sur gages regulates pawnbrokers in Jersey. 47
Registre Public—the land registry created in 1602 and referred to in
ordinary parlance as “the Registre.” The Registre contains all contracts for the sale of land or the granting of leases over nine years,
all hypothèques and certain powers of attorney (procurations).
Saisie Conservatoire—a form of arrêt available under the customary law by way of which assets are frozen pending a court decision.
Saisie Judiciaire—a statutory order which acts to freeze the property of a person alleged to have committed offences under the Drug
Trafficking Offences (Jersey) Law 1988 and/or under the Proceeds
of Crime (Jersey) Law 1999.
Tutelle—the law relating to tutelle (and curatelle) had its origins in
Roman law and the civil law tradition as opposed to Norman customary law specifically. Whilst a curator is appointed to act in relation the affairs of an interdict without the need—any longer—to
convene électeurs to assist the curator, the tuteur in relation to the
affairs of a minor could, until 22nd August 2016, only be appointed
by the Royal Court on convening seven électeurs whose advice and
counsel the tuteur was required to follow. The position is now governed by the Children’s Property and Tuteurs (Jersey) Law 2016, 48
which has removed the requirement for électeurs.

46. “Value” means money, or money’s worth, sufficient to support an onerous contract, that is, a contrat à titre onéreux, no matter by whom the money or
money’s worth is provided, and includes an antecedent debt or liability.
47. Amongst the requirements of which are: “Celui qui voudra exercer l’état
de Prêteur sur gages devra en donner avis par écrit au Connétable de la paroisse
dans laquelle il a l’intention d’établir son commerce.” “Il ne pourra exercer ledit
état sans la permission du Connétable, et il sera tenu de faire peindre ou écrire
en caractères lisibles en dessus de la porte de son magasin ou de sa maison, son
nom et prénom et les mots ‘Prêteur sur gages,’ ou ‘Pawnbroker’ ”.
48. L.13/2016.
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Vues—there are procedures in land and boundary disputes known as
‘vues.’ The initial procedure, conducted by the Viscount, 49 is a Vue
de Vicomte. 50 A Vue de Justice is a form of appeal 51 against the Vue
de Vicomte.
X. CONCLUSION
It is hoped that the above will have conveyed something of the
linguistic “sound and feel” of Jersey law and practice in the 21st century. As suggested at the outset, this article is no more than a snapshot, but it may help to demonstrate that, at a time when the NormanFrench language of Jersey—Jèrriais—is heard infrequently and diminishingly, the law has certainly not been severed from its Norman-French root. Though it is true that the influences of the common law jurisdictions, and perhaps more importantly of British culture, have been very considerable, Jersey cannot really be said to
have become an “Anglo-Saxon jurisdiction,” or likely to become
one.
As with other mixed jurisdictions, however, when looking to the
future, there tends to be a keener and continuing sense of being at a
crossroads; but with an ability—not so readily available to others—
to choose between elements of civil law and common law traditions.
At all events, it can be seen that the Jersey legal tradition is a rich
one, which sets this particular jurisdiction in good stead to continue
to adapt, as all jurisdictions must, to an ever-changing world.

49. The Vicomte (or Viscount) puts orders of the courts into effect, but has
other responsibilities as well.
50. Governed by Rule 14/1 of the Royal Court Rules 2004. The Viscount
summons a panel of 10 experts. The number of experts actually required for a Vue
de Vicomte is 6. The decision of the experts has to be confirmed by the Royal
Court and registered in the Public Registry (the Registre).
51. Governed by Rule 14/2 of the Royal Court Rules 2004 (held before the
Bailiff and 12 experts).

A DIALOGUE TO CONCLUDE A CONFERENCE ON LEGAL
TRANSLATION: SYNTHÈSE À DEUX VOIX
Matthias Martin ∗ and Olivier Moréteau ±
The following dialogue was not presented in the oral form. It
was written based on Matthias Martin’s conference notes and comments added by Olivier Moréteau.
Keywords: legal translation, letter of the text, spirit of the text
Matthias Martin: “To translate or to not translate, that is the
legal question.” This Shakespearian question encapsulates the dilemma regarding the accessibility of foreign laws. Globalization
multiplies the need to express legal texts in several languages. Consequently, the question is less in the necessity of legal translation
than in the art of good translation. Jurists tend to neglect it, which is
somewhat surprising, since they rely on it and should be aware that
an error in translation may change the understanding of the law.
Olivier Moréteau: Well, dear Matthias, most jurists believe that
legal translation is a mere technical, linguistic exercise, which is
purely mechanical and does not deserve their attention. Though this
reveals ignorance, our point is not to prove anyone wrong, since
comparative law and jurilinguistics are rather schools of learning
and humility. What we want is to open new doors, inviting our fellow jurists to pay more attention to the intimate relationship between
law and language, following recognized masters like Gérard Cornu,
Rodolfo Sacco, or Jacques Vanderlinden, to name but a few.
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MM: I am grateful for being able to attend this event, and interact with great leaders of comparative law and jurilinguistics, like
Vivian Curran, Jean-Claude Gémar, Nicholas Kasirer, Alain Levasseur, Michel Séjean, and Anne Wagner. Like you, Olivier, I prudently use the alphabetic order, and have the other participants
named further down the road in high esteem. This has been a fascinating learning experience, adding to my modest practice of legal
translation and revision of translated texts.
OM: Well, Matthias, you have revised more than a fourth of the
translation into French of the Louisiana Civil Code, 1 the very project
that motivated the organization of this conference. Jurists need to
interact with other social sciences to get a better grasp of their own
discipline, which is the reason why I contributed to the creation of
Juris Diversitas and now lead the organization. I know that you like
to cite Jean Carbonnier, the forefather of legal sociology. 2 All jurilinguists would wholeheartedly agree, particularly Justice Nicholas
Kasirer who gave us a gem of a keynote, a most memorable 37th
Tucker Lecture in the Civil Law. Regrettably, for our readers, he
was not able to send us a text, but the video is accessible to the
world. 3
MM: I indeed heard Justice Kasirer say that law and translation
seem to be an impossible couple: did not he refer to “an elasticity of
language,” contrasting its mobility and aptitude to change with legal
rigidity, particularly when one addresses legislation? Reducing legal
norms to the written form seems to trigger rigidity. Yet, there is
complementarity. The fact that translation is in flux reflects the fact

1. Olivier Moréteau, The Louisiana Civil Code in French: Translation and
Retranslation, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 223 (2016).
2. JEAN CARBONNIER, FLEXIBLE DROIT : POUR UNE SOCIOLOGIE DU DROIT
SANS RIGUEUR 493 (10th ed., L.G.D.J. 2001).
3. Nicholas Kasirer, That Montreal Sound: The Influence of French Legal
Ideas and the French language on the Civil Law Expressed in English, 37th John
H. Tucker, Jr. Lecture in Civil Law held by Louisiana State University Paul M.
Hebert Law Center (April 10, 2014), https://perma.cc/8MWB-QGS3.
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that the law is also in flux, as it is not meant to be carved in marble
forever.
OM: Law changes and evolves, even when the letter remains the
same. We must move beyond the tenets of the Exegetical School
and embrace the libre recherche scientifique promoted by a great
master of your home university, Francois Gény. Translation connects with interpretation. 4 Monuments of world literature, including
the Bible, Cervantes, Shakespeare, or more recently Proust, are retranslated periodically, thereby reflecting new perceptions of a text
yet unchanged in the original language.
MM: I am anxious to make two comments on this conference.
First, I am impressed by the importance of the translation work,
which does not appear to me to be neutral. Second, it seems to me
that educating and training legal translators is work of primary importance, and is key to a proper recognition of this emerging discipline.
OM: Well, Matthias, since I was in charge of putting this event
together and to coordinate the publication—with the help of Jason
Maison-Marcheux, Jennifer Lane, and Christabelle Lefebvre—I
will rely on your smart analysis to conduct our conversation. Please
go ahead, though I will keep reacting to your comments.
MM: Common wisdom has it that to translate means to betray,
traduttore, traditore, and yet after having heard all the presentations
it seems to me that to translate means to redefine, and even to make
a choice. Shall I dare to suggest that translation may be understood
in three different ways?
Firstly, it may appear like the reflection in the mirror, similar to
the original text and yet not exactly a carbon copy. This would indicate that the letter matters more than the spirit. Yet, I cannot forget
the experience of distorting mirrors seen at fun fairs. The translation
mirror is not always perfectly polished; it is uneven. It seems that
this perspective is largely abandoned, and is a distant echo of the
4.

INTERPRÉTER ET TRADUIRE (Jean-Jacques Sueur ed., Bruylant 2007).
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word by word translations found in the correspondences made by
Fortuné-Antoine de Saint-Joseph, so brilliantly described by Agustín Parise. 5
Secondly, one may think of a painting, where the translator
brushes the text the way he or she perceives it, making room to the
artist’s sensitivity. The painter is not expected to produce a clone of
an original piece, but is not totally free however, having to use the
canvass and the colors provided for the work. Anne Wagner insisted
that translation may not be coherent and efficient without a linguistic
framework. 6
Thirdly, translation may be compared to a photocopy, expected
to produce an exact copy, especially where the translated text is
meant to be the law in both languages. If this is to be the case, both
languages must have the same value and intensity, and this is what
one tends to expect from legal translation. Difficulties and deficiencies identified in the source text should be reflected in the translation. However, though this sounds like the ideal translation, it is not
practically accessible, due to the complexity of legal languages, and
of course of languages in general.
OM: Matthias, I know from our earlier conversations that we
share a taste for metaphors, and I will try not to get carried away.
Regarding traduttore, traditore, we have heard the magnificent
presentation by Vivian Curran who brought the cultural and emotional dimensions to the conversation, transcending the maxim. 7
Yes, translation may, at times, misrepresent the message of the
source text and betray the author. Vivian Curran demonstrated, however, that translation may reveal the deeper thought concealed in the
source text and bring it to daylight, just like when your words and
5. Agustín Parise, The Concordancias of Saint-Joseph: A Nineteenth-Century Spanish Translation of the Louisiana Civil Code, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 287
(2016).
6. Anne Wagner, A Space in-Between—Legal Translation as a ‘Third
Space,’ 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 167 (2016).
7. Vivian Grosswald Curran, Traduction ou trahison, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 127
(2016).
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silences betray your own thoughts or intentions. This connects with
Anne Wagner’s reflections on the space in-between, described as a
third-space where the truth is revealed by the translator’s work. 8
Nearly hundred years ago, Walter Benjamin identified the task of
the translator with that of an alchemist rather than an exercise in
communication. He compared the source text to incomplete fragments of a broken vase, and viewed the translation as the reconstruction of missing fragments, completing the text and bringing it closer
to perfection. 9
These three-dimensional metaphors may move us from painting
to sculpture or molding. They describe processes that permeate the
mind of the translator of general literature, as well as of legal, doctrinal literature, 10 where we sometimes hear that the translation surpasses the original in quality. 11 I would sure love to hear that of our
LSU translation into French of the Louisiana Civil Code! And yet, I
must resist and move back to your photocopy metaphor, since we
were translating legislative work: this may not be art, but is it photocopy? I hope nobody will describe it as the product of distorting
mirrors. When translating legislation, all these processes are central
to the work of the translators who must visit the third-space, and yet
one does not necessarily wish them to be visible in the result, as it
must be an exact reflection of the source text.
Indeed, one must not lose sight of the fact that translated legislation is meant to be used by judges and parties. François Xavier
Licari pointed to the practical usefulness of the translation into
French (and hopefully soon in Spanish) of the Louisiana Civil Code.

8. Wagner, supra note 6.
9. Walter Benjamin, La tâche du traducteur (1923), in I ŒUVRES 244 (Folio
Gallimard 2000).
10. Olivier Moréteau, La traduction de l’œuvre de François Gény : méthode
de traduction et sources doctrinales, in LA PENSÉE DE FRANCOIS GÉNY 69 (Olivier
Cachard, Francois-Xavier Licari & Francois Lormant eds., Dalloz 2013).
11. This has been said of Tony Weir’s English translation from the German
of a classic: KONRAD ZWEIGERT & HEIN KÖTZ, AN INTRODUCTION TO
COMPARATIVE LAW (3d ed., Tony Weir trans., Clarendon Press 1998); see preface
to the third edition written by Hein Kötz at vi.
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It offers an additional model, not for a European Civil Code that he
does not approve of, 12 but as “an attractive good on the law market,”
offering an additional model to parties to international business
transactions, in a choice of law clause. 13
It is so tempting for the translator to improve the text, and yet
one must adamantly resist this temptation. As commentators of our
work may one day note, our team was often led into temptation, but
did not always resist! We have identified many places where the
English original could be improved based on our French text, and it
would be great news if our translation work could influence the evolution of our Louisiana Civil Code. Alexandru-Daniel On’s recommendations on this issue should be read by Louisiana jurists. 14 Yet,
for this to happen, the Louisiana State Law Institute and Louisiana
legislators must join efforts, hold the brush, and paint together!
MM: I am glad that you join me in considering the translator as
a painter. It points to the high quality of the work and expected outcome, where translators project talent and personal genius. I had in
mind the translation of poems and stories of Edgar Allan Poe by
Charles Baudelaire. 15 There is a personal touch in the translator’s
work, as much as an effort to convey the original meaning of the
text. As Anne-Sophie Hulin said, “translation means conversion,”
the translator’s art is meant to convert the reader to the translation:
“to convert people!” 16

12. I also expressed skepticism regarding this project: Olivier Moréteau, A
Summary Reflection on the Future of Civil Codes in Europe, in FESTSCHRIFT FÜR
HELMUT KOZIOL 1449 (Peter Apathy et al. eds., Jan Sramek Verlag 2010); Olivier
Moréteau, Libres propos sur l’avenir des codes civils en Europe, in MÉLANGES
EN L’HONNEUR DE SERGE GUINCHARD 1049 (Dalloz 2010).
13. François-Xavier Licari, The Louisiana Civil Code Translation Project: A
Libertarian View on the Possible Destiny of a Trilingual “Footnote,” 9 J. CIV. L.
STUD. 2013 (2016).
14. Alexandru-Daniel On, Revision and Translation: The Louisiana Experience, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 259 (2016).
15. EDGAR POE, LES PLUS BEAUX CONTES 324 (Charles Baudelaire trad., Éditions Georges Crès 1925).
16. Anne-Sophie Hulin, Translating the Charitable Affectation in Private
Law, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 409 (2016).
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OM: Matthias, I love that! The moment a text is in print, it belongs to the reader as much as it did to the author. Readers often find
meaning that was unintended by the author, just like in the relationship between the painter and the viewer of her work. What is true in
arts and literature happens all the time with laws and regulations,
when they come to be interpreted by users and judges: unintended
meanings invariably pop up. 17
The translator is a mediator. When I describe my work as a
teacher I refer to myself as a passeur, a ferryman, bringing students
to the shores of knowledge. The river we cross is the third-space
referred to by our friend Anne Wagner.
If we discussed the work of the interpreter, an area where Sylvie
Monjean-Decaudin has immense experience, 18 we would no doubt
play with musical metaphors and visit the relationship of composerinterpreter-listener. Alain Levasseur invites this idea in his ruminations, comparing the translator to the interpreter of a Mozart concerto. 19
MM: Any legal translation not only reflects the work of the
translator but also the national legal system and the legal culture of
a particular society. Do we translate words only (I recall your earlier
comment on the common prejudice that translation is purely mechanical)? Do we not also translate a language, a spirit, a culture?
Words themselves “translate” concepts that belong to a particular
society, as exemplified by Enrica Bracchi in her study of the evolution of the notion of education and instruction of children, passing
from the French Civil Code to the Italian, and then through successive Italian reforms. 20

17. FRÉDÉRIC ZENATI, LA JURISPRUDENCE (Dalloz 1991).
18. SYLVIE MONJEAN-DECAUDIN, LA TRADUCTION DU DROIT DANS LA
PROCÉDURE JUDICIAIRE, CONTRIBUTION À L’ÉTUDE DE LA LINGUISTIQUE
JURIDIQUE (Dalloz 2012).
19. Alain A. Levasseur, Ruminations Around the Dictionary of the Civil
Code, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 427 (2016).
20. Enrica Bracchi, Les termes comme miroir et loupe d’une société ?
L’exemple du Code civil italien, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 387 (2016).
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OM: You bring us back to the flux and to the idea that words
and meanings change over time. I was also impressed by Sylvie
Monjean-Decaudin’s analysis of our Louisiana Civil Code translation project, looking at it as an exercise in history, with our attempt
to recapture the original French that was used two hundred years ago
whenever legislative change had not tampered with it: 21 translation
can be synchronic or asynchronic (concomitante ou différée). 22 This
brings us to comparative legal history, a discipline that combines the
historical-vertical dimension of legal systems, norms, and concepts,
with their geographical-horizontal dimension. 23
MM: Translation is a gateway to the way we think, to legal
mechanisms strongly connoted by a legal culture, to invisible but
legally loaded references. The choice of the words by the translator
is extremely important, and should be made carefully, as we want to
avoid problematic interferences. The use of a term legally loaded in
the target system may deviate from the intended meaning in the
source text. Alain Levasseur opposes forcefully the translation of
responsibilité solidaire by “joint and several liability.” He recommends “solidary liability,” which at first sight may be meaningless
for a common law audience, but forces common law jurists to make
the effort of understanding the civil law, substantive law concept of
“solidarity” and contrast it with the common law, procedural concept of “joint and several liability.” 24
OM: Alain Levasseur knows that we are solidaires on this issue
and I took pride in joining forces with him in producing the Dictionary of the Civil Code. 25 Each of us has expressed thoughts on the

21. Sylvie Monjean-Decaudin, Pourquoi traduire un code, hier et aujourd’hui ?, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 191 (2016).
22. Id. at 198-200.
23. COMPARATIVE LEGAL HISTORY (Olivier Moréteau et al. eds, Edgar Elgar,
forthcoming 2017).
24. Levasseur, supra note 19.
25. GÉRARD CORNU AND ASSOCIATION HENRI CAPITANT, DICTIONARY OF
THE CIVIL CODE (Alain Levasseur, Marie-Eugénie Laporte-Legeais eds., Lexis
Nexis 2014).
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matter, 26 and the Journal of Civil Law Studies takes pride in publishing Alain Levasseur’s ruminations. Louisiana has greatly contributed to producing a vocabulary of the civil law in French, and
Steven Paillot educates us on the rich contribution of Jersey, 27 which
is less known than the input of Quebec or Scotland. For instance,
they use the English “hypothec” (similar to the French “hypothèque”) rather than “mortgage” as we do in Louisiana, and are in
line with the educated remarks of my colleague Randy Trahan on
the panel concluding our conference.
Along comparable lines, francophone Acadians of New Brunswick (Université de Moncton) contribute to the elaboration of the
“common law en français.” 28 I proudly wrote a volume to the collection “La common law en poche,” 29 using a different French than
the one I have in my Droit anglais des affaires. 30
Michel Séjean brought another voice to this dialogue, and due to
time constraints, his rich remarks could not make it to this volume.
He has translated the European Common Frame of Reference from
English to French and the French Code de commerce into English. 31
Unlike Alain Levasseur who insists on maintaining a distinct civil
law voice in civil law texts when translated into the language of the
common law, Michel Séjean looks for a middle ground, which favors intercommunication between the systems.

26. Alain Levasseur & Vicenç Feliú, The English Fox in the Louisiana Civil
Law Chausse-Trappe: Civil Law Concepts in the English Language; Comparativists Beware!, 69 LA L. REV. 715 (2009); Olivier Moréteau, Les frontières de la
langue et du droit : vers une méthodologie de la traduction juridique, 4 REVUE
INTERNATIONALE DE DROIT COMPARÉ 695 (2009).
27. Steven Pallot, Vocabularies of Coûtume and Code, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 437
(2016).
28. JACQUES VANDERLINDEN, GÉRARD SNOW & DONALD POIRIER, LA
COMMON LAW DE A À Z (Yvon Blais, Bruylant 2010).
29. OLIVIER MORÉTEAU, LE MANDAT ET LA SOCIÉTÉ EN NOM COLLECTIF
(Yvon Blais, Bruylant 2008).
30. OLIVIER MORÉTEAU, DROIT ANGLAIS DES AFFAIRES (Dalloz 2010).
31. See also EUROPEAN GROUP ON TORT LAW, LES PRINCIPES DU DROIT
EUROPÉEN DE LA RESPONSABILITÉ CIVILE, TEXTES ET COMMENTAIRES (Olivier
Moréteau ed., Michel Séjean trans., Société de législation comparée 2011).
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If you ask me where I stand in this debate, I will say that it depends on what you translate. I agree with Michel Séjean that the
search for compromise is to be privileged when translating uniform
laws and transnational texts: it matters here to develop a metalanguage. 32 Yet, the unique voice of a civil code is to be maintained
when you translate it from French into English. On this matter, I side
with Alain Levasseur, who can take great pride of his work of translating the French Civil Code into English. 33
MM: Education is certainly essential to be able to make the good
choice on this and other matters, and this leads me to a most important aspect of this conference. Dominique Garreau insisted on the
importance of training future legal translators. 34 The Master’s program she created in Nantes to train trilingual jurists is innovative in
many respects.
OM: Let me put it simply: the translation of the Civil Code in
Louisiana would have been impossible without the support of the
Nantes’s Master in Trilingual Legal Studies. Every year, starting in
2011, we received two to three interns in their final year of the program, spending three months at translating the code. This is part of
educating and training these young graduates, and I am so impressed
year after year by the quality of the legal and linguistic education
they receive at their home university. These young people become
true jurilinguists, mastering several languages and several legal systems, and combining law and languages in a multitude of ways. This
is a model program, and while we are at it, we should translate
Dominique Garreau’s paper to make it available in English as well
as in French.

32. Olivier Moréteau, Premiers pas dans la comparaison des droits, in
JURILINGUISTIQUE : ENTRE LANGUES ET DROITS ; JURILINGUISTICS: BETWEEN
LAW AND LANGUAGE 407, 425-428 (Jean-Claude Gémar & Nicholas Kasirer eds.,
Bruylant, Thémis 2005).
33. Published on Legifrance, the French government entity responsible for
publishing legal texts online.
34. Dominique Garreau, Pourquoi et comment former des juristes trilingues ?, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 403 (2016).
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MM: Indeed, as Jean-Claude Gémar said in his masterful
speech, the legal translator is a “modest messenger of the law” (un
modeste messager du droit). Even if regarded as a translator, he is
also a jurist, trained in the fundamentals of the civil law and common law traditions. 35 It is quite an accomplishment to be a good jurist not only in one’s national legal system, but also in the legal system of the target language. Experience proves that it is best to study
foreign languages before embarking into legal studies, to avoid being locked in one legal system and having a hard time grasping others.
OM: You have a point. Fortunately, in Europe, students already
know one or several foreign languages when they start legal studies:
foreign languages are a substantial part of school education. Sadly,
this is not the case in the United States. Here at LSU, we educate
students in both the civil law and the common law. We regard it
crucial to open the students’ minds in the very first semester, where
we teach them Western Legal Traditions. Our students study Contracts (common law) during the same first semester, and the civil
law of Obligations the following semester. For many students, the
fact of discovering the common law first is like running a common
law software into their brain; they have a hard time to accept the
civil law software when becoming students of obligations. I try my
best, when teaching legal traditions, to partition their mental hard
disk, one lobe of their brain for the civil law and the other one for
the common law, with of course the possibility of countless connections. Many students struggle. Not surprisingly, those who speak a
foreign language or have kept some French as part of their Louisiana
heritage have a much easier ride, not to mention first or second generation immigrants who bring multilingual skills and multiculturalism to the classroom.

35. Jean-Claude Gémar, Langages du droit et styles en traduction : Common
Law vs. Droit civil : An Odd Couple ?, 9 J. CIV. L. STUD. 135 (2016).
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MM: I see here an invitation to conclude on cross-fertilization.
Legal science is no doubt enriched by legal translation.
OM: Matthias, this will be the mot de la fin. Without denying
the formidable practical implications, a great pioneer of comparative
legal studies has indeed presented the science of translation (traductology) as a new ambition of legal science. 36
Let us hope that the present dialogue will encourage our readers
to visit the full collection of conference papers published in both
issues of this Volume 9 and to interact with us in the future, also to
produce or to enjoy further legal translation.
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ABSTRACT
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ication of poverty and substandard living conditions and the promotion of the well-being of all, without prejudice as to origin, race, sex,
color, age and any other forms of discrimination. From this context,
the constitutional idealization of family democracy emerges, specifically represented in this paper by the recognition of civil union between people of the same sex as family units. The democratization
of civil law in matters of family law, beyond the interpretation of the
legal norms in force according to the Constitution, demands the understanding of what constitutes each individual (or group) that is
recipient of the principles of affection and solidarity. In the historic
2011 ruling, the Federal Supreme Court equated same-sex unions
and opposite-sex unions as to rights and duties. However, the Court
failed to advance in the unavoidable debate on gender issues.
Keywords: Brazil, same-sex marriage, civil unions, Brazilian Constitution
I. INTRODUCTION
To discourse on Brazilian civil law in such ample dimensions
requires a demarcation of the thematic scope of this paper. Based on
the “historic performance” of the Federal Supreme Court 1 (STF) in
2011, we intend to highlight the long walk to democratization of the
civil law in Brazil. Although the end result of the Direct Action of
Unconstitutionality2 4277 3 (ADI 4277) ruling was important to
1. Supremo Tribunal Federal, Institucional, available at https://perma.cc
/J9A9-XZ36 (last updated Jan. 13, 2011) (“The Supremo Tribunal Federal [Federal Supreme Court] is the apex body of the Brazilian Judiciary, and its primary
responsibility is to safeguard the Constitution, as defined in art 102 of the Federal
Constitution.”).
2. Supremo Tribunal Federal, Glossário Jurídico, available at
https://perma.cc/CR78-X3BW:
Direct Action of Unconstitutionality (ADI): Action that aims to declare
that a law or part of it is unconstitutional, that is, contrary to the Federal
Constitution. The ADI is one of the tools of what jurists call ‘concentrated control’ of constitutionality of laws (or abstract control). In other
words, it is a direct contestation to the norm itself in theory. Another
form of concentrated control is the Declaratory Action of Constitutionality. The opposite of the ‘concentrated control’ is ‘diffuse control’ in
which unconstitutional laws are questioned indirectly through the analysis of concrete situations (our translation).
3. ADI 4277, STF, 05.05.2011, https://perma.cc/FLY5-UFAV.
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broadening the legal concept of family in the country, as to the very
substance of the claim, the decision is found wanting.
By this, we intend to say that to grant rights to a particular marginalized group within a society does not immediately mean accepting its members as citizens. In the present case, the ADI 4277 was
unanimously upheld by the justices who at the time formed the main
Brazilian Court. 4 There was the recognition of the continuous, public and lasting (stable) union between same-sex partners as a family.
However, little headway was made in the treatment of the homosexual individual as a person. 5
Nevertheless, it is relevant to demonstrate that, since the Federal
Supreme Court proposed to play a key role in Brazil’s democratic
process, 6 the Court has repeatedly been asked to extract renewed
meanings of the normative text of the 1988 Constitution in areas of
extreme political and social sensitivity. This has renewed efforts to
affirm civil rights.
The concept of person derives from law’s constant search for
protection of the human civilizational form (person), which is not
preconceived, but must be understood historically in the experience
of this endeavor. 7 Hence, to speak of existential rights, “prerogatives designed to protect the self-construction power of each existing
person.” 8 However, in order for each individual to have access to
self-development, it is not enough to grant rights to minorities, as
occurred here with the recognition of same-sex civil unions.

4. Justice Dias Toffoli recused himself.
5. BERNARD EDELMAN, LA PERSONNE EN DANGER 45-46 (Presses Universitaires de France 1999) “an individual who has internalized law to the point of
discovering it in himself” (our translation).
6. This active stance stems from representation flaws in the democratic process, particularly by legislative omission.
7. Lucas Abreu Barroso, O direito das famílias e a crise da autonomia do
direito no horizonte humano e cultural da pós-modernidade, 49 REVISTA CRÍTICA
DO DIREITO (2013).
8. RICARDO RABINOVICH-BERKMAN, 1 ¿CÓMO SE HICIERON LOS DERECHOS
HUMANOS? UN VIAJE POR LA HISTORIA DE LOS PRINCIPALES DERECHOS DE LAS
PERSONAS 176 (Didot 2013).
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Velten, in his imposing doctoral dissertation on the subject,
leads the reader to an unsettling conclusion: the Supreme Court did
not recognize, in a broad sense, the social identity of those involved
in the ADI 4277. The author convincingly argues that it is because
“the Court demonstrated attachment to an individual ethics, dependent on personal and intrinsic factors, typically Aristotelian, and also
an impregnated disposition (habitus) to become the protagonist in
the distribution of rights through the manipulation of concepts (bricolage).” 9
The dissertation concludes that counter-hegemonic discourse
served as the basis for the decision. Velten also demonstrates that
allegations such as prejudice, vulnerability and historical misfortune
(from Nietzsche’s work) serve to evidence a nihilistic devenir, suggesting that the arguments always lead to the same philosophical
locus, therefore half way to the acceptance of the complexity that
marks contemporary society. 10
II. THE 1998 FEDERAL CONSTITUTION AND THE NEW RIGHTS IN
BRAZIL
The promulgation of the current Constitution of the Federative
Republic of Brazil, on October 5, 1988, marked both the end of a
turbulent time in the recent history of the country and the beginning
of the (re)structuring process of the State regarding political, economic and social aspects. One of its main consequences has been
ensuring institutional stability and democracy for more than two
decades—the first since the proclamation of the Republic in the year
1889. 11

9. Paulo O. Velten, O ser e o Sujeito de Direitos: Uma Análise do Contramajoritarismo no Supremo Tribunal Federal (2015) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Universidade Estácio de Sá) (on file with author).
10. Id. at 123 et seq.
11. LUÍS ROBERTO BARROSO, O NOVO DIREITO CONSTITUCIONAL
BRASILEIRO: CONTRIBUIÇÕES PARA A CONSTRUÇÃO TEÓRICA E PRÁTICA DA
JURISDIÇÃO CONSTITUCIONAL NO BRASIL 26 (Forúm 2014).
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Politically, the Federal Constitution of 1988 ended a transition,
which begun in the late 1970s. It was the transition from an authoritarian, intolerant, violent state 12—built around the policies of a
civil-military dictatorship, established by the 1964 coup d’état—to
the rule of law which is democratic, eminently constitutional, and
based primarily on fundamental rights.
Thus, the Basic Law of 1988, which came to be known as the
“Citizen’s Constitution,”13 outlined in its text the formatting of a
welfare state—its roots were engendered in the political structure of
the country by the Constitution of 1946—which survived, despite
defeats, the authoritarian Constitutions of 1967 and 1969.
Economically, the 1988 Federal Constitution, by protecting strategic sectors of the Brazilian economy, 14 such as mineral production
and telecommunications, emerged against neoliberal policies that
were taking shape in the Western world in the late 1980s.These protectionist provisions were the first barriers removed by a Brazilian
government that favored economic openness (1994-2002). This happened through the second round of constitutional amendments approved by Congress 15 in order to allow the insertion of the Brazilian
economy into the globalized world.
Socially, the Federal Constitution, by providing rights that are
typical of a social welfare state, such as access to education, health
and housing, 16 brought hope to a country overrun with pockets of
12. Id.
13. This expression was popularized by Deputy Ulysses Guimarães, the
Chairman of the National Constituent Assembly (1987-1988), to whom this new
Political Charter would be the recovery of citizenship for the Brazilian people,
who had been deprived of the right to choose their own President, among other
rights, for twenty-five years.
14. PAULO BONAVIDES, CURSO DE DIREITO CONSTITUCIONAL 675 (24th ed.,
Malheiros 2009).
15. Id. at 675-77.
16. art. 6: “Education, health, food, work, housing, leisure, security, social
security, protection of motherhood and childhood, and assistance to the destitute
are social rights, as set forth by this Constitution,” CONSTITUTION OF THE
FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL (3rd ed., IstvanVajda, Patricia Zimbres, Vanira
Tavares de Souza trans., Brası́lia: Documentation and Information Center, Publishing Coordination, Chamber of Deputies 2010) [hereinafter CF 88] (including
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poverty, both in cities and in the countryside. Because the Brazilian
population is markedly poor and plagued by a historical unequal income distribution, its members could not identify with the provisions of their fundamental law, which still remains partly the case
today.
If on one hand, the Federal Constitution emerges with a prospective character, since its main guideline consists of the construction
of a new political, economic and social reality, one should also emphasize the democratic environment in which it was conceived.
First and foremost, the process that culminated in the promulgation of the 1988 Federal Constitution is the result of political will,
embodied in a National Constituent Assembly, whose representatives, deputies and senators, were democratically elected in 1986
and gathered sovereignly during the years 1987 and 1988 for its
preparation.
Although there is a consensus that the National Constituent Assembly17 had a conservative profile, this decision-making forum
managed to be democratic and progressive at the same time. These
characteristics may seem contrary to the ideological lines of most
constituent deputies, but together with such ideologies, they portray
accurately the striking features of the entire Brazilian society of yesterday and today, with all its uneasiness, worries, instabilities, deficiencies, and political practice. 18
The National Constituent Assembly was marked by the direct
participation of citizens who submitted popular proposals on controversial but essential issues for the country’s development, such as
stability of employment and land reform. 19

constitutional text of October 5, 1988, with the alterations introduced by constitutional amendments no. 1/1992 through 64/2010 and by revision constitutional
amendments no. 1/1994 through 6/1994).
17. PAULO BONAVIDES & ANTÔNIO PAES DE ANDRADE, HISTÓRIA
CONSTITUCIONAL DO BRASIL 474 (3d ed., Paz e Terra 1991).
18. Id.
19. Id. at 460.
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Similarly, the participation of new political parties with progressive views (especially the left and center-left) within the Constituent
Assembly, and other social actors, such as unions, business confederations and religious organizations, lent an interesting dynamic to
the process of constitutional creation. This involved not only legitimate claims, but also interests of particular groups, market reserves,
and personal ambitions. 20
The work of almost two years of the National Constituent Assembly resulted in a text of 245 articles and in 70 articles of the
Temporary Constitutional Provisions Act. Considered wordy, the
Constitution addresses too many issues, is excessively detailed in
some respects, and follows casuistry reasoning. 21 It does not only
focus on materially constitutional matters such as state organization
and fundamental rights, but also emphasizes on many other issues,
such as private relations questions.
This new constitutional structure profoundly impacted Brazilian
civil law, to such an extent that many of its institutions, with roots
in the obsolete Civil Code of 1916, were reinterpreted and incorporated into the reality of the national community of the late twentieth
century.
Accordingly, the legal field of family law received special attention, as the family became the object of express constitutional safeguard, with special protection from the State. 22 While in previous
constitutional contexts such protection did not exist as a right, now
the State began to govern family relationships in their various social
manifestations and in line with several international treaties on the
matter. 23
A major paradigm shift regarding family law occurred. On the
one hand, there was the rapid collapse of the patriarchal model that

20. BARROSO, supra note 11, at 26.
21. Id. at 26-27.
22. CF 88, art. 226: “The family, which is the foundation of society, shall
enjoy special protection from the State.”
23. PAULO LÔBO, FAMÍLIAS 1 (Saraiva 2008).
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had prevailed in Brazil since colonial times; 24 on the other hand,
affective bonds became the center of family relationships. Family
relations, now also based on affection, began to reflect the principle
of solidarity, enshrined in article 3, I, of the 1988 Federal Constitution. 25
III. THE GAP BETWEEN THE 2002 CIVIL CODE AND SOCIAL
ORGANIZATION
Those who had witnessed the advances in family law with the
promulgation of the 1988 Federal Constitution found it difficult to
believe the proposals contained in the second Civil Code of Brazil
(2002). Its historical and sociological profile reflected the Brazilian
family of the 1960s and 1970s. Thus, in this respect, the Civil Code
was born significantly old. 26
Professor Miguel Reale, the supervisor of the revision and preparation of the Civil Code, revealed in explanatory memorandum
that: “[t]he Revision and Drafting Committee of the Civil Code, as
it is noticeable, despite its constant efforts to adapt civil law to the
demands of our time, always preferred to preserve the structure of
the [civil] law now in force, enriching its titles with new institutions
and representations.” 27
In addition, under a methodological perspective, Book IV (Family Law) of the Special Part of the Civil Code has shown some flaws
because of the (wholesome) division of the matter into the personal
and patrimonial fields of family law: “[i]n fact this is the book of
the current code that lacks systematic harmony the most. The chapters do not always follow a strict logical development.” 28

24. Id.
25. CF 88, art. 3, I: “The fundamental objectives of the Federative Republic
of Brazil are: I – to build a free, just and solidary society . . . .”
26. LUCAS ABREU BARROSO, CONTEMPORARY LEGAL THEORY IN BRAZILIAN
CIVIL LAW 12-13 (Kennedy Matos trans., Editora Juruá 2014).
27. Presidential Statement no. 160 from the President of Republic, Ernesto
Geisel (June 6, 1975).
28. Id.
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Nevertheless, the published text has some recognized innovations. However, such advances did not have the power to keep civil
law abreast of the social organization of the family, which was moving quickly towards the twenty-first century. This is because relevant changes—such as (i) equality between men and women in family affairs, (ii) the replacement of paternal power with family authority, (iii) the expansion of the meaning and scope of child support,
(iv) the possibility of changing the regime of property between
spouses, (v) a renewed regulation for adoption and filiation, and (vi)
the protection of homestead—did not manage to overshadow family
relationships grounded in heterosexuality, monogamy, and the prevalence of marriage.
The almost thirty years of legislative consideration were quite
harmful to the regulatory framework designed for the novel encoding of private life in Brazil: “[i]ts approval was both a political, legal
setback and social regression, because during those three decades
the new Code disregarded many of the changes occurring in the
country.” 29
Effectively, a close analysis of the scenario of the presidential
approval of the final draft of the Bill 634/1975 (turned into Law
10,406/2002) reveals that the “final text with all the amendments
adopted by the two federal legislative houses, and the Revision
Committee, only shows the new Civil Code trying to keep pace with
the social reality of our time.” 30
This is certainly true because several bills aimed at reforming it
were soon submitted after its publication on January 11, 2002, some
of them dealing with family relationships, a topic so sensitive to reactions between tradition and modernity in a democratic society
with a conservative view.

29. JOSELI LIMA MAGALHÃES, DA RECODIFICAÇÃO DO DIREITO CIVIL
BRASILEIRO 86 (Lumen Juris 2006).
30. JOSÉ SEBASTIÃO DE OLIVEIRA, FUNDAMENTOS CONSTITUCIONAIS DO
DIREITO DE FAMÍLIA 335 (Revista dos Tribunais 2002).
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Among the so-called large projects is the controversial draft
Statute of Families 31 (a bill introduced in 2007 and not yet adopted),
which aims to remove from the Civil Code every rule related to family law, forming an autonomous legal set, “concerned not only to
ensure rights, but also realize them . . . .” by providing substantive
rules and by governing procedural aspects and proceedings. 32 After
that, the idea of a family law micro system eventually gave rise to
the proposal of other more comprehensive legislative projects, inspired by radically opposing ideological beliefs, particularly between religiosity and secularization.
Instead of stimulating a second cycle of de-codification in Brazil, several parliamentary initiatives on a smaller scale were introduced before and after such statutes 33 in order to make only specific
changes in posited family law. The biggest confrontation, however,
remains unresolved: will the codifying legislative technique prevail
in Brazilian family law? Alternatively, will family law revive the
“era of the statutes”? 34
Regardless of the outcome, what is at stake is not only a question
of method. It has to do with family characteristics, with the pluralism of family organizations and family environments, with the
recognition that “the Brazilian family changed significantly at the
end of the twentieth century, not only regarding values, but also in
terms of its composition.” 35
The Civil Code of 2002 called for a paradigm shift, but it was
not quite what was observed through its critical reading. 36 From the
31. Bill 2007, Statute of Families, https://perma.cc/J4WE-JRJE.
32. MÁRIO LUIZ DELGADO, CODIFICAÇÃO, DESCODIFICAÇÃO E
RECODIFICAÇÃO DO DIREITO CIVIL BRASILEIRO 452, 466 (Saraiva 2011).
33. Id. at 470-71; Regina Beatriz Tavares da Silva, Análise do Projeto de Lei
do Estatuto das Famílias, 27 REVISTA DO INSTITUTO DOS ADVOGADOS DE SÃO
PAULO 389-409 (2011).
34. Gustavo Tepedino, O Código Civil, os Chamados Microssistemas e a
Constituição: Premissas para uma Reforma Legislativa, in PROBLEMAS DE
DIREITO CIVIL-CONSTITUCIONAL 4 (Gustavo Tepedino ed., Renovar 2000).
35. LÔBO, supra note 23, at 10, 56.
36. LUCAS ABREU BARROSO, A REALIZAÇÃO DO DIREITO CIVIL: ENTRE
NORMAS JURÍDICAS E PRÁTICAS SOCIAIS 23 (Juruá 2011).
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intended change of individualism to social solidarity, what we saw
was the continuity of a “strong presence of patrimonial interests over
personal ones.” 37
Thus, the desire for democratization of the Brazilian civil law
remained partially unfulfilled. Within the limits of this comment,
such desire refers to the aspiration for a democratic family. On the
other hand, the Federal Constitution of 1988 exerted influence on
the infra-constitutional legislation and jurisprudence of local and
higher courts (nationwide), which brought about a transformation of
the model and the role of the Brazilian family in the transition to the
third millennium.
A great deal has already changed 38 and many other things are
changing. 39 What is yet to change? It seems fair to say that “to
achieve full democracy in family relations there is still much to do,
even from a strictly legal point of view.” 40 Domestic violence,
equality and gender diversity, freedom and solidarity within the
family, among many other topics, still challenge our jurists.
The difficult path of the Civil Code of 2002 towards family democracy, far from any consensus, leads to its interpretation according to the Federal Constitution of 1988 41 and beyond, to the understanding of what constitutes each Brazilian, individual or group, recipients of the “personal achievement of affectivity, in coexistence
and solidarity,” 42 as basic functions of the present-day family.
IV. THE RECOGNITION OF CIVIL SAME-SEX UNIONS BY THE
FEDERAL SUPREME COURT
On May 5, 2011, the Federal Supreme Court recognized samesex civil unions as family units by deciding both actions in a single
37. LÔBO, supra note 23, at 9.
38. See Maria Celina Bodin de Moraes, A Família Democrática, in NA
MEDIDA DA PESSOA HUMANA: ESTUDOS DE DIREITO-CIVIL CONSTITUCIONAL
217-21 (Maria Celina Bodin de Moraes ed., Renovar 2010).
39. Id. at 221-30.
40. Id. at 230.
41. Id. at 234.
42. LÔBO, supra note 23, at 14.
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ruling, the ADI 4277 and the ADPF 43 132. 44 The Federal Supreme
Court is the Brazilian Superior Court with the mission of judging
the constitutionality or unconstitutionality of infra-constitutional
legislation, through the control of diffuse and concentrated constitutionality. The ADI and the ADPF are examples of concentrated constitutional control.
The Supreme Court examined article 1723 of the Civil Code45
and articles 19, II and V, and 33 of the Statute for Civil Servants of
the State of Rio de Janeiro (Statute for Civil Servants) 46 in light of
the Constitution. The goal was to avoid any outcome that differentiated the legal protection of homo-affective civil servants from that
given to heterosexual ones in the state of Rio de Janeiro. In the end,
the Supreme Court considered same-sex civil unions constitutional,
affirming them as a type of family that is constitutionally protected
by Brazilian law.
The following is a summary of the grounds for the decision
(headnote can be found in the Appendix). The opinion of the Reporting Justice Ayres Britto, the first to vote, will be analyzed in
more detail, but the highlights of all other justices’ opinions will also
be examined. The Reporting Justice addressed the possibility of interpreting article 1723 of the Civil Code and articles 19, items II and

43. Supremo Tribunal Federal, Glossário Jurídico, available at https://perma
.cc/8PWB-BXDN:
Allegation of Breach of Fundamental Precept (ADPF): It is a kind of
action, filed exclusively with the Supreme Court, which has the purpose
of preventing or repairing damage to a fundamental precept, resulting
from an act of the administration. In this case, it is said that the ADPF is
an autonomous action. However, this type of action can also have an
equivalent nature to ADIs and could challenge the constitutionality of a
provision before the Federal Constitution, but such a norm should be
municipal or prior to the 1988 Constitution. The ADPF is regulated by
Federal Law 9,882/99. The legitimate parties to file it are the same that
may file an ADI. An ADPF is not appropriate where there is another type
of action that may be filed (our translation).
44. ADPF 132, STF, 05.05.2011, https://perma.cc/FLY5-UFAV.
45. CC art. 1723: “A stable union between a man and a woman, evidenced
by public, continuous and lasting cohabitation and established with the objective
of constituting a family, is recognized as a family unit.”
46. Law 220/75.
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V, and 33 of the Statute for Civil Servants, in conformity with the
Constitution.
The latest legislation of the State of Rio de Janeiro 47 granted social security benefits equally to heterosexual and homosexual partners, which prevented the ADI 4277 from being rejected due to lack
of grounds. However, other subjective rights were denied to homosexual partners, hence the possibility of trial in this case.
In his opinion, the Reporting Justice points out that the Rio de
Janeiro State law should be read in accordance with the Constitution
and the Civil Code, for the purpose of recognition of homosexual
unions as family units, as well as the rights and duties thereof. Thus,
the requests made in the ADI 4277 were upheld.
Justice Ayres Britto began by defining homo-affectivity as “a
bond of affection and solidarity between same-sex couples or partners.” He cited legal doctrine and joined the terms love, care, and
affection as components of homo-affectivity. He stated that the union must be lasting, without setting a minimum time, socially conspicuous and with the intention of raising a family. He did not clarify, however, what the evaluative words 48 meant and whether they
may be imposed by law.
He also asserted that the word “sex,” used in articles 3, IV, 5,
XLVIII, 7, XXX, 201, § 7, II, of the Constitution, 49 has the sense of
“anatomical and physiological non-coincident conformation between a man and a woman.” This rules out any possibility of legal
inequality in relation to rights and duties of people of different sex,
unless there is a reasoned justification for this. As such, article 3, IV
of the Constitution prohibits discrimination against people based on
sex. There was no further clarification of the meaning of the evaluative word “inequality.”

47. Law 5,034/2007, art. 1.
48. On the importance of the densification of evaluative words, see Roberto
Freitas Filho, Decisões Jurídicas e Teoria Linguística: o Prescritivismo Universal
de Richard Hare, 178 REVISTA DE INFORMAÇÃO LEGISLATIVA 19 (2008).
49. CF 88.
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This idea embodies the “fraternal constitutionalism” advocated
by Justice Britto in a book of his authorship and quoted in the decision. It is a constitutionalism “that turns to a community integration
of people (not just to ‘social inclusion’), viable through the urgent
adoption of public policies which affirm the fundamental civil and
moral equality (more than just economic and social equality) of the
social strata historically disadvantaged and even vilified.”
Homosexual partners would be in this category and this means
“full acceptance and subsequent experimentation of the socio-political and cultural pluralism.” 50 This respectful “coexistence of opposites” would be the basis of a substantive democracy, reinforcing the
notion of lack of gender prejudice. The meaning of the term “substantive democracy” was not clarified.
The Reporting Justice cited Kelsen’s negative norm, according
to which “all that is not legally prohibited or required, is legally permitted,” in conjunction with article 5 II of the 1988 Federal Constitution, alluding that “no one shall be obliged to do or refrain from
doing something except by virtue of the law.”
Therefore, there is no law forbidding homosexual unions since
the Constitution allows each person to behave according to their sexual orientation. Justice Britto did not elaborate on the meaning of
the evaluative word “freedom.” He just said it was a personality asset. Britto welcomed Jung’s idea that homosexuality is not a pathological anomaly, but a psychic identity that individualizes the person, ratifying sexual preference as an emanation of the principle of
human dignity. 51 He did not explain what he understands as “dignity
of the human person.” He deals with human sexuality as a subjective
right or an active legal situation and potestative right to intimacy and
privacy52 without, however, elaborating on the sense of such institutions. To him, there is no constitutional provision prohibiting such
50. CF 88 art. 1, V.
51. CF 88 art. 1, III, & 60, § 4 (constitutional entrenchment clause).
52. CF 88 art. 5, X. The opinion thus defined the terms intimacy and privacy:
“I - the right to intimacy may be viewed through the prism of abstention, or of the
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freedom, which is a fundamental right and immediately applicable. 53
He also held that articles 226 and 227 of the Federal Constitution, dealing with social order and family, outline a constitutional
sense of family and give [the family] special protection “in its colloquial or proverbial meaning of domestic nucleus, regardless of
whether formally or informally constituted or composed of heterosexual couples or openly homosexual couples.”
The family would be the primary place of realization of fundamental rights. So, to the Federal Constitution, according to the Reporting Justice:
The equality between hetero-affective couples and homosexual ones only gains full meaning if it flows into the same
subjective right to the formation of an autonomous family.
Such family is understood, in the context of the two legal
subject typologies, as an independent domestic core and constituted as a rule of visibility, continuity, and durability.
As such, the decision states that there is no hierarchy between
marriages and stable unions and allows civil marriage and adoption
of children by homosexual couples. The Reporting Justice concluded with the following remarks:
I interpret art. 1723 of the Civil Code according to the Constitution in order to exclude any meaning that prevents the
recognition of a continuous, public and lasting union between persons of the same sex as a ‘family unit,’ which is
understood as a perfect synonym of ‘family.’ Such recognition must be according to the same rules and with the same
consequences as those of opposite-sex stable unions.
Justice Luiz Fux was the second to speak. Here are the highlights
of his opinion: (i) the application of the notion of protective duties—
objective dimension of fundamental rights (effectiveness of funda-

solitary enjoyment (onanism); II - the right to privacy may be seen through the
angle of intercourse or coupled enjoyment (inter-subjectivity plane, therefore).”
53. CF 88 art. 5, I.
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mental rights for the State and individuals). He refers to legal doctrine to explain such protection duties, through which the State acts
to prevent violation of fundamental rights, as in the case of sexual
orientation of minorities (homo-affective relations), (ii) he states
that homosexuality is a fact of life and sexual orientation, that is, an
individual’s personality characteristic, rejecting the taint that it is a
disease, a belief or an ideology. Furthermore, homosexuality allows
the formation of continuous, lasting unions of mutual assistance, the
sharing of life projects, and Brazil had, in 2011, more than 60,000
publicly declared homo-affective unions. In Brazilian law, there is
no prohibition to establish homo-affective unions, 54 and the regulation given to the hetero-affective unions and marriages should be
extended to homosexual unions 55 for lack of distinction between the
institutions (equality according to Dworkin and Alexy); (iii) family
is above all love, but Justice Fux did not elaborate on the meaning
of love or the requirements for a homosexual union; (iv) [he maintains] besides equality, private autonomy of individuals as the center
of human dignity and Nancy Fraser’s recognition policy, allowing
the achievement of life projects of homosexual persons (substantive
equality), to also generate legal certainty to such individuals. Requirements for a homosexual union must be substantiated. However,
he did not deepen the understanding of referenced evaluative words,
(v) he did not expressly mention adoption by homosexual couples
and agreed with the Reporting Justice on this matter.
The third opinion was by Justice Carmen Lúcia. The highlights
of her views are as follows: (i) she maintained that, according to
Bobbio, we are in the time of realization of rights conquered, such
as the exercise of freedom. She equated values to principles, without
explaining the meaning of each evaluative word; (ii) she accepted
homosexual unions “under the canopy of the Constitution that bases

54. CF 88 art. 5, II.
55. CF 88 art. 226.
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its normative pillars on the principle of human dignity, which requires tolerance and harmonious coexistence of all, with full respect
to the free choices of individuals.” Again, she did not explain the
evaluative words, neither did she explain the meaning assigned to
equality, intimacy and social pluralism, which were some of the
foundations that she used for the admission of homosexual unions;
(iii) she agreed with the solution proposed by the Reporting Justice
without expressly dealing with marriage and adoption by homosexual couples.
The major points of Justice Ricardo Lewandowski’s opinion, the
fourth to speak, are: (i) the description of family as an entity constituted by marriage in the Brazilian Constitutions of 1937, 1946, 1967
and in Constitutional Amendment 1/1969 was not confirmed by the
Constitution of 1988; (ii) according to the Constitution, infra-constitutional texts, and the National Constituent Assembly debates, he
asserts that same-sex unions do not fit the molds of marriage, stable
unions and one-parent family. However, it is possible to constitute
a stable homosexual union, with its own format, by applying the
technique of integration of the Portuguese constitutionalist
Canotilho; (iii) the roster of article 226 of the Federal Constitution
of 1988 is exemplary, giving rise to the upholding of the claims in
the action, “so that the legal provisions to heterosexual stable unions
be applied to homosexual unions characterized as family entities,
excluding those provisions that require the diversity of sex to their
exercise until specific rules governing such relations arise;” (iv) he
agreed with the solution proposed by the Reporting Justice and did
not clarify the evaluative words nor did he confront the foundations
of previous opinions.
Justice Joaquim Barbosa was the fifth to speak: (i) he mentioned
the role of the Constitutional Courts to bridge the gap between law
and society, based on the work of Aaron Barak; (ii) he said that the
gap between positive law (lack of legislation favorable to the recognition of same-sex marriage) and reality must be overcome by the
Supreme Court, and that there is not in the Constitution of 1988 any
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prohibition of the recognition intended, which emanates from the
dignity of the human person; (iii) he stated that the Federal Constitution of 1988 dealt with substantive equality and non-discrimination, but he did not elaborate on the evaluative words he used
throughout his vote; (iv) he agreed with the solution proposed by the
Reporting Justice, although he did not mention marriage and adoption expressly.
From the opinion of Justice Gilmar Mendes, the sixth judge to
rule, one can infer: (i) the concern to define the meaning of interpretation according to the Constitution, seeking to avoid any interpretation of article 1723 of the Civil Code that would prohibit recognition of homosexual union; (ii) he stresses the role of the Supreme
Court in judging the action due to the legislator’s omission regarding
the matter, protecting the rights of minorities because each individual has the right to self-development. He supports his arguments by
using the Basic Law of Bohn (the Constitution of Germany), the
principle of equality and comparative law; (iii) based on the Constitution, 56 he also accepted stable homosexual unions by using an
open interpretation grounded in the theory of Peter Häberle; (iv) he
addressed the problems of evaluative gaps and possible thought, citing specific doctrine; (v) he concluded with the following words:
Therefore, at this point, I merely recognize the existence of
the union between persons of the same sex, based on legal
foundations distinct from those explained by Justice Ayres
Britto. And grounded in the theory of possible thought, I determine the application of a similar protection model—in
this case, the one which deals with stable unions—where applicable, in accordance with the reasoning presented here
without addressing other developments.
(iv) he also accepted the solution proposed by the Rapporteur, but
did not give meaning to all the evaluative words used in his opinion,
such as freedom and equality.

56. Id.
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Justice Ellen Gracie, the seventh judge to express her views,
fully agreed with the Reporting Justice’s opinion and did not submit,
therefore, a written opinion.
In the opinion of Justice Marco Aurelio, the eighth judge to give
a ruling, one can observe: (i) the confirmation of prejudice experienced by homosexuals as a population of 18 million people, bringing up the English experience on the possibility of homosexual union; (ii) based on Hart he criticizes the idea of collective morality or
that of an ordinary person and highlighted, among others, Hart’s arguments in the English debate:
First reason: to punish someone is to cause them harm, and
if the offender’s attitude did not cause harm to anyone, punishment is meaningless. In other words, the private conduct
that does not affect the rights of third parties is within the
sphere of private autonomy, free from government interference. Second reason: free will is also an important moral
value. Third: freedom enables learning resulting from experimentation. Fourth: the laws that affect individual sexuality
entail harm to individuals subject to them, with very serious
emotional consequences.
(iii) he also highlighted that “morality and the law should have different criteria, but go together. The law is not fully contained in morality, and vice versa, but there are points of contact and approach;”
(iv) he emphasized the lack of political will on the part of Congress
to discuss the issue in spite of the numerous bills introduced, which
did not generate any specific legislation. The solution has to stem
from the fundamental rights, 57 from the reinterpretation of the meaning of family, from the Brazilian historicity and legal doctrine, and
from the principle of human dignity, through the counter-majoritarian role of the courts in ensuring fundamental rights; (v) he decided
for “the applicability of the regime of stable union to same-sex unions,” agreeing with solutions proposed by the Rapporteur, without
dealing explicitly with adoption and marriage in these situations and
without delving into the meaning of evaluative words in his opinion.
57. CF 88 art. 226, §3.
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In the opinion of Justice Celso de Mello, the ninth judge to pronounce, one reads: (i) the importance of the intervention of amicus
curiae to pluralize discussion of the topic and allow the Supreme
Court to “have of all the necessary elements for the resolution of the
dispute, enabling it, with such procedural openness, to overcome the
serious issue relevant to the democratic legitimacy of the decisions
emanating from this Court;” (ii) he stressed the legislative historicity
imposed by Portugal when colonizing Brazil until the Military Penal
Code, which was always discriminatory toward homosexuals; (iii)
that this treatment before the 1988 Federal Constitution cannot exist,
which allows for “the recognition by constitutional imperative, of a
stable homosexual union as a legitimate family unit,” which prevents discrimination and realizes the values of liberty, equality, legal
certainty and non-discrimination based on legal doctrine and judgments of the Supreme court and other Brazilian courts. There was
no explanation of the evaluative words used; (iv) about the countermajoritarian role of the judiciary in the defense of fundamental
rights and protection of minorities through a substantive perspective
of a constitutional democracy. There was no explaining of the evaluative words used, except for the meaning of substantive democracy
(based on the works of Geraldo Ataliba and Ferreira Pinto); (v) he
emphasized the right to the pursuit of happiness as derived from
constitutional principles such as the dignity of the human person,
without showing it, but citing the Supreme Court rulings on the matter and rulings from the United States and foreign constitutions; (vi)
[he regarded] affection as value / constitutional principle and family
shaper, and [he also mentioned] the “Yogyakarta Principles: the
right to constitute a family, regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity” in order to address the legislative omissions (unconstitutional) so as to equate stable unions with homosexual unions; (vii)
he accepted the solutions proposed by the Rapporteur without explicitly dealing with marriage and adoption.
From the opinion of the tenth and last judge, Justice Cezar
Peluso, who was the Chairman of the Supreme Court at the time of
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this judgment, one gathers: (i) the wording of art. 1723 of the Civil
Code and article 226, § 3 of the Federal Constitution of 1988 authorizes the interpretation according to the Constitution, removing the
exclusion of homosexual union as a kind of family, but with its own
configuration, which differs from stable unions. Stable union rules
may be applied to same-sex unions but only similarly; (ii) after the
present judgment, action on the part of the legislative branch is required; (iii) he agrees with the proposed solution by the Rapporteur
[as to marriage and adoption], and did not explain the evaluative
words in his opinion.
V. JUDICIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPERCUSSIONS OF THE ADI
4277 RULING
After the Supreme Court decision was published, the normative
hypothesis of article 1723 of the Civil Code gained amplitude because stable same-sex and opposite-sex unions were equated, and it
is now unconstitutional to make any distinction between such types
of family formation.
It is important to remember the erga omnes effectiveness given
to the decision by article 102, § 2, of the Constitution, as well as its
binding effect on the State, judicial or administrative structure 58 that
have to be fully committed to the content of the ruling.
As direct repercussions of the judgment of ADI 4277, two major
controversies took the legal stage, both related to civil marriage: (a)
the refusal by clerks and judges to perform the conversion of stable
same-sex union into full marriage; (b) the denial of marriage licenses to people in same-sex relationships.
58. CF 88 art. 102:
The Federal Supreme Court is responsible, essentially, for safeguarding
the Constitution, and it is within its competence: […] Paragraph 2 Final
decisions on merits, pronounced by the Supreme Federal Court in direct
actions of unconstitutionality and declaratory actions of constitutionality
shall have force against all, as well as a binding effect, as regards the
other bodies of the Judicial Power and the governmental entities and entities owned by the Federal Government, in the federal, state, and local
levels.
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It is obvious that homosexual partners with legal status duly recognized would see themselves fully entitled to request the conversion of their stable union into civil marriage, as provided in article
226, § 3 of the Federal Constitution59 and article 1726 of the Civil
Code. 60
However, bureaucratic and often ideological obstacles in the
process of conversion of a stable union into civil marriage eventually made the latter be the preferred route for the consolidation of
love life, even among people of the same sex. The constitutional
provision of article 226, § 3, ordering the facilitation of this conversion was not observed by many courts of the federal states. Thus,
such conversion became less expeditious than direct marriage.
Nevertheless, given the countless denials of marriage licenses to
homosexual partners, there arose the need to confirm the extent of
the judgment handed down by the Supreme Court. The debate
reached the Superior Court of Justice 61 through the Special Appeal
1183378, 62 which was upheld. Same-sex partners were then authorized to obtain marriage licenses.
In his opinion, the reporting justice, Luis Felipe Salomão, states
that the Brazilian Civil Code provisions do not textually ban samesex marriage, and, therefore, one cannot in any way envision any
implied prohibition to the solemnization of marriage without frontally contradicting the constitutional principles previously invoked
in the Federal Supreme Court decision.
59. CF 88 art. 226:
The family, which is the foundation of society, shall enjoy special protection from the State . . . . For purposes of protection by the State, the
stable union between a man and a woman is recognized as a family entity, and the law shall facilitate the conversion of such entity into marriage.
60. CC art. 1726: “A stable union may be converted into marriage, upon application to a judge by the companions and registration in the Civil Register.”
Translation based on LESLIE ROSE, O CÓDIGO CIVIL BRASILEIRO EM INGLÊS/THE
BRAZILIAN CIVIL CODE IN ENGLISH (2d ed., Renovar 2012).
61. Translator’s note: The Superior Court of Justice is the highest appellate
court in Brazil for non-constitutional issues concerning both state and federal ordinary courts.
62. REsp 1183378, STJ, 01.02.2012, https://perma.cc/X9TV-WDFR.
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Although the judgment of the Superior Court of Justice only
binds the parties of the legal procedural relationship, as a unifying
Court of jurisprudence, its decision had a great impact on the various
similar cases being heard across the country, establishing itself as a
true paradigm decision.
Nonetheless, the results of the ADI 4277 and the Special Appeal
1183378, in addition to the decisions that eventually were consolidated in the courts of the federal states, remained insufficient to ensure the conversion of stable homosexual union into civil marriage
and the granting of licenses to marriage, which continued to be insistently denied to homosexual couples.
It is worth mentioning that, although subject to the supervision
of the judiciary, the notaries of the Civil Registry of Natural Persons
are not part of the direct or indirect public administration. Still, notaries are regimentally and legally compelled to comply with determinations issued by the Supreme Court and the Superior Court of
Justice. Therefore, it is unconstitutional and not prudent to refuse
the conversion to marriage and the licenses to direct marriage.
Even within the Judiciary Commissions of State Appellate
Courts, there was no uniformity in interpreting the extent of the
judgment of ADI 4277, especially regarding the possibility of realization of civil same-sex marriage.
Such resistance against the outcome of ADI 4277 required the
issuing of Resolution 175 63 by the National Council of Justice 64 on
May 14, 2013, during its 169th Plenary Session.
This normative act was explicitly aimed to prohibit the refusal
of the license and civil marriage solemnization to same-sex couples,

63. Resolução 175, 05.14.2013, https://perma.cc/NHH4-N65R.
64. The National Council of Justice (CNJ) is a public institution that aims to
improve the work of the Brazilian judicial system, especially with regard to the
control and administrative procedural transparency. It was created as an external
control body, in order to standardize the internal procedures of the Judiciary and
provide strategic planning to magistrates, with assignments which are primarily
administrative, financial and disciplinary, as set forth in the Constitutional
Amendment 45/2004, commonly called the “Judiciary Reform.”
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as well as the denial of the conversion of stable homosexual union
into marriage.
If practiced, these acts will give rise to an immediate report to
the Judge-inspector [member of the Judiciary Commission] who
will take appropriate action in the face of the concrete case, to ensure
the full realization of these rights, even with the possibility of certain
penalties.
With the entry into force of Resolution 175 (based on item I of
§ 4 of article 103-B of the Constitution), which took place two days
after its publication, same sex civil marriages were widely licensed
around the country, ending any infertile debate on the issue. Likewise, permissions for the conversion of stable homosexual union
into civil marriage were broadly granted.
VI. CONCLUSION
It can be said that the Supreme Court in this historic judgment,
albeit belated and conservative, defended the national constitutionalism from biased and exclusionary discourses that sought to interpret the Federal Constitution of 1988 as a static text, disconnected
from the factual and legal reality.
These discourses, however, failed to prevent the realization of
the principles of equality (elimination of discriminatory factors that
nullified the recognition of a new family entity) and freedom (positive freedom: free exercise of sexual orientation) as the basis of a
stable union (and, later, marriage) between persons of the same sex
in the Brazilian constitutional civil law.
Some negative events permeated the lives of homosexuals and
homo-affective families before, during, and after the case. Certain
social groups, mainly of a religious nature, opposed the rights of
same-sex couples.
For instance, in 2011, statements of Congressman Jair Bolsonaro
and the well-known Evangelical Pastor Silas Malafaia compared ho-
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mosexuality to zoophilia and necrophilia. 65 In 2011, before the Supreme Court decision, the Speaker of the Chamber of Deputies, Federal Deputy Marco Maia also said it was not yet time for the Brazilian National Congress to discuss issues such as abortion and homosexual unions.66 Still in 2011, the newspaper O Globo reported that
a cohabiting homosexual couple needed to go through four registry
offices in Curitiba (Paraná state capital) to be able to register their
homosexual union. This was the case after the Supreme Court decision. 67
Earlier reports show that in Brazil between 37 68 and 78 69 rights
were denied to cohabitating homosexuals in stable unions. For example, (i) they could not combine incomes to approve financing; (ii)
they were unable to register their partners as dependents in the public service; (iii) they did not participate in state programs related to
family; (iv) they could not move with the public servant partner
transferred to another location; (v) they had no right to inheritance;
(vi) they could not file income tax returns jointly; (vii) they had no
usufruct of the partner’s assets; (viii) and they did not enjoy immunity from seizure of the property where the couple resides. The Brazilian legal system by not granting the same rights to homosexuals
considerably raised the cost of living for these individuals and their
families. 70 These problems were discussed at the Supreme Court,
65. Bianka Carbonieri, Silas Malafaia Compara Homossexualidade com
Zoofilia e Necrofilia, SAPATOMICA, https://perma.cc/B9FN-94N7; Bianka Carbonieri, Uma geral pelo “caso Bolsonaro,” SAPATOMICA, https://perma.cc
/5RMH-L38G.
66. O Globo, É A Hora de DiscutirTemas Como Aborto e União Homosexual,
March 14, 2011, https://perma.cc/7V7T-GZYH.
67. O Globo, Casal Homosexual Só Consegue Registrar Uniao Pasar por
Quatro Cartorios em Curitiba, May 5, 2011, https://perma.cc/RTE6-ZVVU.
68. MARIA BERENICE DIAS, UNIÃO HOMOSSEXUAL: O PRECONCEITO E A
JUSTIÇA (Livraria do Advogado 2000).
69. Associação Brasileira de Gays, Lésbicas, Bissexuais, Travestis e Transexuais [Brazilian Association of Gays, Lesbians and Transvestites], 78 direitos
negados a casais homoafetivos, https://perma.cc/GY8A-5X32 (now offline).
70. Eloi Rodrigues Pethechust Barreto & Oksandro Osdival Gonçalves,
Análise Econômica da Homossexualidade: Custos e Benefícios do Comportamento Sexual na Perspectiva do Direito Brasileiro, 18 REVISTA JURÍDICA DA
PRESIDÊNCIA 409, 419-20 (2016).
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but even after the ruling, these rights continue to spark heated debates.
In addition, many cases of gender violence were recorded. In
2013, the Annual Report on the Murder of Homosexuals in Brazil—
LGBT 71 revealed the following: (a) that there were about 312 murders of gays, transvestites and lesbians as a result of homophobia,
that is, one murder every 28 hours; (b) when it comes to homicide
due to sex discrimination, the murder of gays ranks highest with 186
homicides (59 %), followed by 108 transvestites (35%), 14 lesbians
(4%), 2 bisexuals (1%) and 2 heterosexuals (1%); (c) that 10 homosexuals committed suicide due to homophobia, as in the case of a
16-year-old who hanged himself at home because his parents did not
accept his homosexual orientation; (d) that Brazil led the world
ranking of homo-transphobic crimes registering in 2013 with the
killing of 108 transsexuals, while in the United States, a country
with a population one hundred million more than that of Brazil, experienced 16 murders of transgender people in the same year. Brazil
has a homicide risk of transvestites 1,280 times higher than in the
United States.
It stands out, finally, that there is no federal law regulating homosexual union in Brazil, although there is no shortage of bills under consideration in Congress on the matter, some of them proposing setbacks. 72

71. Grupo Gay Da Bahia—GGB, Relatório Anual de Assassinato de Homossexuais no Brasil—LGBT, 2013, https://perma.cc/SG4Y-QF4J.
72. Bill 470/13, which provides for the Statute of Families, recognizing the
stable union as “a family unit . . . between two people, characterized by the public,
continuous, lasting cohabitation and established with the purpose of starting a
family;” Bill 5.120/13 to recognize civil marriage and stable union between people of the same sex; Bill 6.583/13 (Statute of the Family) intended to establish by
law the recognition of the family as “family entity formed from the union between
a man and a woman through marriage or stable union, and the community formed
by either parent and their children.”
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APPENDIX
The following is the headnote of the Supreme Court ruling, which
decided the actions ADI 4277 and ADPF 132 73:
1. Allegation of Breach of Fundamental Precept (ADPF). Partial
loss of object. The remaining part accepted as Direct Action of
Unconstitutionality. Homosexual Union and its recognition as
legal institution. Convergence of objects between actions of abstract nature. Joint decision. Adoption of the foundations of
ADPF No. 132-RJ for ADI No. 4277-DF, in order to give an
interpretation according to the Constitution to article 1723 of the
Civil Code. Requirements for the action met.
2. Prohibition of discrimination again persons based on sex, be it
in the dichotomy man/women (gender), or based on sexual orientation of either of them. Prohibition of prejudice as part of fraternal constitutionalism. Tribute to pluralism as a socio-political
and cultural value. Freedom of sexual expression, within the category of fundamental rights on individual, which is an expression of the autonomy of the will. Right to intimacy and private
life. Eternity clause. The gender of individuals, unless there is a
constitutional provision expressed or implied to the contrary, is
not a factor of legal difference. Prohibition of prejudice in the
light of item IV of art. 3 of the Federal Constitution. Prejudice
frontally collides with the constitutional purpose of promoting
the good of all. Normative silence of the Constitution regarding
the actual sexual expression of individuals based on Kelsen’s
negative norm: that which is not legally prohibited or required,
is legally allowed. Recognition of the right to sexual preference
as a direct emanation of the principle of human dignity: the right
to self-esteem in the highest point of the individual’s consciousness. Right to the pursuit of happiness. Normative leap from the
73. The language of Brazilian court decisions headnote is rather telegraphic.
The translator tried his best to make it understandable in English. See ADI 4277,
supra note 3; APDF 132, supra note 44.
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prohibition of prejudice to the proclamation of the right to sexual
freedom. The concrete sexual expression is part of the natural
persons’ freedom of choice. Empiric expression of sexuality on
the planes of constitutionally protected intimacy and privacy.
Freedom of will. Eternity clause.
3. Constitutional provision for the family institution. Recognition
that the federal constitution does not lend to the noun ‘family’
any orthodox meaning or that of the legal technique. Family as
a socio-cultural category and spiritual principle. Subjective right
of family formation. Non-reductionist interpretation. The caput
of art. 226 gives the family, the foundation of society, special
state protection. Constitutional emphasis on the family institution. Family in its colloquial or proverbial meaning as a household core, regardless of whether formally or informally constituted or formed by hetero affective couples or homosexual ones.
The 1988 Constitution when using the term ‘family’ does not
limit its formation to opposite-sex couples, nor to a notary formality, a civil solemnization or a religious liturgy. Family as a
private institution that is voluntarily constituted between adults
and maintains a necessary trichotomous relationship with the
State and civil society. The family unit is the main institutional
locus of realization of fundamental rights, which the Constitution denotes as intimacy and privacy (item X of art. 5). The isonomy between heterosexual couples and homosexual ones only
gains full meaning if it flows into the same subjective right to
form an autonomous family. Family as the central figure or receptacle, of which everything else is content. Imperious need of
non-reductionist interpretation of the concept of family as an institution that is also formed through different routes rather than
civil marriage. Progress of the 1988 Federal Constitution in
terms of customs. Advance towards pluralism as a social-political-cultural category. Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to main-
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tain interpretatively the constitutional text fundamentally coherent, which involves the elimination of prejudice against sexual
orientation.
4. Stable union. Constitutional norms that refer to men and women,
but only to give special protection to give special protection to
the latter. The constitutional aim is to establish legal relations
that are horizontal and without hiearchy between the two human
genres. The constitutional definition of the concepts of family
unit and family. The constitutional reference to the basic duality
man and woman in § 3 of its art. 226 is due to the primary purpose of not missing the slightest opportunity to promote legal
horizontal relationships without hierarchy within domestic societies. Normative reinforcement to a more efficient fight against
the patriarchal reluctance of Brazilian customs. Impossibility of
the use of the Constitution text to revive article 175 of the Charter of 1967/1969. It is impossible to roll the head of the art. 226
on the gallows of its third paragraph. Provision using the terminology ‘family unit’ did not intend to differentiate it from ‘family.’ There is no hierarchy or legal quality difference between
the two forms of constitution of a new autonomized and domestic core. The use of the term “family unit” as a perfect synonym
for “family.” The Constitution does not forbid family formation
by persons of the same sex. Affirmation of the judgment that a
person is not prohibited of anything, only in light of a right or a
legitimate protection of the interest of others, or of the whole
society, which is not the case sub judice. Inexistence of the right
of heterosexual individuals to its legal non-equivalence with homosexual individuals. Applicability of § 2 of art. 5 of the Federal
Constitution, to show that other rights and guarantees not expressly listed in the Constitution, emerge from the system and
the principles adopted by it, verbatim: The rights and guarantees
expressed in this Constitution do not exclude others deriving
from the regime and from the principles adopted by it, or from
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the international treaties to which the Federative Republic of
Brazil is a party.
5. Lateral differences for the grounds of the decision. Note that Justices Ricardo Lewandowski, Gilmar Mendes and Cezar Peluso
agree on the impossibility of an orthodox fitting of homosexual
union into the constitutionally established family types. Nevertheless, they recognized the union between same-sex partners as
a new form of family unit. The matter is open to legislative conformation, without prejudice to the recognition of immediate applicability of the Constitution.
6. Interpretation of art. 1723 of the Civil Code in accordance with
the Federal Constitution (technique: interpretation according to
the constitution). Recognition of homosexual union as family.
Actions upheld. Due to the possibility of a prejudiced or discriminatory interpretation of article 1723 of the Civil Code, not resolvable in the light of its own, it is necessary to use the technique of interpretation according to the Constitution. This is to
delete from the provision any meaning that prevents the recognition of a continuous, public and lasting union between persons
of the same sex as a family. Recognition according to the same
rules and with the same consequences as those of the oppositesex stable unions.
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ABSTRACT
The ownership of, and rights to, coastal waters are exhibited on
a cumulative scale ranging from commons-like to private use. As an
example of a natural resource with complex and interlinked ecosystems, coastal waters give rise to many kinds of legal norms and policy instruments. As shown by my investigation of China’s coastal
waters, people are willing to pay for legal rights which guarantee
exclusive access, regardless of the relatively high cost. The statistical data further reveals that, when coastal waters are divided, there
is a negative correlation between fragmentation of the seas and seabased production. Therefore, based on the empirical evidence, I am
reasonably confident that the tragedy of the anticommons is not occurring in China’s coastal waters.
Keywords: natural resources, coastal waters, property law, Chinese
law, comparative law
I. INTRODUCTION
Two metaphors are often used to describe the polar opposites of
the allocation of natural resources: “the tragedy of the commons”
and “the tragedy of the anticommons.” The tragedy of the commons
describes the destruction that occurs when natural resources are accessible to all members in a given community. 1 Depleted fisheries
and overgrazed fields are typical examples of this tragedy. 2 However, according to Michael Heller’s oft-cited article, a resource is
prone to underuse when too many owners hold exclusive rights. 3
1. In Hardin’s words, “Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.” Garrett
Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons, 162 AM. ASSOC. ADV. SCIENCE PUB. 1243–
44 (1968). Study on the broad range of commons includes adaptive systems, efficiency, environmental policy, equity, experimental economics, free riding, game
theory, gender, institutional design principles, new institutional economics, participatory management systems, property rights regimes, resilience, regulation,
sustainability, etc. See the Digital Library of the Commons (DLC),
https://perma.cc/2WTL-QQYV.
2. Colin W. Clark, Profit Maximization and the Extinction of Animal Species, 81 J. POLIT. ECON. 950, 950–61 (1973).
3. Michael A. Heller, The Tragedy of the Anticommons: Property in the
Transition from Marx to Markets, 111 HARV. L. REV. 621, 621–25 (1998); By
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The more we divide common resources into small, fenced-off lots,
Heller argues, the more difficult we make it for people to do business and build something. 4 It is for this reason that too much ownership “wrecks markets, stops innovation, costs lives” and finally
leads to “the tragedy of the anticommons” or a gridlocked economy. 5
In some ways, the anticommons are a mirror image of the commons. Property theorists attest to extreme cases of the inefficient use
of natural resources, claiming that the commons leads to overuse
and destruction whereas the anticommons leads to underuse and
waste. Nowadays, the term “anticommons” has become so widely
used that it flows “easily from the lips and pens of nearly every property teacher and scholar.” 6 The broad range of anticommons encompasses empty Moscow storefronts, 7 suboptimal land use, 8 undesirable cyberspace, 9 weakening biotechnology innovation, 10 and underdeveloped oyster farming. 11 However, aside from the controversial
usage of this new term in the literature, there is insufficient empirical
evidence to either confirm or refute the metaphor. 12 So, if a commons-like resource is divided into small fragments in accordance
mathematical means, Nobel Laureate James Buchanan proved the first economic
model of the anticommons in 2000. James M. Buchanan & Yong J. Yoon, Symmetric Tragedies: Commons and Anticommons, 43 J. L. & ECON. 1, 1–13 (2000).
4. James Surowiecki, The Permission Problem, THE NEW YORKER, Aug.
11, 2008.
5. MICHAEL A. HELLER, THE GRIDLOCK ECONOMY: HOW TOO MUCH
OWNERSHIP WRECKS MARKETS, STOPS INNOVATION, AND COSTS LIVES 2 (Basic
Books 2008).
6. Lee Anne Fennell, Common Interest Tragedies, 98 NW. U. L. REV. 907,
908 (2004).
7. Heller, supra note 3.
8. Francesco Parisi, Norbert Schulz & Ben Depoorter, Duality in Property:
Commons and Anticommons, 25 INT’L REV. L. & ECON. 578, 578–91 (2005).
9. Dan Hunter, Cyberspace as Place and the Tragedy of the Digital Anticommons, 91 CAL. L. REV. 439, 439–519 (2003).
10. Michael S. Mireles Jr., An Examination of Patents, Licensing, Research
Tools, and the Tragedy of the Anticommons in Biotechnology Innovation, 38 U.
MICH. J. L. REFORM 141, 144 (2004).
11. Michael A. Heller, The Rose Theorem?, 18 YALE J. L. & HUMAN. 29, 43
(2006).
12. For example, the influence of the anticommons is highly disputed with
respect to intellectual property, while Epstein and Kuhlik pointed out that claims
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with Heller’s assumption, will it lead to coordination breakdown? If
yes, it may prove that Heller’s hypothesis is true in practice; if not,
one can question whether this assertion is valid in all situations.
This article aims to explore the empirical realities of Chinese
coastal waters and to determine whether fragmented property rights
will lead to a tragedy of the anticommons. This examination is based
on two separate but related grounds. First, the property regime of the
coastal waters exhibits a cumulative scale ranging from commonslike to private use. As an example of a natural resource with complex and interlinked ecosystems, 13 coastal waters accommodate
many kinds of legal norms and policy instruments. Indeed, it would
be no exaggeration to say that coastal waters are among the most
challenging forms of natural resource from the perspective of property law.
Second, the evolution of coastal waters in China sheds light on
the common-to-private spectrum. In the view of neoclassical economics, the transition of the Chinese economy since 1978 has been
interpreted as a development of a “resources allocation mechanism.” 14 To put a new spin on this long-lasting issue, the legal mechanisms behind Chinese coastal waters can offer some instructive illustrations of the evolution of property rights. At first glance, coastal
waters should be regarded as a common resource in the context of
Chinese law. According to Article 9 of the Constitution of the People’s Republic of China, coastal waters and other natural resources

of biomedical anticommons were unsupported by empirical data. See Michael A.
Heller & Rebecca S. Eisenberg, Can Patents Deter Innovation? The Anticommons
in Biomedical Research, 280 SCIENCE 698, 698–701 (1998); Richard A. Epstein
& Bruce N. Kuhlik, Is There a Biomedical Anticommons?, 27 REGULATION 54,
54–58 (2004).
13. DON HINRICHSEN, COASTAL WATERS OF THE WORLD: TRENDS, THREATS
AND STRATEGIES 2 (Island Press 1998).
14. Shigeru Ishicawa, Underdevelopment of the Market Economy and the
Limit of the Economic Liberation, in JAPANESE VIEWS ON ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT: DIVERSE PATHS TO THE MARKET 87 (Kenichi Ohno & Izumi
Ohno eds., Routledge 1998).
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belong to “the whole people.” 15 However, with the development of
fisheries, the invisible hand of the marketplace pushes coastal waters
into the realms of private use. As a case in point, many fishermen
fenced off small sections of the waters to produce seafood and as a
consequence were able to benefit from the de facto occupation of
the area. To resolve this situation without having to confer legal title,
the Property Law of 2007 granted the fishermen in question the exclusive rights to use the coastal waters while the state retains monopoly ownership. 16 Consequently, the legal status of coastal areas
has been transformed from a commons-like resource into a mixture
of state and private property. Within the legal context of the coastal
waters in China, the main actors include the state owner, individual
users, and local regulators. There are striking similarities in this
form of legal structure between Moscow storefronts and Chinese
seawaters. The question then arises as to whether this type of regime
will lead to underuse.
In order to arrive at an answer that can be supported by evidence,
I have spent many years investigating how the coastal water property regime has evolved in China. Initially, I distinguished between
two methods of fishery production, namely aquaculture and capture,
with the difference between them being essentially the degree of exclusive use. A central requirement of aquaculture is the persistent
occupation of specific waters. To undertake aquaculture, a “well15. China’s reformers, unlike those in some Eastern Bloc countries, have
been able to develop more varied and inventive mechanisms. Chinese civil law
drafters: “seemed to be moving away from the Soviet concept of ‘state ownership,’ i.e. that ‘the state is the sole owner of state property,’ towards the more
flexible notion of ‘state property’ which ‘belongs to the whole people.’” Edward
J. Epstein, The Theoretical System of Property Rights in China’s General Principles of Civil Law: Theoretical Controversy in the Drafting Process and Beyond,
52 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 177, 186 (1989).
16. According to Art. 122 of Wu quan fa [Property Law] (promulgated by
the Standing Comm. Nat’l People’s Cong., Mar. 16, 2007, effective Oct. 1, 2007)
2007 Standing Comm. Nat’l People’s Cong. Gaz. (P.R.C.), “the right to the use
of sea area that is obtained in accordance with law shall be protected by law.”
Since China’s General Principles of Civil Law in 1986, five kinds of property
rights have been granted to individuals, but the right to use coastal waters was not
listed as a property right until the Property Law of 2007.
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defined, enforceable, transferable, and durable” property right is
necessary, 17 and thus a rights-based regime needs to be created to
facilitate the continuity of occupation and use of given waters. At
the same time, capture is normally regulated by simple administrative tools such as permits and licensing. My fieldwork findings confirm this. As shown in the interview and questionnaire data, people
are willing to pay for a legal title, which clearly indicates their expectation of exclusive access. Furthermore, by collecting data in all
eleven coastal provinces, I found that aquaculture productivity in
China is far higher than that of capture, a completely different situation compared to other parts of the world. Law and economics literature offers an explanatory account of the imbalance in growth
between aquaculture and capture production. The property regime
of aquaculture is an efficiency-increasing institution because it internalizes potential externalities in commons-like fields. This is consistent with Harold Demsetz’s classic doctrine—the emergence of
property rights is said to overcome the tragedy of the commons. 18
Demsetz’s doctrine did not indicate whether a property regime
would, or the extent to which it would, bring about the opposite effect: where too many rights-holders could block the efficient use of
a single resource. Fortunately, the empirical reality, established
from the data collected in China’s coastal waters, has provided a
striking base from which to explore this potential problem. On
closer examination, I found that the fragmentation of coastal-water
holdings has not led to underuse. In order to illustrate this point accurately, I delved deeper into the data on coastal waters which were
occupied by rights-holders within China’s eleven coastal provinces.
The statistical data revealed a correlation between the fragmentation
index and the production index. It highlighted that the smaller the

17. Donald Leal, Prologue to EVOLVING PROPERTY RIGHTS IN MARINE
FISHERIES ix (Donald Leal ed., Rowman & Littlefield 2005) [hereinafter
PROPERTY RIGHTS IN MARINE FISHERIES].
18. Harold Demsetz, Toward a Theory of Property Rights, 57 AM. ECON.
REV. 347, 349 (1967).
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area designated for farming, the greater the level of production output. In other words, the fragmentation of coastal waters does not
lead to underuse or a breakdown in fish production. To summarize,
based on the empirical evidence, I am reasonably confident that the
tragedy of the anticommons is not occurring in China’s coastal waters.
The article proceeds as follows. Part II provides an overview of
the common-to-private spectrum in natural resources. From a theoretical standpoint, I argue that Heller’s dynamic analytics puts forward an incomplete explanation of the evolution of property rights.
Part III introduces the historical background to the transition from
commons-like resources into private property. China’s wait-and-see
process indicates that the change of utility would lead to a demand
for exclusive-use rights. Part IV empirically explores two sequential
questions. First, will the fragmented waters lead to a tragedy of the
anticommons in accordance with Heller’s hypothesis? And second,
if not, why will this not occur? The answer lies in the fact that state
owners and individual rights-holders can interact and coordinate
with each other, and the market-driven system can prevent any gridlock. Part V will close with a brief conclusion.
II. THE EVOLUTION OF PROPERTY RIGHTS: SPECTRUM OR RUBIK’S
CUBE?
From the perspective of property law, debates on natural resources “can move beyond polarizing oppositions that have made
jurisprudential debates unsolvable and rendered concrete problems
invisible” by dynamic analytics. 19 To date, much has been written
about the evolution of property rights over natural resources, even
19. Michael A. Heller, The Dynamic Analytics of Property Law, 2
THEORETICAL INQ. L. 79, 79 (2001). Actually, contrary to the Blackstonian tradition in common law, which regards natural resources law as a subset of property
law, issues relating to the use and control of natural resources are often treated as
administrative law problems rather than as property law problems in many jurisdictions. See Robert L. Fishman, What is Natural Resources Law?, 78 U. COLO.
L. REV. 717 (2007).
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though it is often unclear what is expected to evolve. 20 Following
Harold Demsetz’s classic hypothesis, which is still widely cited, the
emergence of property rights is said to internalize potential externalities and thus the “tragedy of the commons” under the open-access
regime could be eliminated. 21 Therefore, the term the “tragedy of
the commons” has gradually become one of the starting points for
questioning the emergence of property rights over natural resources.
Conversely, in what Heller has termed the “tragedy of the anticommons,” the inefficient use of a specified piece of property will arise
when “multiple owners are each endowed with the right to exclude
others from a scarce source, and no one has an effective privilege of
use. When too many owners hold such rights of exclusion, the resources are prone to underuse . . .” 22
The symmetrical tragedies of the commons and anticommons
have set a framework for a wide range of social, economic, and legal
issues. Along these lines, the current broad classification of categories of property in natural resources needs to be modified. The standard property trilogy of private, commons, and state seems outdated.
In light of Heller’s dynamic analytics, the evolution of property
could be delineated as a common-to-private spectrum 23:

20. Henry E. Smith, Exclusion Versus Governance: Two Strategies for Delineating Property Rights, 31 J. LEGAL STUD. 453 (2002). There are, however,
few theoretical works on the evolution of rights to natural resources by legal academics, while economists are much more interested in this area.
21. Demsetz, supra note 18.
22. Heller, supra note 3, at 622.
23. Michael A. Heller, Boundaries of Private Property, 108 YALE. L. J.
1163, 1167 (1999); see generally Heller, supra note 19.
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Figure 1. The Spectrum of Property Regime in Heller’s Dynamic
Analytics

As Benjamin Cardozo wrote, “[m]etaphors in law are to be narrowly watched, for starting as devices to liberate thought, they end
often by enslaving it.” 24 No matter how popular the use of the anticommons metaphor may appear to be, it is evident that it is poorly
suited to the task of explaining the property regime in the real world.
Indeed, the evolution of the resource system cannot be portrayed as
a one-dimensional spectrum moving from one extreme to the other.
First, there is insufficient empirical evidence to confirm Heller’s
dynamic analytics in the field of natural resources. Across a broad
range of contemporary scholarship on the subject of property, two
approaches dominate the discussions: utilitarian theory and liberal
contractarian theory. 25 Building on the work of Ronald Coase, Demsetz argues that the legal rule of resources follows the path that produces net benefits for the relevant community. 26 Yet some utilitarian
theorists, such as Heller, are so concentrated on the “cost–benefit
equation” that they usually, or often, ignore other factors that will
generate the evolution of property rights over natural resources.
More broadly, we might observe that custom and culture have
played an under-analyzed but vital role in the allocation of natural
resources. For instance, historical examples in areas such as mining

24. Berkey v. Third Ave. Ry. Co., 24 N.Y. 84, 94, 155 N.E. 58, 61 (1926).
25. PROPERTY AND COMMUNITY xviii (Gregory S. Alexander & Eduardo M.
Peñalver eds., Oxford University Press 2010).
26. Harold Demsetz, Toward a Theory of Property RightsⅡ: The Competition Between Private and Collective Ownership, 31 J. LEGAL STUD. 653 (2002).
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and whaling rules serve to illustrate that property law sometimes relies on community custom. 27 Similarly, traditional custom still holds
the de facto influence when allocating natural resources in China’s
remote countryside. 28 Increasingly, empirical experience shows that
historical tradition, cultural differences, distributional preference,
and other factors combine to have an effect on the evolution of property rights over natural resources. 29 By regarding such a challenging
subject as being “commons without tragedy” 30 or the “comedy of
the commons,” 31 we must recognize that the theory underlying commons and anticommons often fails to square with reality.
Second, Heller’s dynamic analytics puts forward an incomplete
explanation for the evolution of property rights. According to Heller’s argument, there is the existence of a theoretical precondition
that high transaction costs or potential hold-out problems will lead
to “market failure” due to the lack of outsider authority. Conversely,
Richard Epstein holds that government ownership and regulation often create far more gridlock than private property, and therefore he
believes that there is not too much private property but, rather, too
little. 32 Personally, I take both of these two opposing views with a
27. Henry E. Smith, Community and Custom in Property, 10 THEORETICAL
INQUIRIES L. 5, 24–34 (2002).
28. For instance, Mongolians still rely on some ancient rules to allocate and
use natural resources such as the habit of “rotation grazing.” See Bing Mei et al.,
Gu Dai Meng Gu Zu Zi Ran Zi Yuan Bao Hu Fa Lv Ji Qi Shi [The Enlightenment
of Natural Resources Protection Law of the Ancient Mongols to Protect the Environment Nowadays], 36 LAN ZHOU DA XUE XUE BAO (J. LANZHOU U.) 100, 100–
04 (2008) (Ch.).
29. As Gregory Alexander writes, “culture is all but missing from de Soto’s
explanation for the rise of capitalism in the developed world.” Gregory S. Alexander, Culture and Capitalism: A Comment on de Soto, in HERNANDO DE SOTO
AND PROPERTY IN A MARKET ECONOMY 41 (D. Benjamin Barros ed., Ashgate
2010).
30. Lee Anne Fennell, Commons, Anticommons, Semicommons, in
RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON THE ECONOMICS OF PROPERTY LAW 35 (Kenneth
Ayotte & Henry E. Smith eds., Edward Elgar 2011).
31. Carol Rose proposed the term “comedy of the commons” to illustrate
that enforcing private-property rights was costly. See Carol Rose, The Comedy of
the Commons: Custom, Commerce, and Inherently Public Property, 53 U. CHI. L.
REV. 711, 711–81 (1986).
32. Richard A. Epstein, Heller’s Gridlock Economy in Perspective: Why
There is Too Little, Not Too Much Private Property, 53 ARIZ. L. REV. 82 (2011).
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grain of salt. In a world without the friction caused by transaction
costs, 33 either private use or common use leads to efficiency. However, in a less than ideal world where a particular resource is used
by multiple actors, the optimum regime established under the restriction of transactional barriers will vary from location to location.
Therefore, the efficiency of property rights arrangements is situation-specific and Heller’s hypothesis does not explain the whole
story of resource regimes. To give one example, in Papua New
Guinea, many land areas have been returned to communal ownership because the concept of private land ownership has not been well
integrated into the local culture. 34 In contrast to the dogmatic dichotomy of commons and private property, these two seemingly contradictory models are always integrated and coordinated as a solution
to high transaction costs in the real world. 35 Therefore, neither common nor private property provides a one-size-fits-all solution to the
allocation of natural resources.
Third, given the conceptual gap between the common-law and
civil-law systems, I am skeptical about whether Heller’s hypothesis
leaves enough room to interpret the property law of other jurisdictions. The implication of property rights in common law is different
to that held within civil law. As any first-year law student knows,
the common law has savaged the idea of “absolute” ownership and

33. It is worth pointing out that Fennell broadened the meaning of transaction costs. She proposed the term “resource access costs” to designate the full
range of costs. See Lee Anne Fennell, The Problem of Resource Access, 126
HARV. L. REV. 1472, 1477 (2013).
34. THOMAS STERNER & JESSICA CORIA, POLICY INSTRUMENTS FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 47 (2d ed., RFF Press
2011).
35. Using a recent example, the failure of many traditional regulation structures has led economists to propose several property rights-based approaches, including Individual Fishing Quotas (IFQs or ITQs), which allocate units of harvest,
and Territorial User Rights Fisheries (TURFs), which allocate units of space to
private firms, cooperatives, or fishermen. Christopher Costello & Daniel T. Kaffine, Marine Protected Areas in Spatial Property-Rights Fisheries, 54 AUSTL. J.
AGRIC. RES. ECON. 321, 321–41 (2010).
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tended to view property as a “bundle of rights.” 36 In contrast, as can
be traced back to the concept of dominium in Roman law, civil law
jurisdictions still hold the timeless and “absolute” notion of ownership and there is no such thing as “relative” ownership. 37 For example, by subdividing property rights into right in rem and in personam, leases were originally viewed as only creating a contractual
relationship in civil law. Underlying the principle is a denial of the
unity of ownership. However, English law created the concept of
tenure and thus ownership could apparently be divided between
landlord and tenant. 38 As a result, with no “absolute ownership
right,” the “bundle of rights” in common law can strengthen flexibility in the use of natural resources, although it is likely to increase
the possibility of the disintegration of property, as the greater number of rights of exclusion that exist, the more likely it is that anticommons will occur (or vice versa). So far, little evidence has been
offered to support the argument that the fragmentation of property
rights would lead to the underuse of natural resources in civil law
jurisdictions.
To summarize, despite its growing influence, Heller’s insight
leaves more questions open than it answers. Unlike the flow of oneway traffic, where all resources routinely move from open-access to
exclusive-access, a property regime of natural resources is always
(or perhaps typically) a mixture of many seemingly contradictory
mechanisms. Therefore, taking into account the diversified resources system in the real world, I prefer to regard the evolution of
36. Abraham Bell & Gideon Parchomovsky, Reconfiguring Property in
Three Dimensions, 75 U. CHI. L. REV. 1015 (2008); see also James E. Penner, The
Bundle of Rights Picture of Property, 43 UCLA L. REV. 711 (1996).
37. After the new Dutch Civil Code of 1992, civil law jurisdictions are
slowly moving toward to the notion of “relative” ownership. See Willem J.
Zwalve, Temporary and Conditional Ownership: Some Observations on Modern
Dutch Property Law, in PROPERTY LAW ON THE THRESHOLD OF THE 21ST
CENTURY 333-45 (Gerrit van Maanen & André van der Walt eds., Maklu
Utitgevers 1996).
38. Kevin Gray, Property in Common Law Systems, in PROPERTY LAW ON
THE THRESHOLD OF THE 21ST CENTURY, supra note 37 at 236–245; see also JESSE
DUKEMINIER ET AL., PROPERTY 421-28 (7th ed., Aspen Publishers 2010).
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property rights as being a Rubik’s Cube rather than a one-dimensional spectrum.
III. THE TRANSITION OF COASTAL WATERS IN CHINA
A. Characteristics of Coastal Waters
The oceans were the last commons. 39 According to the tradition
of ancient Rome, immovable property was confined to land and its
attachment thereto. Historically, the sea has been excluded from the
list of property and treated as the commons because of three characteristics:
Abundance—Viewed from the perspective of natural law, the
sea has usually been regarded as an inexhaustible treasure. In Roman law, the sea was res communis, which suggests that it was common property and unsusceptible to private ownership. 40 If rights
were violated when using the sea area, a penalty would be imposed
as actio iniurarium. 41 In 1609, Hugo Grotius argued that the sea belonged to no one and therefore no state could claim sovereignty over
it. 42 This concept, with its strong philosophical and rhetorical roots,
was generally accepted. 43 Nevertheless, the debate was irrelevant
from the view of property law. As a form of natural resource without
scarcity, the sea (in the same way as sunshine or air) has neither
39. Rögnvaldur Hannesson, The Privatization of the Oceans, in PROPERTY
RIGHTS IN MARINE FISHERIES, supra note 17, at 25.
40. Samuel C. Wiel, Running Water, 22 HARV. L. REV. 190, 190–215
(1909). Generally speaking, if the seas were res communis, they were free to be
used by all; if the seas were res nullius, they were the property of no one. See
DOUGLAS M. JOHNSTON, THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF FISHERIES: A
FRAMEWORK FOR POLICY-ORIENTED INQUIRIES (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers
1987).
41. Christin Gowar & C. J. Visser, Actio Iniuriarum–One Action, But Only
One Iniuria? Le Roux v. Dey 2011 3 SA 274 (CC), 76 JOURNAL OF
COMTEMPORARY ROMAN-DUTCH LAW 490, 490–98 (2013).
42. HUGO GROTIUS, THE FREEDOM OF THE SEAS (Ralph van Deman Magoffin trans., Oxford University Press 1916) (1609).
43. At the same time, an opposite view was taken by a particularly Scottish
school of thought, which accorded propriety interests in the coastal waters to the
coastal states. See RICHARD BARNES, PROPERTY RIGHTS AND NATURAL
RESOURCES 173 (Bloomsbury Publishing 2009).
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economic utility nor legal value. For this reason, the sea area has not
been mentioned by legislators in either the French Civil Code or the
German Civil Code.
Fluidity—Because of its mobility and fluidity, an exclusion
strategy is difficult in the case of water. 44 In the civil law context,
only those physical things that can be possessed exclusively would
be classified as property (right in rem). Although property rights
may be exercised with respect to “any valuable object of any conceivable kind” 45 in common law, only “tangible, unique and easily
identifiable” 46 things can be treated as property. Due to its physically
fluid nature, it appears that the permanent physical occupation of
coastal waters would be “mission impossible.” In essence, it is difficult to define the ownership of waters in geographical terms, making it hard for legislators to place them on the list of movable or
immovable property.
Publicity—Under classical liberal theory, which divides the public and private spheres, property rights have been placed entirely
within the private sphere. 47 As a public trust resource, coastal waters
serve the public—they are recognized to that end, and property
rights are limited due to the nature of coastal waters as a public resource. 48 For example, if waters are navigable in the United States,
all state-created property rights and private interests in these waters
are subordinate to this overriding principle of navigation. 49 Therefore, providing an account of the public function of the seas is vital 50
44. Henry E. Smith, Governing Water: The Semicommons of Fluid Property
Rights, 50 ARIZ. L. REV. 445 (2008).
45. A. Irving Hallowell, Nature and Function of Property as a Social Institution, 1 J. LEGAL & POL. SOC. 115, 128 (1942).
46. Andrew Beckerman-Rodau, Are Ideas Within the Traditional Definition
of Property: A Jurisprudential Analysis, 47 ARK. L. REV. 603, 605 (1994).
47. BARNES, supra note 43, at 63.
48. State v. Shack 277 A 2d 369, 372 (N.J. 1971).
49. See Joseph J. Kalo, Introduction to ALISON RIESER, DONNA R. CHRISTIE,
JOSEPH J. KALO & RICHARD G. HILDRETH, COASTAL AND OCEAN LAW: CASES
AND MATERIALS 1–3 (Thomson West 2007).
50. Id. According to the United States Congress, “the federal government
had a direct responsibility for navigation and commerce in coastal waters and a
shared interest in conservation and economic developments in coastal areas.”
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and, as a result, coastal waters are not used in the same way as other
resources.
B. Historical Background to the Transition
Broadly speaking, there are two threads running through the
evolution of the resource regime in China: political power and private rights. For most of China’s long history, the conception of property has been different from the distinction drawn in Western law,
as in Roman law, between imperium and dominium, 51 or political
power and private rights. 52 With rare exceptions, property in natural
resources has been primarily viewed as a tool of political power in
Chinese history. Therefore, it has been a long-standing source of
controversy among modern scholars as to whether private law existed in the ancient period. 53
With the advent of Communist rule in 1949, ideological and institutional changes brought about profound amendments to codified
laws. At variance with the survival-oriented peasant in traditional
China and the capitalism of the West, China pursued a planned economy in accordance with Marxist–Leninist theory. According to Article 9 of the Constitution of the People’s Republic of China, “all
mineral resources, waters, forests, mountains, grassland, wasteland,
beaches and other natural resources are owned by the state, that is,
by the whole people, with the exception of the forests, mountains,
grasslands, wastelands and beaches that are owned by collectives in
51. Geoffrey Samuel, The Many Dimensions of Property, in PROPERTY AND
CONSTITUTION 40-45 (Janet Mclean ed., Hart Publishing 1999); See also
Morris R. Cohen, Property and Sovereignty, 13 CORNELL L. Q. 8, 13 (1927). As
M. R. Cohen noted, in contrast, “we must not overlook the actual fact that dominium over things is also imperium over our fellow human beings.”
52. A famous phrase in the Book of Songs (shi jing), the first collection of
poems in China, created in the 11th Century BC, states that “all the lands belong
to the emperor.” Translated from the ancient Chinese phrase “pu tian zhi xia, mo
fei wang tu.”
53. For a summary of these arguments, see Yu Jiang, guan yu Zhong guo gu
dai you wu min fa wen ti de zai si kao [Rethink Over the Question of Whether
There was Private Law in Ancient China or Not], 6 XIAN DAI FA XUE (J. MODERN
L. STUD.) 35, 35–45 (2001).
THE
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accordance with the law.” Obviously, all natural resources, including coastal waters, are therefore officially labeled as state property.
However, in light of the economic reforms and opening-up policies
that have been introduced since 1978, the concept of state property,
which originated as a transplanted legal term, has steadily evolved
into a Chinese-style institution serving social goals. 54 On the one
hand, being state property, natural resource rights in China may not
be transferred due to the rule of exclusivity, described as “inalienability entitlement” by Guido Calabresi and A. Douglas Melamed. 55
On the other hand, natural resources such as land, mines, and waters
will be pushed into the marketplace with regard to their allocation,
use, and transfer. Therefore, new types of property rights have to be
created to resolve this paradoxical system. 56 China’s reformers are
trying to steer a middle course between protecting individual rightsholders, who are “entitled to possess, use and seek proceeds from it
in accordance with the law,” and upholding state ownership in accordance with the Constitution. 57
C. The Three Stages of the Transition
Should legislators consider the coastal waters to be immovable
property? This is a controversial issue that has attracted nationwide
attention to the legislative process on property law in China. 58 The

54. Bing Shui, Zi Ran Zi Yuan Guo Jia Suo You Quan Shuang Jie Gou Zao
Shuo [Double-level Structure of State Ownership of Natural Resources], 35 FA
XUE YAN JIU (CHINESE J. L.) 4, 4–18 (2013).
55. Guido Calabresi & A. Douglas Melamed, Property Rules, Liability
Rules, and Inalienability: One View of the Cathedral, 85 HARV. L. REV. 1089
(1972).
56. For example, many private rights embody the right to contracted management of land, the right to use construction land, the right to use house sites, the
right to use seawaters, the mineral prospecting right, the mining right, the water
intake right, and the right to use water areas or tidal flats for farming or fishery,
etc. See Wu quan fa (2007) (P.R.C.), supra note 16, Art. 122–24, 135, 152.
57. Id. at Art. 117.
58. The Standing Comm. Nat’l People’s Congress solicited opinions over
Property Law (Draft) in 2005. The most heated dispute centered on whether and
how to define the right to use the sea area, with 11, 543 pieces of feedback sought
nationwide.
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logic behind this debate rests in the fact that the physical and economic features of coastal waters have changed at an unprecedented
rate.
When it comes to the characteristic of abundance, coastal waters
are becoming a scarce resource in the course of China’s economic
development. China has an expansive sea area, with a continental
coastline of over 18,000 km, and an island coastline of over 14,000
km. 59 Coastal regions support over 40 percent 60 of the national population and over 60 percent 61 of GDP, while accounting for only 13.5
percent 62 of the total national land area. Legislators and the general
public alike have realized that the nearshore sea area not only supplies important natural resources, but also constitutes a major property category. Therefore, the present demand on coastal resources is
high.
As for the characteristic of fluidity, coastal waters can be partitioned by latitude and longitude using technological means, which
accordingly makes geographical occupation possible. In traditional
civil law, coastal waters are not deemed to be an object to which real
rights can be attached due to their social and economic limitations;
without a recognizable boundary, waters are unlikely to be exclusively accessed. However, with the development of modern technology and devices, a Global Positioning System (GPS) can easily distinguish demarcated sea areas. Furthermore, the term coastal waters
not only refer to mobile and fluid water, but also embraces a threedimensional space consisting of sea surface, seawater, seabed, and

59. Marine Physical Geography, 2013 Zhongguo hai yang tong ji nian jian
35 (2013 Marine Statistical Y. B. China) (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo guo jia
hai yang ju [State Oceanic Administration P.R.C.]).
60. Population at Year-end by Region, 2014 Zhongguo tong ji nian jian 28
[2014 Statistical Y. B. China] (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo guo jia tong ji ju
[National Bureau of Statistics P.R.C.]).
61. Id. at 221–22.
62. Id. at 211, 234.
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sediment. 63 When viewed from this perspective, coastal areas could
arguably be considered as immovable property.
In terms of publicity, this hardly poses an obstacle for public access because coastal waters belong to the state in China. More specifically, China’s coastal waters are a mixture of state ownership and
private property. State ownership is inalienable, while individuals
can be granted the right to occupy, use, and withdraw specified
coastal waters. This unique system, although imperfect, duly balances the potential conflict of public access and private use in
China’s coastal waters.
From the social point of view, what has occurred in China’s
coastal waters is an under-theorized “trial and error” process, 64
which can be divided into three stages:
The open-access stage (1950–1977)—this refers to the period
when everyone could freely use the natural resources. Under this
commons-like regime, every individual had the opportunity to be a
free rider 65 because they obtained the resources free of charge.
The limited-access stage (1978–2006)—referring to the period
when collective members were granted contractual rights to use
coastal waters and other natural resources by the Family Contract
Farming System (Bao Chan Dao Hu). Under this regime, some collective members were granted contractual rights rather than property
rights (right in rem) to use and withdraw the waters, but they did not
retain the right against the collective and other third parties. Despite

63. According to Art. 2 of Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo hai yu shi yong
guan li fa [The Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Administration of
the Use of Sea Areas] (promulgated by the Standing Comm. Nat’l People’s Cong.,
Oct. 27, 2001, effective Jan. 1, 2002) 2002 Standing Comm. Nat’l People’s Cong.
Gaz. (P.R.C.), “sea area refers to internal waters, water surface, water body, seabed and sediment of territorial waters in the territory of the People’s Republic of
China.”
64. For a brief introduction to this process, see Frank Xianfeng Huang, The
Path to Clarify: Development of Property Rights in China, 17 COLUM. J. ASIAN
L. 191 (2003).
65. Theodore Groves and John Ledyard, Optimal Allocation of Public
Goods: A Solution to the “Free Rider” Problem, 45 ECONOMETRICA: J. OF THE
ECONOMETRIC SOC. 783, 809 (1977).
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the lack of stability and transferability, 66 the contractual instruments
acted as a “compromise between formalism and pragmatism” 67 and
succeeded in decreasing the number of free riders in the waters.
The exclusive-access stage (2007–2015)—this describes the period since the application of the Property Law (Wu Quan Fa).
Broadly speaking, the exclusive-access stage could be argued to date
back to 2001 when the Law of the People’s Republic of China on
the Administration of Sea Areas (Hai Yu Guan Li Fa) was introduced
to legally protect “any exclusive continuous use of seas within specific sea areas.” 68 However, this declaration functions only at the
level of administrative law, and the right to use coastal waters was
not treated as a property right until the execution of the Property
Law in 2007. By entitling individuals to exclusively occupy, use,
and withdraw the coastal waters, the Property Law has deprived the
collective or state of the right to terminate the contract at will. In
other words, under this rights-based regime, an individual’s right to
exclusively use the waters was informally framed as a property
right. 69

66. Based on a 1997 study, 66 percent of contracts had been adjusted by the
collective more than once. See Peter Ho, Who Owns China’s Land? Policies,
Property Rights and Deliberate Institutional Ambiguity?, 166 CHINA QUARTERLY
397 (2001).
67. Huang, supra note 64, at 221.
68. According to its definition, “[t]his law shall be applicable to any exclusive continuous use of the seas within specific sea areas of the interior waters or
territorial seas for three months or longer.” See hai yu shi yong guan li fa (2002)
(P.R.C.), supra note 63, Art. 2.
69. According to Art. 120 of Wu quan fa (2007) (P.R.C.), supra note 16, “the
owner shall not interfere with the exercise of rights by the usufructuary” otherwise, according to Art. 37, individuals “may request compensation for the damages and may also request the infringing party to assume other civil liabilities.” In
other words, as a usufruct, the right to exclusively use waters includes the possibility to oppose the state.
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IV. THE EMPIRICAL REALITY OF COASTAL WATERS IN CHINA
A. Does the Property Regime Lead to Anticommons?
As previously noted, I regard the adoption of the Property Law
in 2007 as the starting point for the exclusive-access stage. This is
because the right to use waters, namely the “exclusive continuous
use of seas within specific sea areas,” 70 has been informally treated
as a property right by law. Under the property-right regime, the
coastal waters have been fragmented into numerous small, fencedoff areas that individuals can use exclusively. This change raises two
separate but related questions: Is the property-rights regime more
efficient than ever? And, if yes, will too much fragmentation lead to
underuse in accordance with Heller’s dynamic analytics?
1. The Bottom-Up Model Versus the Top-Down Model
Much has been written, particularly in the literature on law and
economics, about policy instruments for fisheries and waters. Yet
much of the literature has been clouded by the confusion that stems
from the difference between (1) “water right” and “right to use waters,” and (2) “right to aquaculture” and “right to capture.” A water
right entitles the rights-holder to capture and convey water, whereas
the “right to use water” means that the rights-holder can continuously use the specified waters. The term “water right” does not concern fisheries. 71 Yet fisheries revolve around two distinct methods
of production in the economic literature. One is aquaculture, which
requires the persistent occupation of the given waters, and the other,
much more prevalent and older than aquaculture, is capture, which
does not normally require persistent occupation. Further, it can be
hypothesized that strong property rights are necessary for intensive
aquaculture to thrive or, rather, that intensive aquaculture finds it
hard to exist under weak property rights.
70. Hai yu shi yong guan li fa (2002) (P. R. C.), supra note 63, at Art. 2.
71. Here, I disregard the complicated situation whereby rights-holders not
only use the waters to produce seafood, but also to convey the water elsewhere.
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Clarification of this sort is helpful when studying the way in
which the property-rights regime influences fishery productivity.
When compared with capture production, primarily based on Richard Epstein’s terms, I advocate that aquaculture should be handled
as a bottom-up model because it aims to grant users the right to exclusive occupation. 72 Conversely, I suggest that capture production
should be categorized as a top-down model because it is regulated
by such administrative tools as licensing and permits. To summarize,
it is the bottom-up model which exemplifies the property-rights regime.
For the purposes of comparison, an overview of global fisheries
reveals the imbalance between capture and aquaculture production.
As Figure 2 shows, the level of aquaculture production in China is
far higher than that of capture production, which is quite different
from anywhere else in the world. Even though global aquaculture
production has been on the rise for a long time, it is still nearly equal
to capture production at the global level. A very distinctive picture
emerges in China, where aquaculture production began to increase
in 1978, marking the starting point of the Limited-access stage
(1978‒2006). At the present time, China’s capture production is significantly lagging behind aquaculture production (at around onethird of the level). These facts alone suggest that there is a huge imbalance between aquaculture and capture production.

72. Both the top-down and the bottom-up system are well illustrated by Richard Epstein in his analysis of the allocation of parking spaces on public roads.
Richard A. Epstein, The Allocation of the Commons: Parking on Public Roads,
31 J. LEGAL STUD. 515 (2002).
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Figure 2. Capture Production & Aquaculture Production (1950–
2013) 73
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In addition, this imbalance between capture and aquaculture production indicates that the bottom-up model is more efficient than the
top-down model. Figure 3 shows the data on Chinese coastal waters
in more concrete terms. As noted, the top-down model represents
capture production while the bottom-up model represents aquaculture production. Obviously, the curve of the bottom-up model rises
more steeply. All things being equal, we would expect a tendency
for aquaculture output to be far ahead of capture output. It is also
worth pointing out that the year in which bottom-up production exceeded top-down for the first time coincided with the starting point
of the exclusive-access stage (2007–2015).

73. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations [FAO], Fisheries & Aquaculture Department, Statistics, Global Capture Production & Global
Aquaculture Production, https://perma.cc/EB9P-HDRC; https://perma.cc/SC36NVXX.
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Figure 3. Two Models of Fisheries in Chinese Coastal Waters
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Finally, it is possible to test the null hypothesis by means of
SPSS analysis: that the three access stages will affect the models
equally. I used a one-way, between-group ANOVA (analysis of variance) to analyze the data. Tukey’s post-hoc comparisons were used
to examine the differences between the models (p < .01). Each access stage affected the degree of production that the bottom-up
model would bring about, F (2, 61) = 85.14, p < .01, η2 = .74. The
exclusive-access stage would result in more production (M =
48311416.71, SD = 5843405.88, n = 7) than both the open-access
stage (M = 987709.54, SD = 600227.89) and the limited-access
stage (M = 15965825.52, SD = 12608218.91). 74 Consequently, we
can reject the null hypothesis.

74. To construct and analyze the figure, I used SPSS and reported the findings in accordance with APA style guidelines. See ADELHEID A. M. NICOL &
PENNY M. PEXMAN, DISPLAYING YOUR FINDINGS: A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR
CREATING FIGURES, POSTERS, AND PRESENTATIONS 12 (6th ed., American Psychological Association 2010).
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As the data are statistically significant, we can conclude that the
bottom-up model is more efficient than its counterpart model within
Chinese coastal waters.
2. Data and Findings
The Chinese example also casts an interesting light on the question of whether the fragmented rights would lead to a tragedy of the
anticommons. According to recent data, a total of 6,499,882.37 hectares of sea area have been allocated for exclusive use. The certificates of rights to use coastal waters amount to 191,524 and every
certificate signifies an exclusive section of coastal waters. Mathematically, this indicates that the mean area of exclusive use is 33.93
hectares per certificate. I refer to this as the fragmentation index (FI)
of coastal waters. In 2012, the total area reserved for aquaculture
amounted to 2,180,927 hectares, which yielded a production total of
16,438,105 tons. Therefore, the mean output of aquaculture was
7.537 tons per hectare. I refer to this as the production index (PI) to
formalize the discussion.
I collected fragmentation index and production index data from
all eleven coastal provinces in China. The data was derived primarily from three sources: (1) the China Ocean Yearbook; 75 (2) the
China Marine Statistical Yearbook; 76 and（3）the China Statistical
Yearbook. 77 Table 1 lists a breakdown of this information during the
period from 2002 to 2012. I will utilize this dataset to explore the
relationship between fragmentation and production.

75. Zhongguo hai yang nian jian [Ocean Y. B. China] (Zhongguo hai yang
nian jian bian zuan wei yuan hui [Ocean Y. B. China Compilation Comm.]).
76. Zhongguo hai yang tong ji nian jian [Marine Statistical Y. B. China]
(Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo guo jia hai yang ju [State Oceanic Administration
P.R.C.]).
77. Zhongguo tong ji nian jian [Statistical Y. B. China] (Zhonghua Renmin
Gongheguo guo jia tong ji ju [National Bureau of Statistics P.R.C.]).
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Table 1. Fragmentation Index (FI) and Production Index (PI) in All Eleven Coastal Provinces in China
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

FI / PI

FI / PI

FI / PI

FI / PI

FI / PI

FI / PI

FI / PI

FI / PI

FI / PI

FI / PI

FI / PI

Shandong

37.4/11.1

33.4/9.4

47.1/8.8

31.5/8.8

30/8.9

31.5/8.7

62.1/8.5

73.4/8.6

58.6/7.9

54/8

160.3/8.3

Jiangsu

289.4/2.4

208.5/2.6

137.5/2.9

173.7/3.1

190/3.4

180.3/4.2

-----

143.7/4.3

173.4/4.1

150.4/4.2

152.5/4.5

Fujian

14.2/20.5

16.1/20.6

9.3/20.3

13.1/20.3

11.8/20.5

13.8/24.9

7.5/23.5

4/21.9

26.9/22

20.7/22.2

27.1/22.9

Hebei

31.6/2.4

33.6/2.9

30.1/3.2

23.8/3.4

17.8/2.7

26.7/3.2

13.7/3.2

41.8/2.7

90/2.5

14.3/2.8

60/2.8

Hainan

12.4/7.9

7/8.9

8.8/9

8/10.5

6.9/11.2

6.1/19

1.1/13.5

2/13

14.6/12.7

16.8/13

25.7/13.6

Shanghai

90.5/3.5

202.8/5.9

----

202.8/7.4

110.3/5.2

555.4/2.7

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

Liaoning

49.4/6.4

49/4.8

26.1/4.8

36.5/4.7

32/4.6

33/6.3

63.3/4.9

102.7/4.6

168.5/3

215.1/3.2

255.7/3.2

Guangdong

29.2/9.1

21.8/9.1

21.9/9.5

26.2/10

23.3/10.3

23.3/14

176.6/11.8

21.1/12

18.4/12.5

22/13

27.3/13.7

Zhejiang

14.1/7.3

17.9/7.8

49.9/7.9

24.5/7.8

24.4/8.1

30.1/15.2

39.4/8.7

34.3/9

22.2/8.8

54.4/9.3

21.8/9.6

Guangxi

2.7/13

3/13.4

4.8/13.8

3/14.4

2.8/14.5

5.7/16.2

9.2/20.6

14/22.2

10.3/17.1

14.9/17.7

9.4/18.4

Tianjin

48.4/1.4

287.6/1.7

18.2/2

26.3/2.3

27/3

68.8/2

41.3/3.2

65.2/3.3

42.2/3.6

42.9/3.2

21.8/3.6

FI = total entitled areas / number of rights-holders; PI = total production / total entitled areas
What does the data tell us? Regression analysis can help to test the
hypothesis of whether the fragmented waters would lead to the anticommons. If Heller’s hypothesis is assumed to be true, we might
infer that when the scale of fragmentation increases, productivity
will decrease. Or, to put it another way, the more we divide natural
resources into small units, the greater the level of waste and underuse that will occur. To prove this assertion, there should be a positive correlation between the fragmentation index and the production
index.
I analyzed the potential correlation between fragmentation and
production by using Pearson’s r.78 Two variables correlated at r (112)
= .44, p < .001, r² = .193. The fragmentation figure ranged from 1.12 to
555.4 (M = 59.50, SD = 80.67, n = 114). The production figure seen

78.

NICOL & PEXMAN, supra note 74.
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on a regular basis ranged from 1.37 to 24.92 (M = 9.149, SD = 6.20,
n = 114).
Figure 4. Simple Linear Regression of FI and PI 79

As Figure 4 shows, I took production as the dependent variable
and fragmentation as the independent variable. To improve the homogeneity of variance, I used a variance-stabilizing transformation.
Linear regression analysis allowed me to predict PI (production index) from FI (fragmentation index), F (1,112) = 64.42, p < .001,
with a slope of −.37 and a Y-intercept of 3.25. The fragmentation
variable significantly predicted production (p < .001). When predicting production from fragmentation, I erred by 0.59 production rating
points (Standard Error of the Estimate = .59).
Here, potential objections might be raised because I had not
taken into consideration the possibility that other factors could affect
the PI. For example, people might express doubts about whether
lower productivity is caused by the level of economic development

79. All data in the model have been remedied by a variance-stabilizing logarithmic transformation.
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rather than by the degree of fragmentation. 80 In order to increase the
power of the statistics, I calculated and added the value of per capita
GDP in the eleven coastal provinces because this variable can represent the level of economic development. 81 I then used GDP as a
covariate to conduct an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). 82 According to the result shown in Table 2, the FI and the PI still tend to
be strongly correlated (p < .001) even when controlling for GDP.
This result further supported my findings.
Table 2. Coefficientsa
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients

95.0% Confidence

Coefficients

Interval for B

Std.
Model

B
(Constant)
GDP
FI

Error

3.223

.170

.032

.035

−.394

.052

Beta

t

Sig.

Lower

Upper

Bound

Bound

18.948

.000

2.886

3.560

.076

.903

.369

−.038

.101

−.639

−7.558

.000

−.498

−.291

a. Dependent Variable: PI
Taken as a whole, the statistical data show that the hypothesis is
not true. There is a moderate correlation between fragmentation and
production, but it is negative rather than positive. As a result, we can
reject the hypothesis that high levels of fragmentation would lead to
low production levels. We might then conclude, from an empirical
80. Economists have found that other factors such as geography, climate, and
resource abundance might affect the productivity of natural resources. For instance, a study has shown evidence of a “curse of natural resources”: countries
with great natural resources tend to grow more slowly than resource-poor countries, see Jeffrey D. Sachs & Andrew M. Warner, The Curse of Natural Resources,
31 EURO. ECON. Rev. 827, 827–838 (2001).
81. Robert J. Barro, Economic Growth in a Cross Section of Countries, 425
Q. J. ECON. 407, 433 (1991).
82. Covariate refers to a variable used in ANCOVA to statistically control
for variance, which might be obscuring the effects of an independent variable.
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standpoint, that there is no tragedy of the anticommons in China’s
coastal waters. Conversely, the more fragmented the areas, the
higher the productivity. This, to a large extent, implies that there is
a “comedy of the anticommons” in China’s coastal waters. Therefore, based on the empirical evidence, my conclusion is the opposite
of Heller’s assumed theory.
B. Why a Gridlock Will Not Occur
Why does the anticommons hypothesis fail in practice? As I argued in part II of this article, Heller’s theory incompletely (or imperfectly) interprets the complexity of the real world. At the very
least, he makes no reference to circumstances where state ownership
and private property are always integrated and coordinated as a solution to overcome gridlock. 83 The anticommons hypothesis assumes that too many rights lead to a potential hold-out problem or a
breakdown in cooperation. However, this is not always true; sometimes players choose to cooperate with each other because they are
aware that a non-cooperative strategy is not the best course of action.
By way of illustration, we should consider the actual practice in
China’s coastal waters. Under the current regime, there are three
main players: the state owner (the central government); ownership
agents (the local governments); and private users (individual rightsholders). Theoretically, only the central government can represent
the state to maintain ownership in China. 84 Without the local authority, it is almost impossible for the central government to exercise
state ownership. Aligned with China’s devolution of resources from

83. Although Heller has talked about an array of solutions to cure underuse
in the anticommons, he still assumes a rigid dichotomy between open access and
exclusive access and ignores the cooperative strategy between multi-level users.
As he noted, “commons and anticommons tragedies mirror each other, so solutions for one may inform the other;” HELLER, supra note 5, at 182.
84. According to hai yu shi yong guan li fa (2002) (P.R.C.), supra note 63,
at Art. 3, “[t]he sea areas shall belong to the state, and the State Council shall
exercise ownership over the sea areas on behalf of the state.”
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central to local authorities, 85 local governments have the legal authority to approve and supervise the use of sea areas. 86 In order to
distinguish them from the central government, which is the unique
representative of ownership, I have designated local governments as
ownership agents.
Along three critical dimensions, all players may enforce cooperative behavior. First, there is a fee-share arrangement between state
owner and ownership agents. According to this system, 70 percent
of the usage fee belongs to ownership agents while 30 percent is
paid to the state owner. 87 Similar to the sharecropping contract between landlord and workers in agricultural history, the fee-share arrangement mitigates the risk of moral hazard, which can be caused
by information asymmetry. 88
Figure 5. Legal Framework for Exercising Rights in China’s
Coastal Waters

85. Contrary to the more centralized reform in Eastern Europe and Russia,
“China has emphasized economic reform through devolution of authority from
the central to local governments.” Yingyi Qian & Barry R. Weingast, Federalism
as a Commitment to Preserving Market Incentives, 11 J. ECON. PERSP. 83, 86
(1997).
86. Apart from large-scale use or “key state construction projects,” most applications to use coastal waters only need to be approved by local governments.
See hai yu shi yong guan li fa (2002) (P.R.C.), supra note 63, Art. 7, 16–18.
87. See Cai Zheng Bu Gu Yu Jia Qiang Hai Yu Shi Yong Jin Guan Li De
Tong Zhi [Notice of Ministry of Financial and State Oceanic Ministry on Collecting the Use Fee in 2007].
88. Joseph E. Stiglitz, Incentives and Risk Sharing in Sharecropping, 41
REV. ECON. STUD. 219, 219–55 (1974); Steven N. S. Cheung, Private Property
Rights and Sharecropping, 76 J. POL. ECON. 1107, 1107–22 (1968).
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Second, there is also a regulatory means to resolve the hold-out
problem, namely the functional-divisions system. This system aims
at “ensuring the sustained utilization of sea areas and promoting the
development of the maritime economy” by planning all coastal waters. 89 In view of the process whereby the functional-divisions system is jointly completed by multi-level governments, to some extent
it avoids the potential hold-out problem. Ideally, by means of a functional-divisions plan, which is treated as implied contractual terms,
the state owner can impose an ex ante regulation as a solution to
keep gridlock at bay. Normally, the hold-out phenomenon occurs
where a large-scale project requires the consent of private users.
However, such large-scale projects should be planned by a functional-divisions system. If this is the case, it implies that private users have accepted the content of the project in advance; if not, the
adjustment of the functional-divisions plan associated with specified
waters is a form of regulatory undertaking. No matter which situation materializes, the hold-out gridlock will not occur.
Finally, the market-driven system forms the basis of a solution
to overcome gridlock. In essence, only when the negotiators believe
that they will benefit from non-cooperative action will the anticommons occur. However, for private rights-holders in China’s coastal
waters, the non-cooperative option is not the best game plan. Most
of them gain exclusive-use rights by bidding or auction. 90 They have
a strong incentive to avoid gridlock because underuse would seriously affect the market value of the waters in the remaining contractual terms. At the very least, refusing the deal means the loss of an
opportunity to make a profit. 91 Therefore, rational individuals are
89. See hai yu shi yong guan li fa (2002) (P.R.C.), supra note 63, at Art. 11.
90. For example, according to the related regulation in Shanghai, “[i]n case
of an application for the use of sea areas for business purposes, the Municipal
Oceanic Bureau shall organize bidding or an auction for the transfer of the right
to use sea areas;” Shang Hai Shi Hai Yu Shi Yong Guan Li Ban Fa [Procedures of
the Shanghai Municipality on the Administration of Use of Sea Areas 2006].
91. In contrast, the risk of gridlock is much higher in land use because the
timeless ownership may weaken the rights-holder’s incentive to make a profit.
However, the right to use waters is not timeless and thus refusing to make a deal
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willing to accept a good deal as long as the price is right. The same
is true for new users. As such the potential problem of a gridlock is
avoided through negotiations.
V. CONCLUSION
When a Blackacre has to be used by multiple players, there are
two options when it comes to allocating the resource: divide it into
small fenced-off plots (imagine cutting a big birthday cake for party
guests); or permit the players to use the resource simultaneously
(imagine a park crowded with people). If this Blackacre refers to
coastal waters, aquaculture and capture are representative samples
of each allocation.
It is useful, then, to briefly contrast the two models. Borrowing
Epstein’s argument, I designate the former as a bottom-up regime,
and the latter as a top-down one. Consistent with Demsetz’s theory,
the bottom-up regime avoids the tragedy of the commons because it
internalizes potential externalities. But this statement begs the question: if the big birthday cake is cut into so many pieces, will it lead
to waste? Heller’s anticommons hypothesis says yes, but according
to my findings, the answer is no.
As shown by my findings, people are willing to pay for legal
rights which guarantee exclusive access, regardless of the relatively
high cost. The statistical data further reveal that, when coastal waters
are divided, there is a negative correlation between fragmentation
and production. In comparison with Heller’s assumed result, it implies that the more fragmented the waters, the higher the productivity that will occur. On this basis, I might conclude that, from an empirical standpoint, there is no tragedy of the anticommons in China’s
coastal waters.

is a lost opportunity in limited time. An assessment of the difference between land
and waters exceeds the scope of this article, and must be deferred to a subsequent
paper.
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VI. APPENDIX
A. The value of per capita GDP in all eleven coastal provinces. The
data derive primarily from two sources: (1) China Ocean Yearbook;
(2) China Statistical Yearbook.
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

GDP

GDP

GDP

GDP

GDP

GDP

GDP

GDP

GDP

GDP

GDP

Shandong 11619

13628

16364

20023

23716

27721

32996

35894

41106

47335

51768

Jiangsu

14356

16708

19944

24214

28272

33331

39053

44253

52840

62290

68347

Fujian

13470

14941

16331

18468

21156

25607

29741

33437

40025

47377

52763

Hebei

9091

10487

12451

14737

16694

19746

23163

24581

28668

33969

36584

Hainan

7441

8273

9767

10804

12343

14477

17087

19254

23831

28898

32377

Shanghai

31575

35395

43994

48435

52782

59055

63980

69164

76074

82560

85373

Liaoning

12528

14258

15822

18974

21574

25648

31197

35149

42355

50760

56649

Guangdon 13273

15202

20705

24327

27705

32178

36082

39436

44736

50807

54095

Zhejiang

16323

19343

23652

26924

31038

36431

41226

43842

51711

59249

63374

Guangxi

5092

5631

7023

8746

10232

12491

14891

16045

20219

25326

27952

Tianjin

20369

24210

30380

35452

40412

45295

54034

62574

72994

85213

93173
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B. The picture on the left shows the ichnography of sea areas in
Lingshui Harbor, Hainan province. As this ichnography reveals, a
Global Positioning System (GPS) can distinguish and locate the sectioned-off sea areas, and the inherent fluidity will not prevent coastal
waters from being turned into property. The picture on the right
shows aquaculture production in Wenchang County, Hainan province.

BOOK REVIEW
MIXED LEGAL SYSTEMS, EAST AND WEST
(Vernon V. Palmer, Mohamed Y. Mattar
and Anna Koppel eds., Ashgate 2015)
Reviewed by Stephen Thomson *
This book aims in the words of the editors to “stretch the goals
and the bounds of comparative law and to bring it into closer contact
with the rapidly mixing globalized environment of the twenty-first
century.” Vernon Palmer, Mohamed Mattar and Anna Koppel have
assembled 21 contributors from a range of jurisdictions to produce
this collection of essays on mixed legal systems beyond the archetypal Western-centric (and often Eurocentric) analysis and the Common law/Civil law divide. This is surely a laudable response to
growing calls for comparative legal analysis to be conducted beyond
the limits of these spheres and a necessary acknowledgement of the
influence of globalization on law and legal identity.
The essays are divided into five parts. The first is entitled “The
Contemporary Nature of Mixed Legal Systems” and covers mostly
theoretical approaches to questions of hybridity and mixed (or
polyjural) legal systems. The second, “Patterns of Common and
Civil Law Hybridities,” is conducted (as the title suggests) primarily
in the Common Law/Civil law mould. The third, “Mixed Legal Systems with Indigenous, Customary, and Religious Law” essentially
introduces the “Eastern” dimension to the volume, with essays on
Vanuatu, Israel, Eritrea and the Philippines. The fourth, “The Islamic Legal System and Western Legal Traditions,” examines the
interface between Islamic law and legal tradition with other laws and
legal traditions. Interestingly, it does so in a range of systems, including predominantly Muslim (Turkey, Egypt and Iran), Buddhist
(Sri Lanka) and Christian (South African) jurisdictions. Finally, the
fifth part examines “Patterns of Mixing in Specialized Areas of the
*

Assistant Professor, The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
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Law,” bringing together a miscellany of remaining subjects including international law in the Iranian constitutional context, Islamic
finance disputes, and clinical legal education in the mixed jurisdiction context. Overall, this represents an admirably broad and ambitious take on the mixed jurisdiction theme.
In terms of the specific jurisdictions which receive principal
coverage in the volume, two are European (Cyprus and Malta), five
are Middle Eastern (Egypt, Iran, Israel, Saudi Arabia and Turkey),
four are African (Cameroon, Eritrea, Seychelles and South Africa),
three are Asian (Malaysia, Philippines and Sri Lanka), and one is
Oceanian (Vanuatu). This represents a good spread of jurisdictions,
though the book seems more oriented towards what might politically
and ethno-culturally be considered the “East” rather than the
“West”—perhaps in keeping with its aims and objectives. There is
no coverage of American jurisdictions, nor of East, North and Central Asia. This is not necessarily a flaw, but it does suggest a slightly
scattered approach to the choice of jurisdictions.
A thought-provoking introduction is given to the volume by
Biagio Andò (“As Slippery as an Eel”? Comparative Law and
Polyjural Systems), who considers varying theoretical approaches to
mixedness or polyjurality, drawing on the work of scholars such as
Vernon Palmer and Esin Örücü. He also considers the role of tradition and time-space conceptions of the law, inviting the reader to
contemplate how the characteristics of mixedness and polyjurality
ought to be conceived and deployed. These themes are further developed in the next chapter by Sean Patrick Donlan, who likewise
offers a thought-provoking consideration of hybridity and diffusion
as theoretical tools for understanding mixtures and movements of
legal norms through time and space.
Another highlight is the chapter by Nir Kedar (“I'm in the East,
but my Law is from the West”: The East-West Dilemma in the Israeli
Mixed Legal System), which gives a rich and fascinating account of
questions and tensions of identity and the politico-cultural orientation of Israeli law and its legal system. This includes an illuminating
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account of the East-West dilemma in Zionist and Israeli legal discourse, and competing notions of “Israeliness” and “Jewishness” in
the Israeli legal space. The contribution represents, in this sense, a
mixing of potentially competing ideas and values of identity and its
legal expression.
The Philippines does not usually feature in the mixed jurisdiction analysis, such that Pacifico Agabin's contribution (The Influence of Philippine Indigenous Law on the Development of New Concepts of Social Justice) stands out. He explains how colonisation led
to the imposition of Civil and Common law systems on “indigenous” traditions in the Philippines and the divergent philosophical
approaches between the imposed traditions and those by which they
were preceded. Agabin claims that the Civil and Common law traditions were “founded on the philosophy of individualism”—in apparent contrast to earlier customs in the Philippines “steeped in collectivist or communitarian philosophy”—and that this marks the
Philippines as a “showcase of the conflict between Western law and
the indigenous law of colonized peoples.” Whilst intriguing, this
morphing of the argument into a conflict between Philippine and
“Western” philosophical values may be a little over-extended, as it
seems to adopt a rather hasty and perhaps singular conception of
those “Western” values or traditions, among which there can certainly be found elements of collectivist or communitarian thinking.
Nevertheless, the chapter informatively describes how Philippine
customary law has promoted particular values of justice in its modern legal system.
The inclusion of chapters offering a public law perspective is to
be welcomed. The mixed jurisdiction literature has arguably received too little attention from that perspective, and the result has
sometimes been the exclusive discussion of the mixed jurisdiction
phenomenon in a private law context, thereafter extrapolated to the
four corners of the legal system. This may lead to a somewhat
skewed analysis of the broader order of legal norms and institutions.
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The editors should be commended for their efforts to include a public law analysis in the present volume.
It is, however, unclear how some of the chapters fit into the
theme of the book. Whilst this does not characterise the contributions as a whole, the relevance of some chapters to the mixed jurisdiction theme is not readily apparent. This does unfortunately include one or two of the contributions on public law and Islamic law,
where at least in a couple of instances no explicit attempt is made to
connect the substance of the chapter with a mixed jurisdiction analysis. The risk is of course that contributions are made from mixed
jurisdictions, or what are claimed to be mixed jurisdictions, but
without being made within the comparative legal context necessary
to guarantee the thematic cohesion of the volume. The quality and
length of individual chapters is variable—in terms of quality, that
may to some extent be inevitable in an edited volume with so many
contributors; in terms of length, however, it is surely not. The shortest chapter is just three and a half pages in length.
Overall, however, this is a worthwhile addition to the comparative literature on the mixed jurisdiction phenomenon. It has sought
to expand the geographical scope of that analysis, to travel beyond
the archetypal Common law/Civil law divide and to engage with
other legal traditions which do not usually feature in such texts,
whether major legal traditions such as those of Islamic systems or
more localised customary traditions. It is hoped that this volume will
encourage the mixed jurisdiction community to increasingly diversify their analysis—geographically and by area of law—but bearing
in mind that, in order to maximise its usefulness, this must be done
in a way that retains or promotes a fundamentally comparative analysis.

HARMONIZING EUROPEAN TORT LAW AND
THE COMPARATIVE METHOD
a Review of
BASIC QUESTIONS OF TORT LAW FROM A COMPARATIVE
PERSPECTIVE (Helmut Koziol ed., Sramek 2015)
Michael L. Wells ∗
Keywords: tort law, European Union law, harmonization of EU tort
law
This book is the second of two volumes on “Basic Questions of
Tort Law.” In the first volume, Professor Helmut Koziol examined
German, Austrian, and Swiss tort law. 1 In this volume, Professor
Koziol has assembled essays by distinguished scholars from several
European legal systems as well as the United States and Japan, each
of whom follows the structure of Koziol’s earlier book and explains
how those basic questions are handled in their own systems. 2
Throughout both volumes, Professor Koziol and his collaborators
take a broad view of the topic under discussion, addressing not only
the private law Americans call “tort” but also the role of insurance
schemes in compensating injured persons. An advantage of the organizational scheme is that it facilitates issue-specific comparisons
among the systems. Thus, Professor Koziol has also contributed a
chapter, entitled “comparative conclusions,” in which he identifies
similarities and differences among the various systems. Taken together, the system-specific chapters are a valuable resource for anyone interested in a concise introduction to a particular system or in
direct access to comparisons and contrasts among systems. Koziol’s

∗ Marion and W. Colquitt Carter Chair in Tort and Insurance Law, University of Georgia Law School
1. 1 BASIC QUESTIONS OF TORT LAW FROM A GERMANIC PERSPECTIVE
(Helmut Koziol ed., Sramek 2012) [hereinafter GERMANIC PERSPECTIVE].
2. The nation-specific essays include Bjarte Askeland (Norway), W. Jonathan Cardi and Michael D. Green (United States), Katarzyna LudwichowskaRedo (Poland), Attila Menyhard (Hungary), Olivier Moréteau (France), Ken Oliphant (United Kingdom), and Keizo Yamamoto (Japan).
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chapter on “comparative conclusions” is an incisive analysis of
those comparisons and contrasts.
Professor Koziol’s goal is more ambitious than simply to provide a convenient and current source of information about similarities and differences in the way of personal injury, harm to property,
and related problems are handled in a variety of legal systems. His
overall aim, which he develops in his chapter on comparative conclusions, is to use the detailed comparative analyses contained in the
two volumes as part of an effort to harmonize tort law across the
member states of the European Union. 3 Thus, the role of comparative law as part of the larger project is to identify areas of agreement
and disagreement across systems, so that work can proceed on confirming the commonalities and resolving out the disputed issues.
This review focuses on Professor Koziol’s ultimate aim of harmonization, and on the contribution of these essays to that project.
Harmonization of tort law across the member states is not just a matter of working out answers to such questions as the content of the
liability rule or whether non-pecuniary harm should be recoverable.
Harmonization raises an issue of European Union federalism. That
question is not explicitly addressed in either volume, yet the value
of the project, and prospects for its success, turn on the answer to it.
I argue that Professor Koziol has not made a convincing case for EU
displacement of member state tort law.
I.
Ever since the Treaty of Rome in 1957, the member states of the
European Union have pursued the goal of “an ever closer union
among the peoples of Europe.” 4 The Union “shall promote eco-

3. Helmut Koziol, Epilogue to 2 BASIC QUESTIONS OF TORT LAW FROM A
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE 685 (Helmut Koziol ed., Fiona Salter Townshend
trans., Sramek 2015) [hereinafter COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE].
4. ROGER J. GOEBEL ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON EUROPEAN UNION
LAW 3 (4th ed. 2015); for the current treaty provision, see Consolidated Version
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nomic, social, and territorial cohesion, and solidarity among Member States.” 5 A central feature of this program is the development of
a common market throughout the European Union, in order to facilitate the free movement of goods, persons, services, and capital. 6
One means of achieving greater integration of European Union
economies is the harmonization of laws. 7 Professor Koziol is among
those who hope to persuade the European Union to harmonize tort
law, either through a directive that sets forth EU-wide standards and
constraints on how far a member state may deviate from those
norms, or by the enactment of EU regulations that would override
current member state law entirely and impose a uniform body of tort
law on the member states. 8 With that goal in mind, in 2005 the European Group on Tort Law published its “Principles of European
Tort Law.” A few years later, the Study Group on a European Civil
Code and the Research Group on Existing EU Private Law “designed a Draft Common Frame of Reference, presented to the public
in 2008.” 9
The “main justification for harmonisation [is] … that the differences between the legal systems are hindering commercial crossborder transactions in Europe.” 10 Businesses that sell across national borders are disadvantaged because they must learn about and
comply with many different tort systems. Diversity of laws “gives
rise to transaction costs, which can prove to be obstacles to the market, especially for small and medium-sized businesses.” 11 In a related vein, harmonization would reduce uncertainty as to the content
of the applicable law “and could thus lead to a noticeable reduction
of the Treaty on the European Union art. 1, Oct. 26, 2012, 2012 O.J. (C326) 13
[hereinafter TEU].
5. TEU, Article 3, para. 3.
6. See CATHERINE BARNARD, THE SUBSTANTIVE LAW OF THE EU: THE
FOUR FREEDOMS 3-33 (4th ed., Oxford Univ. Press 2013).
7. See GOEBEL ET AL., supra note 4, at 499.
8. The distinction between regulations and directives is discussed in id. at
154-55.
9. COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE, supra note 3, at 694.
10. Id. at 686 (italics in original).
11. Id. at 687.
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of legal disputes and thus the consequential expenses of cases involving damage that have an international aspect.” 12 Furthermore,
“European citizens—who are encouraged to move around in the European Union—cannot be expected to be very understanding that, in
the case of an accident, they are treated very differently depending
on which legal system is applicable.” 13
For Professor Koziol, comparative analysis is a means to the end
of greater harmonization of European tort law. The point of the two
“Basic Questions” volumes, and of the comparative approach they
take, is to provide information helpful to achieving the harmonization project. He argues that “we have to know even more about the
fundamental ideas of other legal systems to better understand each
other and to explore the different legal cultures and the ways of
thinking in other countries.” 14 Comparative study helps us to “recognize the common bases,” “discover new tools for solving problems, become more open-minded for different ideas and increase the
understanding of fundamental perspectives.” 15 Armed with this
knowledge, we will determine just how far it is feasible to go with
harmonization. Koziol is confident that “if all show good will and
cooperate in a reasonable fashion, we will reach the goal, maybe not
an ideal concept on the first go, but at least the basis for further improvement.” 16
The project’s merit depends on the premise that greater uniformity is an especially valuable goal, so much so as to overcome
competing considerations. Yet there are grounds to question the
need for greater uniformity across the EU in the tort context and to
doubt whether the costs of pursuing it are worth the benefits. In my
view, the essays assembled here provide at least as much, if not
more, support for the anti-harmonization view than for Professor

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Id. at 688.
Id.
Id. at 695.
Id.
Id. at 704.
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Koziol’s project. With regard to the role of comparisons in answering the question of whether greater harmonization is called for, I
believe that it is appropriate to compare the EU to the United States,
and to focus the comparison on the question of whether variations
among member state tort laws actually retard the growth of a federation-wide common market. The history of the United States and its
economic success, suggests that a multiplicity of approaches to tort
law does not stand in the way of a strong market economy. Just as
the U.S. successfully copes with a variety of tort systems, so also
may the EU manage to get along without systematic harmonization.
II.
Few would question the value of harmonization in the operation
of a well-functioning market in the EU, including its role in providing greater variety and lower prices for goods and services, and easier movement of persons throughout Europe. It is widely agreed that
the harmonization project over the past fifty years has contributed
to the success of the EU. But merely pointing to the existence of
benefits cannot make the case for greater harmonization in any given
sphere because the benefits of harmonization come at a price. Rather, the strength of that case turns on whether the benefits are worth
the costs. Since the costs and benefits vary depending on context,
the question raised by the effort to harmonize tort law is not whether
harmonization has benefits. Rather, the question is whether the specific benefits of this particular harmonization project is worth the
costs.
Given the variety of factors that matter in making that assessment of costs and benefits, reasonable people will differ on whether
the former outweigh the latter. This volume’s comparisons between
tort regimes may be helpful in making that assessment. In my view,
however, a more illuminating comparison is available. I have in
mind the experience of the United States, for each of the fifty states
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has its own tort system. Nonetheless, the United States has succeeded at establishing and maintaining a national market. That experience seems to me to raise doubts about the claim that disuniformity is a serious impediment to a well-functioning market. There
are nearly twice as many “member states” in the U.S. as in the EU,
and the market is spread over a larger area. In some ways, these features of the U.S. system present greater hurdles to buyers and sellers
than in the EU, yet market participants manage to cope well enough.
Variations among legal regimes do not seem to unduly impede the
free movement of goods, services, people, and capital.
Professor Koziol’s answer to the American counterexample is to
assert that “the legal systems of the EU Member States vary a great
deal more than the legal systems of the states in the USA.” 17 Thus,
“[t]here exists not only a fundamental difference between the common law in England and Ireland on the one hand and the Continental
civil law on the other but also divergences between the civil law
systems.” 18 Much of the force of his argument turns on the former
distinction, between common law and civil law systems. He notes
that “the characteristic feature of the Continental legal systems is
that they are codified, in contrast to English case law.” 19 There are
also differences in the way tort law is organized. Thus, “[c]ontinental laws of damages are somewhat homogenous legal areas… In
contrast, common law proceeds on the basis of a multitude … of
individual ‘torts.’” 20 As for specific rules, he points out that “[t]he
absence of any strict liability for motor vehicles is perhaps the most
marked difference between English law and that of most European
countries.” 21 Punitive damages are more readily available in common law than in civil law jurisdictions. 22 Styles of legal reasoning
differ as well, in ways that are hardly limited to tort law. Common
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Id. at 686.
Id.
Id. at 695.
Id. at 697.
Id. at 700.
Id. at 701.
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law courts proceed case by case, while continental lawyers “begin
with a general abstract rule, which has been formulated by the legislator.” 23
But Professor Koziol’s catalog of ways in which English and
Continental law diverge may be largely moot, as his point has been
overtaken by the UK’s upcoming secession from the EU. One consequence of the UK’s decision to leave the European Union is that
these differences among EU member states will be far less important
in practice after Brexit. There will no longer be a large EU member
state with a different legal tradition from all the rest. One way to
look at Brexit is that it facilitates harmonization by removing a large
obstacle. On the other hand, the UK’s departure substantially reduces the disuniformity that, under basic EU principles, would justify intervention to protect the single market. By contrast, Ireland is
a small nation whose distinctive legal system has little impact on the
general effectiveness of the common market. It seems inappropriate
to allow the disuniformity between its common law approach and
the Continental approach to drive so consequential a decision as the
harmonization of all of European tort law. As an American might
put it, paying so much attention to Ireland would allow a small tail
to wag a very large dog.
Ireland aside, it is not at all clear that the variations among continental legal systems are much greater than the variations among
the fifty states that make up the United States. As examples of differences among EU member states, Professor Koziol cites “divergences . . . in respect of the notion of fault or wrongfulness, strict
liability and vicarious liability, recoverable non-pecuniary loss and
time limitations.”24 One answer to this claim is that the existence of
variations does not establish that the variations are unmanageable.
The essays Koziol has collected in this volume provide little support

23. Id. at 702.
24. Id. at 695.
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for the notion that the member states of the EU differ in radical ways
in their approaches to tort law, nor does Koziol assert that they do.
The main point is that all of them favor compensation of the victim of an accident, whether through “tort” liability (as a common
lawyer would call it) or through social insurance of some kind. Thus,
according to Professor Moréteau, “the French are convinced that society works better when its members agree to share and equalize the
burden on risk and adopt a solidarity model.” 25 In Norway, according to Bjarte Askeland, “it is important that the victim’s damage is
remedied or the injury compensated in full,” by a combination of
tort law and social insurance. 26 Katarzyna Ludwichowska-Redo
states that “[a] tendency has been noted in Poland over the last decades to strengthen the protection of tort victims,” by “the growing
significance of responsibility independent of fault” and by a “trend
towards objectivizing fault liability.” 27 Attila Menyhard notes that
“the structure, the basic principles and means of risk allocation in
Hungarian law are in line with the main structures and principles of
other jurisdictions,” 28 including a growing role for insurance rather
than fault. 29 Across all of the systems surveyed in the study, “[t]here
is consensus on the essential issue that the responsible injuring party
must in principle pay full compensation—no less, but no more.”30
Of course, in all of these systems there are limits on recovery. Professor Moréteau points out that in France, “much as in common law
or Germanic jurisdictions, significant compensation of pure economic loss is mainly to be found in the contractual sphere.” 31 Another common thread is that victims typically do not recover without
a good reason (often, but not necessarily, fault) to hold the defendant

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Id. at 4.
Id. at 99-100.
Id. at 165.
Id. at 254.
Id. at 255.
Id. at 825.
Id. at 76.
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liable. 32 Yet another is that a victim’s own faulty conduct is relevant
to the amount obtained, but is not an absolute bar. 33
Continental systems differ mainly on the particular means by
which compensation is to be achieved. For example, Professor
Koziol notes the difference between French and German approaches
to accident law. The German Civil Code favors “firm, detailed
rules,” 34 while the French Code (and the Austrian Code as well) “are
formulated in a more general and elastic manner.” 35 Despite these
variations, the underlying aims of tort liability are similar throughout the Continental systems. As Professor Koziol notes in his treatment of the Germanic perspective in volume I, “[i]n Continental Europe, it is generally recognized that the primary aim of the law of
tort is to compensate the victim for damage sustained.” 36 He adds
that “[i]t is widely recognized today that besides this compensatory
function … the law of tort serves a deterrent function.” 37 Yet in his
“comparative conclusions,” Professor Koziol pays more attention to
variation on matters of detail among EU member states than he does
to their general agreement on basic principles.
Turning to the U.S. side of the comparison, Professor Koziol
may not fully appreciate the level of variation among the fifty states
of the U.S. For example, he notes differences among EU systems
with regard to damages available to the family members of fatally
injured accident victims. 38 In the U.S., this topic is covered by statutory law in each state because common law courts long ago rejected
recovery for “wrongful death,” as it is called. 39 As in the EU, there
32. See id. at 59-66 (France); id. at 131 (Norway); id. at 220 (Poland); id. at
307 (Hungary); see also GERMANIC PERSPECTIVE, supra note 1, at 171, 200.
33. COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE, supra note 3, at 67-68, 89 (France); id. at
145 (Norway); id. at 234 (Poland); id. at 327 (Hungary); see also GERMANIC
PERSPECTIVE, supra note 1, at 256-57.
34. COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE, supra note 3, at 704.
35. Id. at 705.
36. GERMANIC PERSPECTIVE, supra note 1, at 47.
37. Id.
38. COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE, supra note 3, at 587.
39. See RICHARD A. EPSTEIN & CATHERINE M. SHARKEY, CASES AND
MATERIALS ON TORTS 783-86 (11th ed., Aspen Publ’g 2016).
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are significant variations among those statutes. Some states only allow for survivors to recover for the amounts they would have received from the deceased, while others provide for recovery of the
whole value of the life. Professor Koziol observes that “[t]he national rules on prescription offer a great diversity of different prescription periods.” 40 But the same is true in the U.S., where statutes
of limitations (as they are called) vary from one state to another. 41
On at least one issue there is more uniformity across EU legal systems than among the fifty states. In the EU the plaintiff’s fault generally reduces but does not preclude recovery. By contrast, Jonathan
Cardi and Michael Green note, in their essay on U.S. law, that many
of the American states allow no recovery if the plaintiff’s share of
the fault is equal to or greater than the defendant’s, and a few treat
any contributory negligence by the plaintiff as a complete bar. 42
Professor Koziol criticizes EU efforts to harmonize private law
by directives on specific topics, such as products liability. Ironically,
his objections belittle his claim that U.S. law features less variation
than Continental Europe. Thus, the current EU approach of “selective harmonization leads … to a double shattering of the law.” One
kind of “shattering” occurs because “the national legal systems become infiltrated by foreign provisions.” 43 This is precisely what
happens on a routine basis in the U.S., whenever the national government preempts state law on some specific topic, such as automobile safety44 or liability for pharmaceuticals. 45 Indeed, a characteristic feature of any federal system in which sovereignty is divided

40. COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE, supra note 3, at 828.
41. Id. at 509.
42. Id. at 495-96.
43. Id. at 690.
44. See, e.g., Geier v. Am. Honda Motor Co., 529 U.S. 861, 120 S. Ct. 1913,
146 L.Ed.2d 914 (2000).
45. See, e.g., PLIVA, Inc. v. Mensing, 564 U.S. 604, 131 S. Ct. 2567, 180
L.Ed.2d 580 (2011).
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between the center and the periphery is the presence in a given domain of some issues governed by member state law and other issues
governed by the central authority. 46
The other “shattering of the law” Koziol references here is that
“the EU’s directives and regulations are not based on a consistent
and overall concept and therefore are very often not in accordance
with one another.” 47 His complaint here is that “[e]very directive of
the European Union is a compromise between the varying national
views and the outcome depends on national interests as well as the
nationality and personality of the members of the Commission.”48
The same is true of the law making process of the U.S. Congress
when it displaces state tort law. For that matter, the same would be
true if the EU were to undertake the general harmonization of tort
law favored by Professor Koziol. With particular regard to product
liability, Koziol criticizes the EU’s products liability directive for
failure “to attain a consistent and thus fair overall system.” 49 But the
U.S. has done no better. For example, businesses that sell products
across state lines must take account of three different definitions of
“design defect,” including a “consumer’s expectations” test, a “risk
utility” test, and a “reasonable alternative design” test. 50 Again, U.S.
(and EU) manufacturers have managed to cope with the variety and
uncertainty that is generated by such an untidy system.
III.
Professor Koziol focuses all of his attention on reasons to support EU harmonization of tort law. But his argument is incomplete,
as the Treaty on the European Union does not authorize EU intervention just because there are reasons in its favor. Rather, “[t]he use
of union competences is governed by the principles of subsidiarity
46. See RICHARD H. FALLON, JR. ET AL., HART & WECHSLER’S THE FEDERAL
COURTS AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM 488-89 (7th ed., Foundation Press 2015).
47. COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE, supra note 3, at 690.
48. Id.
49. Id. at 691.
50. See EPSTEIN & SHARKEY, supra note 39, at 704-07.
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and proportionality.” 51 The principle of subsidiarity is that, unless a
topic is within the exclusive competence of the EU, “the Union shall
act only if and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States.” 52 The principle
of proportionality holds that “the content and form of Union action
shall not exceed what is necessary to achieve the objectives of the
Treaties.” 53 These constraints on EU intervention are directly relevant to the question of whether to harmonize tort and accident law.
Since these areas are traditionally handled at the member state level,
the principle to subsidiarity seems to place a significant burden on
the advocates for intervention to show why it is not better to leave
well enough alone. Showing that varying legal regimes, and attendant costs, may justify an intervention on a particular topic such
as products liability, but wholesale intervention across all of tort and
accident law may not be a proportionate response.
Despite their presence in the Treaty on the European Union,
these proportionality and subsidiarity provisions are not in most instances strong legal constraints on EU legislation. 54 The Court of
Justice of the European Union has generally taken an expansive
view of EU legislative authority. If EU legislators decide that the
norms of subsidiarity and proportionality are satisfied, these norms
may well be sufficiently supple to permit Professor Koziol’s proposal to withstand a challenge in the Court of Justice. In any event,
it is useless to try to assess the legal viability of a harmonization
directive or regulation until one is enacted, or at least a concrete proposal is advanced.
Even so, the proportionality and subsidiarity constraints are
highly relevant to the legislative policy issue of whether EU intervention is called for, all the more so in an era when the enthusiasts
of closer EU integration meet with ever greater resistance from some
51. TEU, supra note 4, at art. 5, para. 1.
52. Id. at art. 5, para. 3.
53. Id. at art. 5, para. 4.
54. See GOEBEL ET AL., supra note 4, at 173 (discussing subsidiarity); id. at
201-08 (discussing the somewhat stronger principle of proportionality).
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of the member states. Accordingly, it is not premature to suggest
that, in deciding whether and how far to go forward with this harmonization project, EU legislators must take account not only of the
benefits of harmonization, but also of the costs of displacing member state law. If the benefits of disuniformity are sufficiently great,
EU legislators may find that they outweigh the arguments favoring
an EU-wide system of tort law. Thus, the case for EU intervention
is not complete without asking whether the costs of displacing member state control are worth the benefits of uniformity.
General costs of any EU displacement of member state law, in
this or any other context, are the loss of local autonomy and a lesser
role for democratic decision making, as unelected officials in Brussels override local office holders who are directly accountable to
voters. 55 In the specific context of tort law, member states may differ
among themselves on the precise mix of policy objectives, such that
a “one-size-fits-all” rule would necessarily deprive at least some of
them of the opportunity to pursue their goals. For example, the Norwegian approach to accident law puts considerable weight on the
compensation of victims and spreading of losses through insurance.
This policy is followed so intently that tortfeasors may escape liability entirely when insurance is available. 56 As a result, such goals
as corrective justice and deterrence may be sacrificed. Other member states may put more weight on the latter set of goals. While the
current approach permits this kind of variety, the harmonization of
European tort law would threaten it. Similarly, some member states
are more receptive than others to the recovery of non-pecuniary
damages. Professor Koziol sees this divergence as a tough problem
that raises “fundamental questions,” 57 which he addresses at some
55. For a summary of the values promoted by state autonomy in the U.S.
context, see KATHLEEN M. SULLIVAN & NOAH FELDMAN, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
110-11 (19th ed., Foundation Press 2016). It may not be appropriate to draw a
close analogy between the U.S. and the EU, as the member states of the EU have
considerably more autonomy than the fifty states of the U.S.
56. COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE, supra note 3, at 100.
57. Id. at 768.
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length. From a perspective that values the diversity that comes with
federalism, the variety of approaches is not a problem. In fact, we
may over time gather valuable information from observing the effects of one approach over another. 58
The diversity one currently observes may not be fully explained
by divergent values. Different approaches to a given problem may
be due to variations in the level of one or another type of dangerous
conduct. If drivers in one member state take greater risks than in
another, it may be appropriate to impose greater personal tort liability in the former than the latter in order to induce drivers to be more
careful. Without unduly disparaging the skills of French drivers, it
is worth noting that in France, if not in Norway, “reckless drivers
end up paying significantly higher premiums, whilst a careful driver
with no accident liability on record may see his or her premium reduced by half.” 59
Legal culture may differ from one member state to another, such
that judges will be more familiar with one style of reasoning than
another. Professor Koziol distinguishes between two approaches.
On the one hand, German tort law is characterized by firm, detailed
rules.” 60 On the other, the Austrian and French principles “are formulated in a more general and elastic manner.” 61 As for himself,
Professor Koziol prefers “a middle course” between the two. 62 But
the relevant question is not “what is the optimal approach?” as an
abstract proposition. The German approach may work well in the
German context and the French approach in the French context. The
issue for EU legislators is whether the project of integrating the
economies of EU member states is significantly hindered by simply
58. See New State Ice Co. v. Liebman, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis,
J., dissenting) (“It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single
courageous state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel
social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country.”).
59. COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE, supra note 3, at 5 (Olivier Moréteau discussing French law).
60. Id. at 704.
61. Id. at 705.
62. Id. at 707.
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allowing each member state to formulate the law as it sees fit. In
resolving that question it is important to keep in mind that a given
legal system may work differently in its actual operation than is apparent to an outsider. For example, Professor Koziol finds that “[t]he
French legislator and the Cour de Cassation almost never give sufficient reasons and therefore one never knows why a case is solved
in a particular way and one never knows beforehand how the next
case will be solved.” 63 Yet it appears that lawyers and scholars
trained in the French system are able to surmount the difficulties. 64
IV.
My reservations relate solely to the strength of the case for harmonizing European tort law. The research, analysis, and exposition
of the issues in both volumes of “Basic Questions” are exemplary.
A close study of Professor Koziol’s chapter on “comparative conclusions” will repay anyone interested in the comparative study of
tort and accident law. This is an essential volume—as is Professor
Koziol’s volume on the Germanic perspective—for anyone interested in the comparative perspective on these topics.

63. Id. at 704.
64. See MITCHEL DE S.-O.-L’E. LASSER, JUDICIAL DELIBERATIONS: A
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF JUDICIAL TRANSPARENCY AND LEGITIMACY 38-61,
303-05, 307-11 (Oxford Univ. Press 2009).

